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ABSTRACT
In
nineteenth
century
New
Zealand,
the process of
colonisation included destruction of the native environment
and so conflicted with conservation.
By about 1870 a few men
were urging that the native flora and fauna were worth
conserving both for scientific research and for sustained
exploitation and use.
This foreshadowed, and to some degree
precipitated, a more complex rationale for conservation after
1890, which brought in aesthetic,
spiritual and ecological
arguments.
The most consistent and convincing spokesman
during the formative years was T H Potts (1824-1888).
By reference to Potts'
activities in New Zealand,
from the
time of his arrival in 1854, I present a picture of colonial
endeavour which often clashed with the requirements of native
bird and plant life.
By summarising legislation and other
activity for conservation prior to 1890,
I demonstrate how
the response to this conflict developed new forms of thought
and action from earlier concepts of animal protection and
resource reservation.
I describe Potts' contribution to this
activity in particular.
I
then examine the influences at
work on Potts and consider some of the areas in which he was
involved, scientific research and acclimatisation among them.
I conclude that interest in science and natural history, plus
his particular social and religious milieu, combined with the
events of Potts' life to create the belief in conservation
which he so ardently expressed.
Finally, I would maintain
that his early concern for the New Zealand environment gives
to Potts'
life and thought an appeal and significance which
is lasting.
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PREFACE
The principal object of this thesis is to examine the
"interface" between the life of T H Potts (1824-1888) and the
beginnings of conservation in New Zealand.
Since neither a biography of Potts nor a
history of
conservation in this country has yet been written. I have
also painted something of these two wider contexts.
Chapters
Two and Three include detail of Potts' life which does not
directly relate to conservation. while Chapters Five. Six and
Seven include detail of moves towards conservation which
Potts was not directly associated with.
It has seemed
necessary to "ramble" in this manner (to use a favourite word
of Potts) and I feel my thesis stands firmer because of it.
I define "conservation" as "the wise use of resources".
This
definition works quite well as long as we understand that the
best use of some resources is non-use.
You just look at
them.
Conservation is about how man considers nature. rather
than about nature itself.
so I think this kind of "user
definition" still has its place.
It is certainly helpful
when looking at the history of conservation.
since it can
embrace all the meanings that have been given to conservation
in the past.
It would be less helpful
in considering
conservation now.
when the meaning of the word has been
dramatically refocussed away from an emphasis on use.
It is
far from the definition of conservation. in the current New
Zealand Conservation Act. as "the preservation and protection
of natural
and historic resources for the purpose of
maintaining their intrinsic values".
In New Zealand.
colonisation by the pakeha began with
destruction of the native environment. a course of action
directly in conflict with conservation.
Forests were
destroyed rather than exploited.
since they were seen as an
obstacle to the exploitation of the land on which they grew;
animal resources like whales and seals were exploited for
monetary gain.
but in such a way as to make long-term
exploitation impossible.
The beginning of a change in
attitude around 1870 saw some members of society promote a
more sensible and considered exploitation of the environment
and marked the beginnings of conservation.
Around 1890 or
1900. a further change of attitude witnessed the beginning of
veneration for the environment.
While veneration came into
conflict with notions of material progress. exploitation went
hand in hand with it. Thus. in the late nineteenth century
conservation could be seen. without irony. as increasing
potential for development.
Once this is understood. it comes as no surprise to find that
those who first showed an interest in conservation were for
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rather than against development.
T H Potts was a member of
committees to investigate the development of
local industry.
Charles O'Neill wanted forests reserved so there were enough
sleepers for railway lines and timber props for gold mines.
Travers was one of the first shareholders of the Wellington
Gas Company and the Wellington and Manawatu Railway Company.
And Vogel,
of course, was the main proponent of the age of
economic
growth
and
expansionism.
Similarly,
"conservationists"
might
also
be
involved
in
the
acclimatisation of introduced species,
since this was meant
to bring in insectivores and destroyers of vermin, to promote
the development of agriculture.
Any threat to the native
flora and fauna that this caused was, for them, incidental
rather than intentional. Travers was the founding president
of the Wellington Acclimatisation Society, Potts a founding
vice president of the Canterbury Acclimatisation Society.
My first chapter, in detailing Potts' direct involvement in
the introduction
of plants and animals to Canterbury,
decribes aspects of colonisation in the 1850s and 1860s which
were to conflict with conservation.
Chapter Nine discusses
the more self-conscious acclimatisation movement of the 1860s
and 1870s, and Potts' role in it.
In New Zealand, the nearest we had to a conscious theorist,
as well as exponent, of "conservation for exploitation" was
T H Potts.
I will describe how he showed a concern for
conservation in three ways : firstly, in the creation of the
environment around his home in Governor's Bay; secondly,
through
political
action;
and
thirdly,
through his
journalism.
Before
there
could be
legislation for
conservation, there had to be ideas of conservation like the
ones Potts had.
Where did the ideas come from?
I will be
identifying five
influences
which
led
Potts towards
conservation.
These were
: an interest in natural history;
an interest in science; a code of sportsmanship;
a code of
gentlemanly conduct; and a set of religious beliefs.
An
interest
in
natural history obviously made Potts
appreciate the exciting new species he found in New Zealand,
and, when he observed their decline, to seek ways to conserve
them. He was really more of a naturalist than a scientist,
though he is- seen as one of the two founding fathers of New
Zealand ornithology. This is discussed in Chapter Four.
The growth of science in the colonies has been linked by a
few scholars with the growth of conservation, but scientific
knowledge was really a two-edgBd sword.
Obviously the
scientist, like the naturalist, was concerned about the flora
and fauna as his raw material, and it was scientific research
which raised awareness of catchment areas and of the value of
forests as "climatic reserves".
But scientific research also
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came up with the "displacement theory" which provided a
rationale for the destruction of native species.
In their
pursuit of pure science the members of the New Zealand
Institute printed endless papers classifying New Zealand
species, but they printed nothing in the Transactions on the
necessity or the means of conserving them.
In the early
stages it was amateur scientists like Potts, Travers and
Mantell, rather than professional scientists like Hector or
Haast, who most showed a concern for conservation.
The
relationship between science and conservation is explored in
Chapter Eight.
Potts was also a "sportsman"
meaning he shot birds for
sport.
In fact, he had even made his money out of the family
gun-making business.
It may sound bizarre to some people to
suggest
that
shooting
birds
should
help
make
a
conservationist, but this was often how Victorians came into
contact with nature in a positive manner.
In their other
contacts with the bush,
they either wanted to remove it so
they could farm it, or else they wanted to get a quick meal
or a quick buck out of it.
But the sportsman valued birds
and their habitats and wanted them to survive.
What he
engaged in was selective shooting, just as a conservator of
forests engaged in selective logging.
He had a code of
conduct which was opposed to the large-scale slaughter of
species for financial gain,
and in favour of conservation.
Chapter Five explores some of these themes.
And Potts was also a gentleman.
Indeed, all the first New
Zealanders to interest themselves
in conservation were
gentlemen. It was really only men of means who could afford
to step above the "get rich quick" mentality which dominated
colonial society and instead take a
look at longer-term
goals.
Gentlemen in England had developed a code of beliefs
which they tried to apply in New Zealand.
They had an ideal
of "fair play" which,
in Potts'
case, made him sympathetic
towards the Maori as well as the native flora and fauna.
Both were being cruelly cut down.
He also had a typical
Victorian horror of waste, which was evident in both his
support of conservation and of development.
Finally, Potts was a religious man, very much an Anglican.
A
list of his books shows how much he was imbued with the
tradition of "ne.t ure I
theology" which stressed that all
nature was part of a divine plan.
Every species, whether
European or indigenous, was potentially for the use of God's
steward on earth,
and so should be conserved.
Potts has
sometimes been referred to as "New Zealand's Gilbert White",
and there
is certainly a similar feeling for God's works in
The Natural History of Selborne, published by White in 1789,
and in Out in the Open, published by Potts in 1882.
Potts as
gentleman and Christian is discussed in my last chapter.
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Further work is necessary to gauge whether the influences at
work upon Potts also affected other men of his time and place
who concerned themselves with conservation.
In doing my
research I have been impressed both by the wealth of relevant
local material and by the dearth of relevant scholarship.
The theses and publications of Ross Galbreath and Michael
Roche shine as bright but lonely beacons across an uncharted
sea.
Of Potts'
contemporaries, only Buller, Reischek and
Henry have been examined in terms of their response to the
New Zealand environment.
Conservation history has been stUdied in considerable depth
in the United States, and to a lesser extent in Canada and
Australia.
Parallels could undoubtedly be drawn between the
growth of conservation in these countries and in New Zealand.
In each
case there
were the
same conflicts between
colonisation and conservation, and shifts in colonists'
perception of their environment followed a similar sequence.
American research has helped me towards an understanding of
the links between conservation and Christianity (Nash 1967;
Berger 1983) and between conservation and sportsmanship
(Reiger 1986).
There are also points in common between colonial analyses and
a recent analysis of conservation in Britain, which described
a
"natural history/humanitarian period" from 1830 to 1890,
succeeded by a "preservationist period" from 1870 to 1940
(Lowe 1983,
329).
This suggests that, while a comparative
colonial model would be useful. we should also keep in mind
the growth of conservation in the Old World in the same
period. and beware of treating this simply as a colonial
phenomenon.
The present study, however, seeks only to unravel the origins
of conservation in one place, New Zealand, and to show how
the strands were most tightly drawn together in the person of
T H Potts.
Paul Star,
Harington Point Road, RD 2 Dunedin, New Zealand.
October 1991.
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ONE
ON THE INTRODUCTION OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS
Since then we quit our well-lov'd home
The treach'rous ocean-wave we dare,
And from our friends, our feelings, roam
Seeking a stranger-land afar.
In our new world life's path we find
With thorns and briars overspread.
Hope gives these ill weeds to the wind,
And fruits and flow'rs plants in their stead.
(T H Potts, 2 Apr 1855)
In the England of Gilbert White, the landscape was gradually
changed by man over thousands of years. In America also, the
American Indians had modified their environment for millenia,
then the Europeans came and modified it further in the course
of a
few centuries.
In New Zealand the process has been at
its most concentrated, with less than two millenia of human
modification of any kind, climaxing in only two centuries of
activity by Europeans (King 1984).
It is important to realise that the alteration of the New
Zealand environment was not exclusively a pakeha affair.
1800-2000 is the second great period of environmental change.
In South Island, the area most relevant to my research, the
destruction of the lowland podocarp forest on the eastern
side occurred around AD 1200-1400, and of the beech forests
of the eastern inland mountain basins around AD 1300-1500.
Forest clearance apparently slowed down after the sixteenth
century, probably because the Maori had burned down the most
vulnerable forests by then - though possibly they had also
developed some sense of conservation along the way.
The
Canterbury and Otago Plains still display a few ancient
stumps of Hall's totara as evidence of the early forest.
In
these areas regeneration never took place, the climate being
too cold and too dry, so the forest was replaced instead by
tussock grassland.
The fauna was affected along with the flora.
While changes
in the climate will have had their effect
and there is
evidence of this for both the moa and the takahe (King 1984,
53) - there is
little doubt that human actions changed the
situation more dramatically.
The early Polynesians burnt
extensive areas of the fauna's habitat,
and they preyed
directly on the large native species of birds, taking both
adults and eggs.
They also brought the kiore or native rat,
which affected the smaller species.
The latest research ascribes the decline and extinction of
the moa to "hunting overkill" and habitat destruction,
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especially the former. Their persecutors have a new label,
now being called Maori of the "archaic phase" rather than
moa-hunters, but, either way,
they were hunters of the moa
(Anderson 1989, 104 and 187).
The second period of great environmental change in New
Zealand corresponds to the time of European colonisation.
For a modern appraisal of it, which also provides a new name
for the process, we may read Crosby's Ecological Imperialism.
But in fact each generation has had a scholar who has
generalised about the course of events.
Travers tried to
summarise the changes while colonisation was young; G M
Thomson catalogued it thirty years
later, and it was the
subject of an American historical study by A H Clark in 1949.
Nowadays we tend to view the process of destruction and
alteration of the native environment as a tragedy, but in its
day it was considered more as a triumph.
We need to bear
this very much in mind when we consider nineteenth century
New Zealand, and when we see the drift of development as
directly counter to the modern notion of conservation.
W T L Travers delivered his ideas l'On the changes effected in
the natural features of a new country by the introduction of
civilized races"
in three lectures to the New Zealand
Institute in 1869-1870.
His theory came from a reading of
Lubbock, parwin,
Lyell, Hooker and George Perkins Marsh, all
of whom he quoted extensively. A very sketchy application of
the theory to the New Zealand context was his own.
In common
with modern
observers,
Travers suggested a
comparison between gradual change in "our own country" (by
which he meant Britain) and rapid change in New Zealand, but
he then
heightened
the
contrast
by
dismissing the
modification
of
the
environment
by
the
Maori
as
insignificant.
"Notwithstanding the cultivations of the
Maoris, " he wrote, "we may treat these islands as having been
a virgin country, but little modified by the hand of man
until the arrival of the European settlers" (Travers 1869,
307). This misrepresentation, which Travers' contemporaries
believed in along with him, had its importance.
If you felt
the Maori had done nothing, despite being in New Zealand for
some centuries,
it was then easier to justify even those
endeavours of the European which harmed the Maori.
There are statements and theories,
from many Victorian
gentlemen,
about what happened to the Maori and why (and
these have been remarked
upon
and
studied
by many
historians) .
What made
Travers unusual was that he
considered the coming of the Europeans not just in relation
to the native people but also in relation to the native flora
and fauna.
He described explicitly how the colonist would
"soon reduce the richest land to comparative sterility"
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(Travers 1869,
30~).
As with the maltreatment of the Maori,
he fully recognised the maltreatment of the land,
but
presented it nevertheless as part of a beneficial process Instead of our great tracts of native pasture lying
idle, and yielding sustenance to no useful thing, they
are now roamed over by and maintain large herds of
cattle and flocks of sheep
the energies of a
European race are rapidly converting a country which in
its natural state scarcely affords means
for the
sustenance of
man,
into one capable not only of
maintaining a contented population, but of affording the
materials for an extended foreign commerce. (Travers
1869, 312)
The classic micro-example of the process of colonisation in
New Zealand - as well as one of the earliest questionings of
it - is Tutira by Guthrie-Smith. His station was in Hawke's
Bay, where settlement reqUired more "ground work" than it had
done in much of South Island a generation earlier.
He
described South Island as "an open land fit for immediate
settlement, carrying nutritious grasses" while North Island
was "a vast tangle of fern, of scrub, and of forest.
In it
there was no country ready to the settler's hand; the
pioneers of
the North had to create their pasturage"
(Guthrie-Smith 1969, 104). He wrote more confidently of the
wisdom and success of the process in the first edi~ion of his
work (1921) than he was able to in the third (1940).
By this
time he was asking himself,
"Have I then for sixty years
desecrated
God's
earth
and
dubbed
it improvement?"
(Guthrie-Smith 1969,
xiii), and he didn't know the answer.
Many others have travailed through the same stages of action
and doubt since Guthrie-Smith.
Guthrie-Smith was
late on the scene as a pioneer, not
arriving until the final
decades of the nineteenth century,
but possibly a full
awareness of what pioneering entailed
could not have arisen until
then.
Perhaps no book like
Tutira could have been written in an earlier generation, even
had there been a Guthrie-Smith there to write it.
My concern is with the period for which there is no Tutira.
I wish to outline what we know of two earlier micro-examples,
both from Canterbury.
Firstly,
I
will describe some
developments in the vicinity of Rockwood Station in the
Malvern Hills from 1852 onwards,
to which T
H Potts
contributed directly between 1854 and 1858. Secondly, I will
describe further experimentation,
this time with Potts as
prime mover,
in Governor's Bay, near Lyttelton, from 1858
onwards.
Potts once wrote that the Canterbury Association "unsettled
people's minds with the prospect of enabling them to found
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another England at the antipodes" (1887d [1] 28). The stated
aim of the parent body of the Association,
the New Zealand
Company, was "not confined to mere emigration ... [It was] to
transplant English society with its various gradations in due
proportions,
carry out our laws,
customs,
associations,
habits, manners, feelings - everything of England, in short,
but the soil" (New Zealand Company 1847, 2). When in 1916
Wigram wrote an account of the foundation of Christchurch his
perspective was half way in time between that of the original
settlers and ourselves.
He had spoken directly with the
"pilgrims" and so his impression of what was in their minds
in 1850 need not be considered fanciful.
He said They dreamed of a new settlement to be peopled by sons
and daughters of the Church of England, a chosen band,
to pioneer the cause of religion and education in the
vast unoccupied territories of the Southern Seas
they set out in high hope to subdue the wilderness and
to realise their dream (Wigram 1916, vii-viii).
Canterbury was their wilderness.
Around the middle of the nineteenth century, the plains of
Canterbury and of Otago to the south presented themselves to
colonists as "the
last unclaimed and unused grass lands
anywhere in the world"
(Cumber land,
109).
The surveyor
Thomas, examining the future site of Canterbury, was able to
report in 1849 a large area of open grassland with small
patches of timber upon it.
There were also a good harbour
(Lyttelton), some existing farming experience (the Deans at
Riccarton),
and few Maori to worry about.
While the
Canterbury tussock had already been cleared of totara and
scrub by the early Maori, matagouri and spaniard remained,
hence the perceived need for further clearance by fire (King
1984, 61-62).
But not only tussock was altered. The beech
forests of the high country retreated under the same dual
impact of fire and grazing animals, even though they were not
intentionally exposed to such treatment.
In contrast, the
mixed podocarp forest of Banks Peninsula and (where extant)
on the Canterbury Plains was deliberately milled and cleared
(Knox 1969,
84).
While the ancient presence of extensive
forest on the plains was still much disputed (by Travers, for
instance),
the steady removal of what forest remained was
obvious to all.
Lady Barker, writing from the Malvern Hills
in 1867,
commented that "as long as a Bush is undisturbed by
civilization, it appears to be impervious to wind or weather;
but as soon as it is opened and cleared a little, it begins
to diminish rapidly" (Barker 1870, 94).
On 16-17 December 1850, the first three ships of Canterbury
Association settlers arrived in Lyttelton.
Among cabin
passengers on the Sir George Seymour were a gentleman named
Henry Phillips, his wife Mary Anne Physick Phillips,
and six
of their sons, aged between 18 and 4 (Macdonald n.d., 362).
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Their eldest son, John, was absent
He had probably preceded
the rest of the Phillips family to the Antipodes and was in
Moreton Bay in Australia.
(1886d > 1891a
[5]
479). Two
daughters were still in England, since, once married, their
commitments were more to their husbands than to their father.
The elder,
Adelaide, was married to Grosvenor Miles, while
the younger, Emma, was married to Thomas Henry Potts.
Henry Phillips was born in 1805, the fourth son of Joseph and
Judith Phillips of Stamford
(Macdonald n.d.,
362). The
family had money.
Before coming to New Zealand Henry had
already purchased blocks of land in Canterbury in association
with John Phillips
(probably his brother)
of Royston in
Hertfordshire.
While we know nothing of Henry's earlier life
or the source of his wealth,
we do know that John had
extensive farming and brewing interests.
He owned land in
eight English counties,
had two manor
houses and two
breweries (Christchurch CC 1988).
Henry Phillips was rich and respected, but not political by
nature, and his name does not figure in the early political
history of Christchurch.
He built a large cob house in
Oxford Terrace and started a brick kiln in Riccarton in 1851,
but he moved away from the city in 1852 and, except for the
occasional visit,
did not return to it,
preferring the
station life.
His family took up 5000 acres of land on the
Hororata,
beside the Malvern Hills,
and
there created
Rockwood Station.
There was no doubt continuing correspondence between Henry
Phillips and the members of the family who had stayed at
Home.
In 1853 Adelaide and Grosvenor Miles came out to New
Zealand on the John Taylor, one child dying on the voyage.
They joined the clan at Rockwood - where Adelaide gave birth
to another child - but soon moved back down to Christchurch
and settled there.
The last of Henry Phillips' children to
be brought across to New Zealand was his youngest daughter
Emma, the beauty of the family, married to T H Potts. They
arrived in 1854 and proceeded to Rockwood.
Many years later, Potts wrote an essay in which he described
the Rockwood he knew in the 1850s The homely hall door stood always open, and a hearty
welcome awaited all comers.
Nestling well up in a
valley at the foot of a sombre beechwood that covered
rocky mountain slopes, this favourite station was in the
very heart of picturesque and romantic
landscapes;
mountain, valley,
hill and plain, woods,
rocks, and
rapid streams,
all were within the compass of a healthgiving walk. (1882c > 1882e 284)
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Descriptions of Rockwood in the 1860s in Station Life show
the station at
its best.
In a letter in the volume dated
December 1866. Lady Barker described Rockwood as it appeared
to her from the hills above. which divided her husband's
station from the Phillips'
Just at our feet the Rockwood paddocks
looked like
carpets of
emerald velvet.
spread out among the
yellowish tussocks; the fences which enclose them were
either golden with broom and gorse. or gay with wild
roses and honeysuckle.
Beyond these we saw the bright
patches of flowers in the garden, and nothing could be
more effective than the white gable of the house
standing out against the vast black birch forest which
clothed the steep hill-side for miles, - the contrast so
picturesque between the little bit of civilization and
culture and the great extent of wild.
savage scenery
around it. (Barker 1870, 91)
We have details of the garden,
of cattle and sheep, of
housing, food. clothing and amusements., of shooting birds and
pigs. of eel-fishing, of
"heavy novel reading" on wet days,
of whist and quoits and the evening service.
At the end of
the day,
with the pigs fed,
the cows milked. the garden
attended to. the "Governor" (Phillips) said grace and tea was
consumed - "a savoury pie or stew of birds. a goodly joint of
cold salted wild pork,
excellent vegetables.
and a capital
salad" (1891a [3] 288).
It has been written of Henry Phillips that "his interests
were his family. his friends. his garden and tree-planting".
and that "he had no inclination towards nor interest in sheep
farming. but devoted his energies to getting the orchard
started and also the asparagus bed"
(Macdonald n.d., 362).
These are the aspects of life at Rockwood to which I wish to
draw attention - the introduction of European stock in its
various animal and plant forms.
It was necessarily preceded.
however. by the burning and breaking of the ground.
We have no record of the initial suppression of the native
vegetation. but this must have been an extensive and on-going
endeavour.
Potts makes some reference to it in his 1855
diary.
On 23 April he was
"stifle burning in the top
paddock"; on 10 August his brothers-in-law "set fire to the
hill in the further side of the Gap" and six days later they
were at it again Burning paddock.
At night the hills towards the Gap
afforded a splendid sight being enveloped in a perfect
blaze of
fire.
the flames distinctly showing the
outlines of the hills and every gully and spur rendered
visible.
(16 Aug 1855)
We know from a reference by Potts to the neighbouring Rakaia
station that European seed was broadcast after burning. for
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there he recorded grass "springing very
grasses taking the lead" (11 Sep 1857).

fast

- English

At least at Rockwood,
they also attempted ploughing,
a new
experience for Potts (20 Jul 1855).
They had only partial
success, according to Phillips, for "Billy
[the bullock] was
whipped and the ploughmen were beaten"
(Phillips 16 Aug
1855) .
Native resources (other than the land itself) were made use
of to provide building materials and firewood,
and to
supplement their diet.
The shooting was disappointingly
limited for gentlemen who had been used to hunting and
shooting in England, but they made the best of it. On 30 Jun
1855, for
instance, Potts bagged teal and the native quail,
abundant at that stage in Canterbury, though rapidly rendered
extinct.
Paradise duck were also present, and frequently
shot, both for the meat and for pest control Potts noted
that they "do great damage to the peas" (23 act 1855).
Land cleared near the homesteads was turned into vegetable
gardens, plant nurseries and orchards.
It was
in this area
that Henry Phillips and (at least initially) Potts felt most
interest and perhaps had most impact.
From Potts' diaries
(1855-1858) we gain a full
appreciation of the extent to
which he (and Phillips) were involved in introducing European
vegetables, trees and flowers into Canterbury. They had a go
at growing just about everything.
We can assume that what
Potts tried to grow Phillips was also trying, or had already
tried in the few years before.
Indeed,
Phillips was often
the source
for Potts'
seeds and cuttings.
Phillips
introduced Norway and Italian poplars to Canterbury in 1851,
and brought in red currant and
(from Auckland) the passion
fruit (Macmillan 1946, 383).
When the extant section of Potts diary begins,
he was living
at Vale Head, very close to Rockwood, putting a great deal of
energy into his garden.
They grew every possible kind of
vegetable.
On 7 April
1855 Potts was digging and sowing
onion, cabbage, savoy and radish seed.
In August he planted
American early
potatoes,
large red Altringham carrots,
savoys, drumhead and early York cabbages and parsnips.
In
September he,
or his man Seal, were "planting out eschalots,
and sowing brocoli,
cauliflower,
seakale",
"sowing Spanish
onions" and "putting in peas and double trenching for
asparagus bed".
They then "put in some Rhubarb roots and
some horse radish" and "sowed some red and yellow beet".
They also had "beans up" that month.
Potts left a description of the
Phillips' particular pride -

orchard at

Rockwood, Henry
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The orchard was famous for the excellence of its produce
throughout a wide district, the careful manner in which
the
trees were trained made them a very interesting
sight.
Scarcely a spray was to be seen out of its
proper
position,
being
part
and
parcel of an
well-formed cup-like shape; no gross wood was permitted
an unwieldly profitless growth at the expense of the
other branches; the crop, usually a fair one, was pretty
evenly distributed throughout the tree.
A frequent
remark of the genial cultivator [PhillipsJ was, 'look at
the pear trees in the Channel isles, you might put all
the roots of a tree into a bushel'.
One of the secrets
of his method of culture,
so successful in spite of
indifferent soil and a trying climate,
was an efficient
system of root pruning, he kept the wood roots in due
proportion to the wants of the tree. (1885e 4)
Many varieties of fruit trees were purchased from Bayfield's
nursery in Christchurch in 1855 (3 to 7 Jul 1855), and in
September of that year Potts had brought up to him "some
white
mulberry
trees
from
Mr
Dampier's garden
[in
ChristchurchJ that we sent out from England." (7 Sep 1855).
These also were planted at Vale Head. The following year, on
a trip down to Christchurch, he visited Dr Barker and took
cuttings of gooseberries and honeysuckle f~om his garden, to
transplant to the Rockwood area (13 Aug 1856).
Experimentation was not limited to fruit trees.
On 10 Apr
1855 Potts was "digging and sowing forest seeds, sycamore,
ash, maple, holly and pine".
In July and August he was
"transplanting American shrubs from the swamp"," planting out
gorse round the inside of the garden fence",
and "planting
out oaks, pineasters, brooms, etc. in the shrubbery" (27 .Ju l ,
On 28 August Potts was "planting out cape
1 Aug 1855).
brooms, laburnums,
roses, lilacs, privets, acacias, etc. in
the shrubbery".
In September he was "taking off a few willow
and poplar cuttings".
While most of the planting of
vegetables,
fruit and trees was utilitarian,
shrubs and
flowers were grown out of sentiment.
When, late in 1856, Potts and his family left Valehead for
the Rakaia, eight miles distant, their house and gardens were
abandoned, and no doubt much of the work that had gone into
them was wasted.
When Potts returned to Vale Head on 10
November he was dismayed to see the extent of the damage done
there by Phillips' cattle,
but noted "they spared the fruit
trees".
In the following year what remained was removed to
Rockwood, Potts giving the trees and shrubs to Phillips in
exchange for two steers (10 Sep 1857). This was symbolic of
Potts' change in interest at the time.
He put little energy
into creating a garden or nursery at the Rakaia station,
instead putting more effort into cattle and sheep, and in the
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year following. with his cattle runs
their family left the area.

established. Potts and

At Rockwood also.
cattle were raised, and experimentation
soon began with sheep, but this was the domain of Phillips'
elder sons,
rather than of himself.
It is unfortunate that
we have no record of the growth of cattle stock at Rockwood.
Again. we only have Potts' diary giving a record of what he
was doing next door at Valehead.
By January he had forty
cattle of his own to brand (29 Jan 1856). Potts helped the
Phillips with shearing; he had no sheep of his own at this
time, but received mutton from Rockwood on a regular basis.
Potts also had poultry. He commented at one point that "our
hens lay so well that we were able to use 16 today, without
exhausting our stock.
One Dorking lays in the nursery, at
which act of presumption EP grumbles". There was dismay when
"the turkey cock killed one of our beautiful Dorking hens we
brought out from England" (26 and 31 Aug 1855).
The cat was breeding. too. On 23 October it had six kittens.
This was just a day or two after Potts'
second daughter
Clara. his fifth child, had been born.
How fertile these
invading species were!
In November, when Potts was left
alone
with
sons
and
livestock
while
Emma visited
Christchurch. he sounds quite overwhelmed by the profusion of
new life around him. Seven cows to milk,
calves to feed, pig also, and the
poultry, then bringing down the milk,
and seeing about
breakfast
No time to do anything as cows, calves,
children. fowls, pig and cooking and washing up, and
attending to the dairy quite occupy the day ... Donald
makes himself most useful. The others are sad scamps.
(12, 15 and 16 Nov 1855)
A few years later. Phillips was also experimenting with wild
fowl as well as domestic.
Lady Barker. visiting Henry
Phillips at Rockwood late in 1866, observed that "Our host
has turned out several pheasants into this forest,
but they
increase very slowly on account of the wekas" (Barker 1870,
94). He also had blackbirds and Australian magpies sent up
to him from Christchurch, for release at Rockwood Station.
In another
late development (Strongman 1989, 51), Phillips
brought in fish.
Potts described how an immense amount of energy and skill had been expended
in so utilising the mountainstream as
to form a
succession of
large ponds and breeding places for the
cultivation of several kinds of fish.
Trout. perch,
carp.
tench,
might be seen there in all sizes; a
handsome dish of perch was a treat not often to be met
with; fish of half a pound weight were considered best
for frying. (1885e 4)
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In about 1862 Henry Phillips bought from the Studholmes a
further station,
The Points, which adjoined Rockwood.
His
son Thomas managed it from 1866 onwards.
Bound together with
Henry' Phillips'
Rockwood diary of 1855-1857, we have the
typescript of "The Points Journal" for 1866-1871, most of it
written by Thomas.The emphasis by this time was very much on
sheep (Phillips, 15 Aug and 22 Oct 1866, 9 Jan, 14 Apr and 17
May 1867).
The circle had expanded from days at Rockwood a decade
before.
The sons of Henry Phillips had become grown men.
Among those calling at The Points were Mr Hall and Dr Hector
"on their way to Lake Coleridge"
(11 Sep 1869), and Julius
von Haast
(26 Jan 1871).
But the circle was contracting as
well, for by the late sixties things had in fact begun to go
wrong for the Phillips family.
In 1865 Grosvenor Miles died,
aged 43 (Macdonald card 362).
Henry Phillips'
wife died in
1868
(LT 13 Feb 1868),
and in the following year John
Phillips, Henry's eldest son, died in an asylum, aged 40.
In 1873 James Phillips died,
aged 38,
and in 1876 Harry
Phillips died,
aged 41.
Both had been station managers.
(Acland 1975, 159 and 300).
In 1877 the Governor himself,
Henry Phillips,
died of bronchitis, aged 72. He was buried
under the beeches at Rockwood (Macdonald n.d., 362). By this
time only three sons were still alive.
Tom Phillips
inherited Rockwood, but sold it so he could concentrate on
the adjoinong Point station (Acland 1975, 209).
He sold The
Point in 1911 (12,631 sheep went with the property), but
remained in the area until his death in 1931 (Macdonald n.d.,
369). (A daughter of his married Edgar Stead,
the noted
ornithologist and flower hybridist.)
Now, nearly 140 years
after it first came into the possession of the family,
Rockwood is again in the hands of a descendant of Henry
Phillips.
I have described in detail what happened in the Rockwood area
because it
is a good example of the Europeanisation of an
area of Canterbury by people, plants and animals.
But it
also functions as the essential backdrop to a discussion of
T H Potts and the influences which worked upon him.
Phillips and his extended family were the first European
settlers in Rockwood. My second example, Governor's Bay, is
very different.
Europeans had settled the area even before
the arrival
of the Canterbury pilgrims, and there had been a
Maori pa there before that.
Clearing and some cultivation
had already taken place prior to the period I record.
Potts
and his family moved to this area in 1858 and stayed until
the 1880s,
but the record of experimentation with and
acclimatisation of plants and animals in this instance dates
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primarily to the 1860s, and in particular to 1865, the only
other year for which Potts' diary has survived.
Much as when he first arrived in the Rockwood area, Potts
became very busily engaged in the creation of a garden at
Governor's Bay
from the time of his arrival onwards.
However, the scale now was altogether grander, with several
gardeners employed,
and there was both an audience (at the
shows in Christchurch)
and a market
(in Lyttelton and
Christchurch) for his produce.
He continued to experiment
with every manner of vegetable.
For instance,
in 1863 he
sent
to
the
local
paper
for their inspection "an
extraordinary specimen head" of asparagus he had grown, which
measured "14 inches in length and 3 1/4 inches in diameter"
(LT 10 Dec 1863).
Potts built upon his existing interest in introduced fruit.
He had pomegranates in bloom by the beginning of 1865 (17 Jan
1865),
and the next year had the fruit to show at a
Horticultural Society meeting in Christcurch.
For one meal
at this time they had, for dessert, "apples, pears, apricots,
plums and mulberries", all home grown (29 Jan 1865). He was
also growing figs (4 Feb 1865) and guavas (18 Mar 1865). The
apricots were particularly successful.
He commented in his
diary Last year we had a small sprinkling of apricots only,
just a nice taste, the year before - one only, and this
years we have sent to market alone 60 dozen and we have
used plenty at home. (8 Feb 1865)
This not only records precisely their production of apricots,
but also shows them selling fruit commercially.
The market
was in Christchurch, and the fruit was taken there by bullock
cart.
At the same time they were also selling plums,
peaches, apples,
pears and nectarines. When he cropped his
French crab apples on 15 May he gathered over 1500.
Mark
Stoddart, over in Diamond Harbour, was also growing fruit,
and there was some friendly rivalry between them.
Potts
noted anxiously that Stoddart had taken twenty varieties of
pear to Christchurch (4 Mar 1865). They both put entries in
to the Christchurch show that month, Potts coming off best Sent altogether 15 entries [roses, nectarines, plums,
apples, pears,
potatoes, cucumbers,
celery, onion] and
won 15 prizes - 9 first and 6 second, so we ought to be
satisfied I suppose. (9 Mar 1865)
His cultivation of exotic species of all kinds had clearly
become a passion.
He searched far afield for what he wanted.
On 10 Mar 1865 he "wrote to Hale of Nelson for some thingspears, currants,
etc. and also to Harris, Yarra Nurseries,
Melbourne, principally herbaceous plants." (10 Mar 1865).
On
27 May "Fipps brought up a case of bulbs from Baptiste,
Sydney", and on 3 July he "sent Trounce to Christchurch to
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attend Alport's sale and pick up some conifers".
Late in
July, when things were so busy for Potts that he couldn't
find time to scribble in his diary, one of his children wrote
in his stead Papa and
Gray all
day planting out things from
Melbourne, including roses,
phloxes, hollyoaks, ixias,
bulbs of gladiolus,
amaryllis,
hippeastrum,
orange,
lemon, citron, shaddock
[grapefruit],
Shanghai, peach,
plums, pe ars. ( 24 J u 1 1865)
In Rockwood in the early days Phillips and Potts had grown
things primarily for food or other purpose, but in Governor's
Bay, by 1865, the necessities of life had already been well
answered for.
It was against a background of establishment
and
security
that
he
grew his flowers
begonias,
Wellingtonias
(seedlings
from
Rockwood),
green Ixias,
anenomes (18 Mar, 1 May, 6 Jul, 14 Aug). These brought their
rewards.
At the show in Christchurch in November he took
twelve exhibits and won prizes with all of them, including
eleven first prizes. He had bulbs and thirty rose varieties
to show,
as well
as peas, carrots, turnips and potatoes (23
Nov) .
Potts was also experimenting with trees,
particularly pines.
With his head gardener, William Gray, he spent many days
planting (22 May, 6 and 7 Aug, 9 Oct). On 5 July he planted
out "pinus ponderosa, hakeas and arbor vitae".
In 1866 Potts
began a major exotic tree-planting programme at Governor's
Bay. whereafter the trees' growth was regularly assessed and
reported on.
He planted mostly pines.
but also cedars,
cypress and gums.
It is worth noting that he found Pinus
radiata to grow best.
Of the 21 species of Pinus planted,
radiata outstripped everything,
growing to a height of 67
feet 6 inches in 1885.
There was also the farm and its livestock to see to.
By 1865
Potts was producing for others as well as himself and his
family.
On 18 August he sent "eleven dozen eggs to Port
[Lyttelton] and 202 lbs pork" for sale, and, a week later, a
further 9 1/2 dozen eggs.
Potts also had dairy cows, horses
and sheep at Governor's Bay, and at this stage was concerned
with moving stock onto Quail Island. which at low tide could
be reached from the neck of land on the opposite side of the
Bay.
He was actively involved in helping the tenant, his
brother-in-law Harry Phillips, to become established there.
He had 103 wethers and 23 Southdown ewes delivered to the
island in the first week of January (9 Jan 1865).
While Potts still had his cattle, his sheep, and so forth, he
could also now experiment with undomesticated animals - and,
in particular, with the acclimatisation of English and other
bird species, such as the greenfinch
(released in Governor's
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Bay from 1864), and the Australian magpie (1873). We have a
very detailed account of his initial attempts to acclimatise
the English blackbird in 1865 (10 and 29 Jan, 10 Jul, 28 Aug.
11 and 31 Oct. 27 Nov. 2 Dec 1865).
In the same year Potts
liberated chaffinches
(21 Jan) and budgerigars (13 Nov) , and
obtained some Californian quail (25 Nov)
and a thrush (27
Nov) .
On 29 Jan 1865 one of his sons discovered a
"greenfinch's nest with young ones"
(29 Jan 1865).
Potts
later stated his belief that "he had stocked the bays with
greenfinches.
He began in October 1864 with a single pair,
and the birds could now be numbered by scores" (LT 26 Jan
1867) .
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TWO
THE EARLY LIFE OF T H POTTS
So who was this man Potts, this avid acclimatist? Where did
he come from? To describe his early life serves a dual
function.
It not only shows where he came from, but also
provides a number of important clues to where he was, in
later life, to go.
Thomas Henry Potts was born on 23 November 1824, eVidently in
Brandon in Suffolk.
His father,
also Thomas Potts, was a
partner in the prosperous gun-making firm of Brander and
Potts. The Branders were "a Swedish family in the ore
trade", while the Potts were a Sussex family who had been
gunsmiths since at least the eighteenth century (Macmillan
1948, 160).
Thomas Potts senior was born in about 1778, in 1823 marrying
Mary Ann Freeman in St Anne's, Westminster. He died in 1842
at Upper Clapton,
aged 64,
and was buried at Highgate
Cemetery.
His widow joined him there almost ten years later,
having died at Leamington in Warwickshire, aged 54. Potts'
sister (his only sibling) was married in Upper Clapton, where
her father died, and she in turn died in Leamington, where
her mother died, so London and Warwickshire were clearly two
pivots around which the family revolved in these years.
It is not clear where in England Potts was brought up, though
it was evidently in a rural setting,
from references to
nature that appear in his later writings.
In Out in the Open
he writes of bracken, of the "hen and chicken" daisy, of owls
seen as a boy,
of sycamore leaves, of killing and eating
blackbirds, and of rooks nesting in the vicarage elms and in
the avenue leading to the squire's hall (1882e 80-81, 96,
128, 182, 300, 222).
A love of nature, clearly, was fostered
in him from an early age.
He had at least some schooling but
it is unclear how much.
In his diary he refers to his
"pedagogue" and "dominie", who may well have been a private
tutor. He certainly read widely and had a good knowledge of
Latin and French.
When his father died,
in 1842, Potts had not quite turned
eighteen.
Marital
links between the Brander and Potts
families meant that, in this year, both fortunes associated
with the gun-making firm came to him.
Little is known about Potts'
involvement with the firm of
Brander and Potts,
and about the removal of the business,
which apparently took place in the 1840s,
from London to
Birmingham.
According to David Macmillan (married to a
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granddaughter of Potts),
family letters showed that Potts
went into London regularly on the firm's affairs.
During the
immediate years before he came out to New Zealand the
practical side of the business was gradually transferred to
the North of England,
and in the process the firm became a
major constituent of the famous Birmingham
Small Arms
Company.
Perhaps it was through Birmingham business circles that Potts
came into contact with the Warwickshire gentry, of which the
Phillips family was .presumably a part.
The area in which
Potts was married was only twenty miles from the great
industrial city. Meeting with the Phillips family would also
inevitably have brought him into contact with the Canterbury
movement virtually from the time of its inception.
Potts married Emma Phillips at the parish church of Bourtonon-Dunsmoor in Warwickshire on 2 April
1850 (Macmillan 1948,
160). On 24 May of that year Henry Phillips was one of those
on the first Canterbury Association Committee, which met
initially in London. Henry Phillips gave his address before
he and his family left for New Zealand as Kingswood Lodge,
Croydon, which was in fact the house and estate of Potts, so
I imagine the Phillips were living there immediately prior to
their departure.
When the Phillips family
left for New Zealand, Thomas and
Emma stayed behind. There are three likely reasons for this.
Firstly, Potts'
mother was still alive.
(She died in 1852.)
Secondly, any thoughts of emigration may then have been held
in check by the births of the Potts' first children, in 1851,
1852 and 1853. Thirdly, Potts was probably also embroiled in
business matters. Presumably when amalgamation of Brander and
Potts into the large firm of "BSA" got under way,
a certain
amount of capital was released.
Perhaps it was only then
that Potts had sufficient access to his undoubtedly large
assets to consider going to New Zealand.
It is unclear how much involvement in Birmingham Small Arms
Potts had after leaving England, but his one return Home (in
1862) was evidently largely to sort out troubled business
matters there.
In England, Thomas and his wife Emma had led
a privileged life,
based at Kingswood Lodge in Croydon in
Surrey, before they left for New Zealand.
Croydon was a
fashionable place for them to have their small country estate
with its attached farm.
Both Potts and his wife rode with
the Surrey Hunt, and they had lengthy carriage trips around
England and Europe (Macmillan 1948, 161).
Potts referred to an egg-collecting expedition in the Lake
District in this period.
He remembered "long walks around
the lakes and over the fells of bonnie Cumberland and
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Westmoreland, before their romantic charm was broken into by
intrusive railway lines and puffing steamboats" (1886d > 1891
[4] 380).
His blanket then "contained choice and highly
prized specimens
of the eggs of buzzards and ravens,
collected mainly through the help of solitary shepherds
amongst the untameable wilderness of Alston Moor".
He had
gathered a large number of birds eggs before his departure
for New Zealand.
Interest in the colony was no doubt maintained through news
from the Phillips family.
In
1851 the International
Exhibition in London included a New Zealand section visited
by Potts (and he was also there for the second exhibition in
1862)
(1886a 89).
In 1853 the remaining Phillips sister,
Adelaide Miles, went out to New Zealand with her husband.
There would also have been the decided attraction of a new
environment to Potts as a naturalist, shooter and hunter.
He
would have been aware of the discovery of moa bones in New
Zealand and of their identification by Owen of the Hunterian
Museum.
His
boyhood
natural
history
interests had
strengthened.
He was already collecting birds' eggs and
ferns seriously, and paid frequent visits to Kew Gardens,
where
Sir
William
Hooker
was the director.
Potts
corresponded with J D Hooker later from New Zealand, and he
may well have met the Hookers before leaving England.
He
certainly consulted with Kew about what plants to take with
him (in Wardian cases)
when the decision had finally been
made to go.
According to the obituary of Potts in the
Lyttelton Times (which in places is incorrect), "Potts turned
his attention, before leaving the Old Country, to the most
suitable plants of a choice character to bring here, and his
consignment of azaleas, rhododendra, ferns, and other choice
plants and flowers was the first one which arrived in
Canterbury. These were to be not only the nucleus of his own
garden in New Zealand but also a source of specimens for the
public gardens and the gardens of his friends".
Potts already had an agent in Christchurch before he arrived
there, and had purchased a large section at the corner of
Tuam and Antigua Streets (Scholefield).
This indicates that
emigration to New Zealand had long been planned.
Potts had a rough trip out to New Zealand with his wife and
three children on the Balnaquith (1887d
[1]
28).
They
endured a
"fierce gale off Cape Grinez", seasickness in the
Bay of Biscay, and a squall after Madeira in which the ship
and crew received considerable injury.
Provisions and the
water allowance were insufficient,
and the crew were mostly
incompetent.
But eventually,
after a narrow escape from
going ashore on the Otago coast, and about four months from
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the time of leaving England,
Harbour on 24 April 1854.

they

arrived

in Lyttelton

According to Potts, "the steep mountains, covered with brown
tussocks,
that
bordered
the
harbour,
surprised and
disappointed everyone,
after the green fields of the Old
Country".
But after dinner had been ordered at the Mitre in
Lyttelton, Potts "proceeded to toil up the Bridle path" and
gained a better impression of the land beyond The summit attained, with a very short walk an excellent
view of the great plain was obtained, the universal
brownish tussock chequered here and there with large
dark patches,
the woods of magnificent trees which now
have been swept away these many years.
Potts and his family went up to Rockwood to join the Phillips
soon after their arrival.
Potts was then 29, his wife 26.
In 1854,
to begin with, they presumably lived actually at
Rockwood, just as it must earlier have accommodated the Miles
family.
On 15 February 1854 a son was born to Grosvenor and
Adelaide at Rockwood, but by 1 July Miles was in Christchurch
operating as a merchant in partnership with Gould, the family
thereafter only visiting Rockwood from time to time.
The
Potts very soon moved across to Vale Head, the house nearest
to Rockwood, and here their first daughter, Mabel, was born
in July 1854.
Potts' intention to become a runholder in his own right was
evident by June 1855, when he began to
lease the adjoining
Terrace Station jointly with Henry Phillips, at a cost of
Ll00 a year, without sheep (Acland 1975, 96).
The
lease was
intended to run for a seven-year term, though there is no
evidence that it in fact did so.
To list those involved in
the history of the Terrace is like giving a dramatis personae
for Potts' later life.
It was first owned jointly in 1851 by
Sanderson,
Brayshaw
and Mark Stoddart.
Sanderson and
Brayshaw sold their part to the Studholme brothers.
In 1853,
Stoddart sold his part of the Terrace to the Hall brothers,
of whom the most prominent was John (later Sir John) Hall
(Acland 1975, 94).
From 1855 to 1856 Potts was involved in farming in the
Rockwood area.
He was a man in his prime.
Acland records
that "he was an expert cattleman and, it is said, the only
man in the Ashburton Gorge who could use a twenty-foot
stockwhip"
(Acland
1975,
299).
According to family
tradition,
"Potts was an enormously strong man with arms of
iron".
Thomas Phillips said "Potts was so strong in his arms
he could swarm a tree like a sailor after a nest" (quoted in
Macmillan 1948,
170).
We have few direct indications of
Potts' character, though F von Haast described him as "an
alert, vivacious, peppery little man".
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At the time his diary commenced (in 1855), Potts was living
at Vale Head, but was in almost daily communication with
Henry Phillips and his wife and children at the neighbouring
home of Rockwood,
and many of their farming enterprises
(which I have already described) were undertaken jointly.
The establishment also included a couple who acted as their
servants.
In the first month we have
references to
improvements being made to their dwelling - evidently a mud
home, since they were "cobbing, plastering and flooring" (25
Apr).
The family was not altogether content.
A year after
their arrival in New Zealand, Potts hoped May we never
experience another twelvemonth of such
discomfort.
Wet nearly all day.
Our whole family
rather unwell. (24 Apr 1855)
The primitiveness of their living conditions became all the
more apparent a few days later A day not soon to be forgotten.
Last night the wind
increased with strong gusts, and towards midnight raged
with a violence that was perfectly astonishing.
Our
roof soon felt the effects of the storm,
the walls
rocked, windows blown out, and we had to pass the whole
night in barricading the doors, whilst the rain poured
in torrents through the open roof, damaging most of our
effects.
At dawn we got ready for a start to Rockwood
for shelter,
as
[our]
own dilapidated cottage was
rendered untenable. (29 Apr 1855)
They then had to rethatch the house, and were not able to
reoccupy it until 8 May.
By the end of December, when the second New Zealand Christmas
came round for him,
Potts was hard put to it not to feel
melancholy
Rain pouring all day.
The idea of wishing anyone a
Merry Christmas seems too ridiculous
the thought
altogether is extravagantly absurd to us new settlers,
and can we help feeling something like a pang of regret
for the good old times and customs of home; but however
sad the recurrence of this national holiday would make
us, we must not
look back. We have changed summer for
winter, we have fragrant nosegays and clusters of roses
for the holly and mistletoe, but old associations, which
-busy meddling memory musters up' makes the exchange a
bitter one. We cling to dear old England still. (25 Dec
1855)
It is notable, that in the entire first year of Potts' diary,
he never once left the Rockwood area, either to go further
inland or to journey to Christchurch.
But on 15 April 1856,
immediately after the christening of his daughter Clara,
Potts set off on his first expedition inland, "Studholm,
Harry [PhillipsJ and THP having made up their minds to try
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and find a route to the West Coast" (15 Apr 1856). This
marked a new phase in Potts'
life,
an extension of his
interests beyond the domestic, horticultural and agricultural
round at Vale Head.
He wrote an article describing the
journey thirty years later.
Potts in 1856 had seen next to
nothing of the Maori but Studholme knew of "yarns about the
Maoris" having a track to the West Coast for jade, and so
they set out, with heavy loads,
on their "vague journey".
They left their horses at Norris' station (Acheron), and
continued on
foot to
the shores
of Lake Coleridge.
Proceeding around the
lake they found themselves in very
difficult country, impeded by Irishman, Spaniard and lawyer.
They were scared during the night by the sound of the now
extinct laughing owl.
They crossed the Ryton (as it later became),
and found that
beyond this "the mountains ascended abruptly from the lake".
The next day they reached the Harper, and "steered up the
Rakaia
(Wilberforce)
river-bed",
shooting quail and pigeon
along the way for food.
They also found new species of green
wren and wattle-birds.
They camped,
in heavy rain, by the
Wilberforce.
The river
was very
suddenly in flood,
preventing them from moving further, and "the roaring of the
Wilberforce reminded us hourly that it held us prisoners for
a time." A dramatic example of science having to give way to
hunger occurred when they "ate [their]
specimen wattle birds
[kokako]
and found them remarkably tough and bitter, but
decidedly better than nothing" (22 Apr 1856).
When the rain finally stopped they were able to explore
upriver until
it divided into two branches. The climax of
the journey is decribed in Potts' diary We continued our course till we arrived opposite a
mountain of great elevation,
that stands as it were in
the river-bed.
It presents somewhat the form of a
depressed cone.
This we named Sebastopol.
Here the
Rakaia is divided into five branches. (23 Apr 1856)
The name given to this mountain shows just how much their
minds were preoccupied with British affairs.
No doubt they
had friends who were fighting in the Crimea at that time.
According to the diary, they thought they could see a pass at
about 3000 feet,
which
they didn't
have occasion to
investigate.
By the time of Potts wrote his article, of
course, this suspicion was fully confirmed,
the high pass
over to the West Coast taken and named (Browning Pass).
But
in 1856 the weather was too bad to explore further.
They also saw signs of a lake beyond Lake Coleridge,
so they
decided to head for that instead.
Eating kaka and collecting
geological specimens along the way, they crossed the river on
26 April
1856, reached the lake (Lake Selfe), and camped
there.
Continuing to descend next day, they discovered Lake
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Ida, passed Lake Georgiana
again at Norris' station.

and Widgeon

Lake, then came out

Potts wanted to be doing more
and specifically,
to be
running his own cattle on his own land, rather than playing
around as an adjunct of the Phillips clan.
One can sense
these ideas forming in his mind.
But to do so he would need
money, and, though he was conscious of having assets in
England, at this stage the necessary cash was not forthcoming
(23 Jun 1856).
While Potts certainly never suffered any
financial hardship in his early years in New Zealand, he did
not have unlimited access to funds in the 1850s, and to some
extent this determined his actions.
Potts at this time was "most anxious to secure a run" (5 Jul
1856).
At the end of July he mustered 200 head of his cattle
with Tom Phillips and fretted that "many of the calves are
now of large size and ought to be weaned had we any country
which we could turn them on" (23 Jul 1856).
In the middle of August he received a remittance of L500 from
England, which was "exceedingly welcome" since "at present we
live on kakas as we are entirely out of meat" (15 and 17 Aug
1856). With money in the pocket and more to follow where
that came from, they could again plan their new life (30 Aug
1856). The move to the Rakaia station was a first step to
the fulfilment of their dreams.
Phillips and Potts were
already renting land there,
but up until this point it was
occupied only by the older Phillips sons on an occasional
basis with some rudimentary dwelling on it.
Potts and Emma
moved their family there, further from the stifling influence
of Mr and Mrs Phillips, and closer to land where his cattle
could comfortably graze (10 Sep 1856). The new station they
formed was at a place which (at least until 1948) was known
as Potts'
Castle (Macmillan 1948, 168).
In later years the
run reverted to John Hall and became part of Terrace Station.
Potts soon had every prospect of financial freedom, having
picked up a crucial letter when down in Christchurch Read Hunt's
letter again and felt pretty well satisfied
with it ... Agreed yesterday to give Jim L50 per annum
and to assist him as much as I can in getting him a run
by taking up country enough for both if I can get it.
Supposing I get L50,000, let Jim have L10,000 of it. (18
Sep 1856)
This very important reference gives us a rare glimpse at
Potts' finances.
While the bulk of his fortune was still not
through from England, he had reason to believe some or all of
it would reach him soon - and it is clear just how sizeable a
fortune it was.
Fifty thousand pounds if one can presume
he eventually did receive an amount of around this magnitude
- was a very large sum indeed.
It is also evident that,
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while the current move was only to the Rakaia, Potts still
had eyes for other land, and he was involving Emma's brother
Jim in his plans,
intending him as his station manger.
Increasingly Potts was moving apart from Phillips to become a
settler in his own right.
and he no longer felt
like a
fledgling under the wing of his father-in-law.
He decided to
go on a further expedition in search of land for cattle.
Together with Harry Phillips and a neighbour called Leach, he
was away for just eight days,
but the consequences of that
journey were enormous.
From Acheron Station they followed
the ridge between Lake Coleridge and the Rakaia, then came
down a gully and crossed the Wilberforce riverbed, camping on
an island sheltered by toetoe.
On the next day they
continued up the Rakaia to the Lake Stream,
then they
followed up the Lake Stream to Lake Heron (Beckett 1978,
141). They camped near the mouth of the Cameron river in a
clump of matagouri.
On the next day they explored the country they had seen on
their right (that is, the area extending from Hakatere Corner
towards the Potts River), and found "two or three lakes, one
we called Clear Water, as we named the large one we passed
yesterday Heron Lake, from seeing so many white herons gently
sailing over its surface, or standing motionless on its stony
beach".
From the summit of a large hill they surveyed the
land around them THP prefers Clearwater and the South Ashburton for a
run, Leach the opposite side of the river by Lake Heron.
The most remarkable feature is the absence of bush; the
only firewood we got was drift Irishman. We returned to
camp before sundown and thought we would apply for
20,000 to 30,000 acres each. (quoted in Beckett 1978,
142)
They returned home by way of the Ashburton,
camping under
Mount Somers.
Potts wrote that they were "quite pleased with
our trip, having been the first who have discovered a route
from the Rakaia to the Ashburton by the westward hills, and
most likely the plain we found will be a valuable discovery
for ourselves" (14 Apr 1857).
Almost immediately,
on the
16 April, Potts left for
Christchurch.
He returned six days later, having seen the
commisioners of the Waste Lands Board to claim the land he
had explored for his run.
However, he failed to confirm his
claim because he refused to pay a deposit on it (22 Apr
1857). He therefore continued to act with extraordinaryand necessary - rapidity THP on Dolly and Jim on Beda - brought down a large mob
of cattle to take away west ... Up at daylight, and soon
after sunrise driving the cattle passed near Brittan's
station, and thence up the South Branch of the Ashburton
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... Sent Jim on Beda to Christchurch with a statement
that my run was stocked on the 25th enclosing L25 cheque
for Miles to pay rent ... a note from Miles to say I was
just in time,
so I have taken and stocked the most
Westerly run yet discovered in about the shortest time
on record. (23, 24, 26, 27 and 28 Apr 1857)
At Studholme's suggestion (5 May 1857) Potts then sought to
gain more runs.
To lay claim to land it was necessary to
have the cattle to stock it,
and the more cattle you were
responsible for the more land you could lay claim to.
Potts
evidently felt
no qualms about claiming as much land as he
possibly could. While he strongly demanded fair play in
relation to himself (and so came into conflict with the Waste
Lands Board) he clearly had no concept at this stage of the
social injustice of one man having claim to so much land.
He
in fact ended up with rather more than he had bargained for.
"In consequence of the land regulations with respect to river
frontage", Miles (on Potts' behalf), "had to take up 10,000
acres instead of 7,000 to secure the country I wished for"
( 13 May 1857).
The following month L1300 came through from England This
is very pleasant,
as Jim was to
start for
Christchurch tomorrow to see about getting the cattle I
am to take charge of.
Now we must begin sheep-farming,
to which we have so long looked anxiously forward.
And
the vision, yes, the vision so dimly seen of L5000 per
annum, does not look quite so indistinct as it has done.
We shall have a busy time,
indeed,
forming the new
station.
First comes the house. (18 Jun 1857)
At this stage, Potts and Emma still thought in terms of
establishing themselves on their run, much as the Phillips
family had done at Rockwood,
presumably with only the
occasional trip into Christchurch. This part of the vision
was to change before the year was out, perhaps partly in
response to the series of visits which had to be made down to
Christchurch at this time
in connection with setting up the
station. While Potts went to Christchurch for business, it
was also an occasion to socialise, and he probably enjoyed it
and dwelt on the fact that, upcountry, the Potts family would
be even more
isolated than the Phillips family was at
Rockwood.
In the midst of all this activity, a further child had been
born,
Potts taking his wife to Rockwood on a sledge in
preparation for the birth there, two weeks later, of Edith (8
and 23 Sep 1857). This brought the total number of Potts'
children to six.
When Emma was back at the Rakaia Station with the new baby,
Potts was again free to go down to Christchurch, Jim taking
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charge of things as usual in his absence. On this occasion he
was not principally involved in business matters.
Instead he
was electioneering,
supporting W
S
Moorhouse
in his
successful
campaign for the Superintendency of Canterbury
(1887c 10). His money was still flowing
(23 Dec 1857) and
also, one senses, his acquaintance with Christchurch society
was gathering momentum.
Potts spent the evening of Christmas Day 1857 writing
letters,
encouraging English friends to emigrate. He had
come a long way since the previous Christmas,
and no longer
had misgivings about the action he had taken.
In the course
of the year he had become fully involved in his activities in
New Zealand and would be nowhere else.
But at the same time
he could no longer stand the
limiting environment at
Rockwood.
A further visit to Christchurch in January was pleasurable
and decisive. Potts determined "to buy or rent a house either
there or in the neighbourhood,
as we cannot put up with
living here any longer. The boys are getting big enough to
go to school, and we think we have roughed it quite enough
for nearly four years"
(20 and 24 Jan 1858).
After
considering several residences, Potts thought
the most eligible would be the estate of his Honour the
Superintendent
[i.e.
Moorhouse]
in
Governor's Bay,
comprising
225
acres
or thereabout with several
buildings, plenty of wood, good water.
Seven miles from
Port [LytteltonJ with access by land and water.
Brought
up the plan with the offer from Mr Moorhouse to remain
open for a fortnight for THP to decide. (8 Feb 1858)
Only when time was running out did Potts make his move,
resolving "to give L2500 for it, Mr Moorhouse's offer being
L2700" (18 Feb 1858).
Whether Potts got the reduction in
price he was after is not known, but he certainly got the
property, buying a further 70 acres into the bargain (23 Feb
1858) .
On 3 May 1858 Potts took up another 5,000 acres in the "Mount
Potts" area to consolidate Hakatere Station, as the area
where he ran his cattle was to become.
A homestead was
established on the Potts River, though it was moved to a site
on the Ashburton River around 1870.
Managers
lived there,
never Potts and his family.
Runs within the station
eventually numbered seven and extended over an area of 81,000
acres, including 27,900 acres of barren hilltops and shingle
slides (Scotter 1972).
Potts ran cattle on the station until the early 1870s, and
thereafter mostly sheep,
according to Acland,
but Potts
himself still referred to it as a cattle station in 1873, and
at this stage it only had 3000 sheep (Scotter 1972). His
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involvement in such matters was, however, largely vicarious,
through the activities of his managers and his three eldest
sons
(all
of whom became station managers in Canterbury).
The first manager at Hakatere was Potts' brother-in-law and
co-explorer, Harry Phillips; the second was F G Cradock, and
the third T S Johnstone (Acland 1975, 299;
Scotter 1972, 8081 and 352) .
The three eldest sons of Thomas and Emma Potts, all born in
England, received the crucial part of their upbringing with
the Phillips
brothers in the Rockwood area,
and they
continued to identify with the High Country of Canterbury to
an even greater extent than did their father.
Potts' next
three children were all daughters, all born in the vicinity
of Rockwood. Mabel Potts was born in 1854 and married Edward
Reginald Chudleigh in 1881.
Clara was born in 1855 and
married Robert Dobson in 1876.
Edith, the third daughter,
was born on the Rakaia in 1857.
She married the clergyman
Robert Fitzhugh Garbett in 1884. But for these children, and
for those born later,
Governor's Bay was the hub of their
world, not Rockwood.
Governor's Bay is located at the head of Lyttelton Harbour,
over the Port Hills from Christchurch.
It was named in
honour of Governor George Grey, who anchored not far away
while visiting Lyttelton in 1850 (Porter 1983, 48).
There
was a significant Maori settlement between Governor's Bay and
Lyttelton, at Raupaki.
It was from his contact with the
Maori of this settlement that Potts formed his ideas on the
native race.
At Rockwood he had only seen a Maori once
(1891a [2] 200).
Potts made various land purchases in the area, until he had a
holding of about 600 acres (Cresswell 1966, 17).
His estate
reached its greatest extent in the 1860s when he bought Quail
Island from his friend Mark Stoddart of Diamond Harbour.
At
first he
leased it out to William Physick Phillips, Henry's
youngest son, who advertised it for shooting expeditions.
Later Harry Phillips stocked it with sheep.
In 1874, when an
epidemic of scarlet fever broke out on Ripapa Island, where
the Crown had its quarantine station, Potts offered Quail
Island to them as an alternative, leading to its repossession
by the Crown the following year (Ogilvie 1990, 59-60).
Potts' model
for the developments he made at Governor's Bay
was the family estate of an English country gentleman, such
as the one he had himself had at Kingswood Lodge in Croydon.
At the core of it were the family mansion and grounds, and in
close proximity were the church and village.
Potts adopted the name of Ohinitahi for his house.
Ohinetahi
Pa had been in the Bay previously. The name meant "the place
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of one daughter",
so named by Manuwhiri of the Ngai Tahu
after it had been captured from the Ngati Mamoe (GBPL
Records).
The building Potts acquired (nowadays always spelt
"Ohinetahi") consisted of a sod cottage to which Moorhouse
had added large wooden wings.
The family made do with this
for eight years, then pulled down the sod cottage.
In 1866
the foundation stone for the large central stone portion was
laid. The house, with its wings remodelled, was completed in
the following year,
and it is there to this day.
The
building has three storeys in stone, with a
large one-storey
part in wood at each end,
a wide verandah surrounding the
whole.
It has a fine curved stairway of Baltic pine from the
ground to the first floor, amd a closed-in stairway at each
end of the first floor leading to dormer rooms on the second
floor (Cresswell
1966, 18).
Elizabeth Ogilvie has called it
"the most impressive historic residence in Governor's Bay"
(Porter 1983,
50).
Ohinetahi is an outstanding example of
building by the New Zealand gentry, and the home and gardens
remain as vibrant a reminder of Potts as are his writings.
It is currently owned by Sir Miles Warren and John and
Pauline Trengrove.
Potts employed many gardeners (six at one time, according to
the Governor's Bay Public Library Records), and in his diary
for 1865 there is reference to the farm, the poultry house,
horses, gardens and orchards.
His magnificent fernery was
built up later (Andersen 1927, 169).
A crucial
adjunct to the English estate and village was the
Anglican church.
Initially,
at Governor's Bay,
there was
none.
"For a year or two, at least," Pot ts wrote, "service
was performed in a small single-roomed cottage, in a place
where large numbers of poultry were kept ... When the voice
was raised at all, the whole of the imprisoned poultry seemed
to join in a most vigorous sort of chorus of their various
notes and calls" (1887d 25).
The site then chosen for the
Church was on Potts'
land.
In January 1860, with his
colleagues, he began building St Cuthberts,
again of stone
(Macmillan 1948, 169).
The beautiful wooded churchyard at St Cuthbert's was also
established by Potts (Porter 1983, 50).
By 14 November 1865
the parsonage at Governor's Bay was
in the course of
construction, being completed in 1866 (LT 31 Jul 1866, 2).
It is worth noting that this work preceded the major
reconstruction of his own home at Ohinetahi.
Potts also
played a part in the creation of village facilities.
In
1868 he donated land for Governor's Bay school building.
In
1874, with donations from the Potts family and others, a
public library was opened at Governor's Bay, with Potts one
of ten on the management committee (GBPL Records).
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For a snapshot of Potts' life at Ohinetahi, we are able to
turn to his diary for 1865, which records a particularly busy
period in his life.
At
the time he obviously had a lot of
money available and was spending it.
It would seem a fair
assumption that his visit to England in 1862 had sorted out
his financial affairs, and after that he was able to swing
into the major development programme he had envisaged for his
Governor's Bay property.
Potts' greatest involvement in 1865 was with the continuing
improvement of the grounds
in the immediate vicinity of the
homestead and in preparing for the rebuilding and extension
of his house, which was to take off fully in 1866. There are
numerous references to this activity, and in particular to
the gathering together of building materials.
On the whole,
the affairs of the outside world didn't interest or affect
Potts much that year, but he was inevitably aware of the West
Coast gold rush, and,
indeed, affected by it.
Everywhere,
people were searching for new gold fields.
Because of the
exodus of men, he had considerable difficulty retaining his
own workforce (1 and 7 Mar, 4 Apr 1865).
Throughout the year, Potts was engaged in activity on behalf
of the church.
(One suspects this was true for most of his
life, though it is not a side of him for which we have much
evidence.)
His duties to the Church would expand as much as
he was prepared to let them.
In April he was asked to stand
as a synodsman. and "consented on condition they could get no
one else"
(2 Apr 1865).
There were obviously fewer people
showing an interest in the affairs of the Anglican Church
than the clergy would have wished.
On 12 June he went to a
parish meeting in the church and found only one other person
had turned up.
Potts was not at this stage actively involved in the broader
aspects of provincial politics, though there were signs that
he was about to become so again.
In March, when visiting
Potts, "(Ben] Moorhouse asked me if I would come forward to
represent Ashburton in Provincial Council" (16 and 17 Mar
1865), but he declined.
Something which Potts did concern
himself with,
however, was the Port Victoria Road Board, of
which he was chairman,
and which of course was of vital
concern
to
him
since
it
determined the degree of
communication
between
Governor's
Bay,
Lyttelton
and
Christchurch.
On 11 August he was busy "measuring and
pegging out new work for the Dyer's Pass Road."
(11 Aug
1865), which indicates the close degree of his involvement.
All the older children at this time were at school in
Christchurch (30 Jan, 18 Mar 1865), but there is no record of
Potts seeing them there.
Apart from jury service and visits
to the horticultural shows (and to a cricket match on 8
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February), his main reason for visiting Christchurch was
business.
In 1865,
this particularly related to the
financial problems of his wife's brother-in-law, Grosvenor
Miles.
Potts eventually "signed with Gould a bond answering
for L6000 having as security Miles'
residence and Farm" (8
Jul
1865).
This was a considerable sum
which Potts
possibly lost a few months later when Miles died.
The cattle station at Hakatere, though it presumably remained
as Potts'
main source of income, seems to have exercised his
mind very
little at this stage.
He certainly devoted few
hours to
it.
Once his manager, Cradock, came to see him (21
Jan 1865), but apart from this,
all we have is a record of
one quick trip to Rockwood, leaving for there on 22 March and
returning a week later
(29 Mar 1865).
This was perhaps
partly a business trip.
It was the only time during the year
that he
left the
immediate environs
of Christchurch,
Lyttelton and Governor's Bay.
His heart, undoubtedly, was
very much in his home at Governor's Bay in the year of which
we know so much, 1865.
Within this context,
the family increased and flourished.
Potts and his wife had arrived in Governor's Bay with six
children; seven more followed between 1859 and 1870, and were
given the names WaIter,
Beatrice, Freeman, Jane, Thomas,
Millicent and Randall.
According to family tradition (Bryony
Macmillan), Emma Potts claimed to find childbirth no bother
at all - She said it was just like changing from a winter
petticoat
into a summer petticoat.
Potts'
attitude to
children was best shown when he wrote
Let us ever remember that the mirth and joyousness of
children should be respected;
to their soft, smooth
hands has been confided happiness, a
tender plant too
many of whose blossoms fade and fall
away full soon
under the shadows of ~the tree of knowledge of good and
evil' that grows beside life's pathway.
(1884h 280)
The social life of the Potts family gathered momentum as the
children grew up.
There were frequent parties at Ohinetahi.
In 1868, when Haast attended one such entertainment, "Potts
of course took the chair and gave a couple of humorous
readings" (Haast 1948,
543).
Lord Lyttelton visited the
family in
the course
of his tour of the Canterbury
settlement, which he had helped to found.
He declared
Ohinetahi a very excellent and spacious house a little way up the
hill and looking down the harbour and belonging to a
magistrate and a man of importance named Potts.
It was
the best and largest house that we had yet seen.
(Lyttelton 1858, 25)
So:
Potts had become a man of importance, in his house of
stone.
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THREE
THE LATER LIFE OF T H POTTS
While the Potts family settled into Governor's Bay, the Miles
family (with seven children)
established themselves in the
very thick of Christchurch.
They lived at the corner of
Colombo Street and Manchester Street North on a freehold
estate of over six acres.
By 1866 Grosvenor Miles also had a
freehold farm of 120 acres
in the Harewood Road,
and (on
leasehold)
Weeden's Accommodation House on the Great South
Road (LT 3 and 20 Mar 1866).
There was frequent communication between the two families.
The sisters,
Adelaide and Emma, were quite close in age, and
their sons were at Christ's College together from the
sixties.
Miles and Potts also had much in common. Miles
commenced as a merchant with George Gould in 1854.
He
continued to be intimately involved in financial and business
ventures of a kind which never appealed to Potts - for
instance,
the
Christchurch Gas Company,
the Provincial
Investment Society, the Little River Tramway Company, and the
merchanting partnership of William Whyte and Co.
But Miles was also very active in the formation of the
Mechanics Institute and a host of other bodies - Christchurch
parish,
the Musical Union,
the Horticultural Society, the
Museum Committee, the British and Foreign Bible Society, the
Fine Arts Society, the Domain Board, the Church, the Cricket
Club and the Football Club.
He in fact overreached himself,
both physically and financially, dying in 1865 aged only 43.
The Mechanics Institute closed for the afternoon to honour
his memory.
The example of Grosvenor Miles (born in 1822, and so only two
years his senior), Potts' sense of duty to his society as a
gentleman,
his expanding family concerns and his natural
history interests all conspired to take Potts away from
Governor's Bay and into the bigger waters of Christchurch and
beyond.
As the years went by,
it also became physically
easier to get across to Christchurch and elsewhere.
In 1857
a survey was underway for a road from Governor's Bay to
Lyttelton, and by 1859 Dyers Pass Road was in the course of
construction.
In 1860, on Potts' application, the Provincial
Council voted L100 for a jetty at Governor's Bay.
And in the
1860s also the Lyttelton Tunnel to Christchurch was built.
As a Christian and a gentleman,
Potts was bound to become
involved in Church matters.
He got work started on St
Cuthbert's in Governor's Bay almost five years before the
foundation stone of Christchurch Anglican Cathedral was laid.
In 1859 he (and also Miles) became a Lay Trustee of Church
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Property at Governor's Bay (LT 12 Jan 1859,
6).
In due
course he also served as a vestryman,
churchwarden and
synodsman.
In this latter capacity he was present at many of
the sessions in Christchurch of the first Diocesan Synod (11
August to 30 September 1859), conducted by Bishop Harper, and
was elected to a committee of seven to "report on the present
division of the property into parishes" (LT 31 Aug 1859, 4).
While Potts remained a devout Christian,
the spur to active
involvement perhaps lessened once St Cuthberts and the
parsonage were built
(1866), his close friend Archdeacon
Mathias died (1864) and Miles died (1865).
As a gentleman,
Potts also had a duty to function as an
upholder of the law. He saw frequent service as a Justice of
the Peace.
His close knowledge of court work is indicated by
his comment in the Trial by Jury debate
in the House of
Representatives
(27 July 1870).
He was also a regular
visitor to prisoners in Christchurch and Lyttelton gaols.
According to his obituary in the Lyttelton Times, "all
matters affecting the interests of ... inmates were carefully
noted and attended to".
He took his son-in-law, Edward
Chudleigh,
to visit the murderers in Christchurch gaol
immediately after his honeymoon (Chudleigh, 6 August 1881).
And as a gentleman, it was Potts' duty to become involved in
politics.
Potts was Port Victoria member of the Provincial
Council from 1858-1861 and from 1866-1875, and he was Member
of the House of Representatives for Mount Herbert from 18661870.
The first Provincial Council meeting following the election
of W S Moorhouse as superintendent took place from 19 January
to 24 February 1858, which was precisely the period~when
Potts was negotiating with Moorhouse for the purchase of his
estate at Governor's Bay.
It was during this session, when
there was a majority of squatters among the 26 members of the
Council, that the Amended Regulations with regard to waste
lands were passed giving pre-emptive rights to squatters
under very favourable terms (Wigram 1916, 118-120). This was
immediately before Potts became an MPC, and was the policy he
in due course came strongly to oppose.
He was an MPC by
November of that year, when the Lyttelton Tunnel project was
first mooted.
Presumably he was also party to the decisionmaking process for Christchurch Cathedral.
In 1859 he was
appointed to a select committee to look into the Church
Property Trust Amendment Bill (CPC V&P Vol 11).
Potts resigned from the Provincial Council when he went to
England in 1862, and did not immediately resume his political
duties, perhaps feeling he was busy enough anyway.
But he
rejoined in 1866, having accepted nomination for the seat of
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Port Victoria in March (LT 3 and 19 Mar 1866).
He was
therefore back with the Provincial Council during the crucial
period when it dealt with the Museum and Canterbury College.
The Provincial Council had called for designs for a Museum as
early as 1864, but it was only in 1868 that L800 was placed
on the estimates to provide a Museum building, the figure
increased to L1200 in December when the commitment was made
to a stone building.
The Museum was finally opened in
December 1870.
In 1872 the Provincial Council arranged for the setting aside
of
land for Canterbury College,
across the road from the
Museum, and in the following year the Canterbury College
Ordinance was passed. By an amending ordinance later in 1873
control of the Museum and Public Library was vested in the
Board of Governors of Canterbury College.
While it is
difficult to analyse Potts'
overall contribution to the
Provincial Council,
since no detailed records were kept of
debates,
his role does emerge clearly
with regard to
education and the museum.
Potts'
involvement with education was both personal and
political.
Six of his sons were at Christ's College between
1861 and 1878, riding on horseback from Governor's Bay to get
to school.
Their performances in sports were of note, rather
than any academic achievements.
The first national tour by a
Canterbury rugby team (to Auckland, Wellington and Nelson, in
August 1876) was a major family event, with Donald, Ambrose
and Geoffrey all in the team.
Ironically,
none of Potts'
children continued their education into the higher levels he
was actively involved in establishing.
The Canterbury Association had stressed the need for colleges
as strongly as the need for churches (Wigram 1916, 111).
Christ's College (for secondary education) was founded in
1857, Canterbury College (for higher education) in 1873.
(It
became affiliated to the University of New Zealand in the
following year.)
The foundation of Canterbury College grew
out of earlier activity in the field of adult education and
intellectual
pursuit, much of which involved Potts - the
Mechanics Institute
(which Miles was so active in), the
Philosophic
Institute
of
Canterbury
(Potts
was
Vice-President for 1873),
and,
especially,
the Canterbury
Museum, which flourished early through the dynamism of Potts'
great friend, Julius Haast.
Initially Potts may have been tepid about the idea of a
Canterbury Museum because of his financial conservatism.
At
the beginning of 1867, at a meeting of the Provincial
Council,
he
opposed a
vote for the Museum Building.
Thereafter he was a firm supporter of it,
and in November
1870, when the Canterbury Museum and Library Ordinance was
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passed, Potts was one of the twelve appointed as trustees.
(Others included Haast, appointed director of the Museum in
1868, J D Enys, and Dr A C Barker.)
The Museum was established in a new building, and soon became
a place much visited by townspeople on Saturdays.
One week
in 1870 the Lyttelton Times reported that "223 persons, of
all
classes,
visited
the
Museum
on
Saturday",
and
specifically noted that "a splendid collection of English
birds' nests and eggs placed in the Museum by Mr T H Potts"
(LT 3 Oct 1870).
At a time when the Museum's total holding
of New Zealand and British birds' eggs was 1171, 1037 of them
had been provided by Potts (Haast 1870), and in the following
years he continued to donate anything of interest that came
his way - bird skins, stones, cones, mantises, cuttle-fish,
even a small whale.
In 1874 Potts was appointed to the inaugural Museum Committee
(a committee he remained on until his death).
In that year
he was among those pressing successfully for the opening of
the Museum on Sundays (LT 13 Jun 1874).
Potts was also on a Committee of Art Exhibition in 1869, and
in 1875 on "a subcommittee to ensure the proper supply of
exhibits of timber,
stone,
coal and minerals" from the
Province to the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876.
In all this
he played a role which was supportive of and secondary to
that of Haast.
However,
his independence from Haast is
evident in his restraining influence during the Sumner Cave
controversy of 1874 and in debate about the Museum policy on
bird skin trading in 1878.
Through the
activity of Haast and Bishop Harper,
the
Canterbury Collegiate Union was established in 1871.
The
Canterbury College Ordinance passed through the Provincial
Council in 1873, and among the twenty-three members of the
Board of Governors created at that time were Potts, Enys,
Harper, Rolleston and Hall. (This position also was retained
by Potts until his death.)
Canterbury College became the
largest landowner in New Zealand when the Provincial Council
granted it
land endowments with which to finance the
establishment of higher education.
It included high country
stations among its reserves.
Potts played a role in ensuring
that the sizeable income gained was spent as intended upon
higher education (Gardner 1973, 44, 70).
Further research might reveal other bodies with which Potts
had an involvement.
For instance, he was elected a member of
the Christchurch Club in 1859, and in 1873 he was a member of
the first official Christchurch Domains Board.
I have not
traced his
involvement in the Christchurch Botanic Gardens,
though they are said to owe much to his generosity (Cresswell
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1966, 118).
After Potts' death it was observed at a meeting
of the Lyttelton Borough Council that he had been "one of the
prime movers in getting the Lyttelton Domain into its present
state".
But, despite all this, one senses some reluctance to
his
involvement
in committees,
politics,
and financial
matters.
This is also evident in his political career at a
national level.
In Parliament, Potts "was always remembered
as being impatient for the session to close in order that he
might go camping in the bush during the nesting season at
which period observation of the native birds could be more
successfully carried out" (Re i d 1939, 158).
With the removal of Potts and his family to Governor's Bay in
1858 and the ending of the extant portion of his diary
(except for the year 1865) there are far fewer chronological
anchors available with which to tie down the details of
Potts' later life.
A biographical approach to him stumbles,
anyway, as we reach the stage where he is is working out his
ideas on certain themes more than involving himself in a
series of activities.
The more important of these ideas and
themes form the substance of the non-biographical chapters
which follow.
A significant interruption to Potts activities occurred in
1862.
In January of that year his son Freeman was born; in
late February he was best man at the wedding of his friend
Stoddart
and then,
just a week later he was off, by
himself,
to England.
Presumably by design,
his visit
coincided with the Second London International Exhibition.
He went to sort out his financial affairs,
and it appears
that his period of greatest financial freedom began after
this English visit.
By the end of the year he was on his way
back to New Zealand,
calling in at Melbourne in late
December.
Very soon after his return, Potts was falling into a number
of public roles again.
In 1864,
for instance, he was
Chairman of the Port Victoria Road Board, Vice President of
the Horticultural Society, and an inaugural Vice President of
the Acclimatisation Society.
In 1865, as his diary shows, he
was combining these public roles with a hectic family life,
major building and landscaping projects in Governor's Bay,
and occasional attendance to his cattle station activities.
It is 1866, however, which is the more important year for
Potts,
and the one which most strikingly displays the
expansion of his interests.
He was then not only building
the stone portion of Ohinetahi,
but beginning a major
pine-planting programme in the grounds.
Just as this
activity peaked he became embroiled in politics.
In June he
was back on the Provincial Council for the first time in four
years, and in July he was elected to the National Assembly,
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as Member of the House of Representatives for Mount Herbert.
This necessitated
his presence in Wellington from the
beginning of August through to the beginning of October.
Thereafter he was upcountry in Canterbury for October and
November, then back in Governor's Bay for Christmas.
He was
to adopt a similar pattern of activity for the next four or
five years.
Potts' life, in his mid-forties, had reached its
zenith.
Attendance at the parliamentary session in Wellington in 1867
meant that Potts didn't see his son Thomas until he was
nearly three
months old.
He spoke in the House of
Representatives on pre-emptive rights and the Canterbury
Waste Lands Bill, and was present for the passing of the New
Zealand Institute Bill at the end of the session.
The
Wellington Philosophical Society (of which he became an
active member in this period) held its inaugural meeting that
summer.
By July of 1868 he was back in Wellington for the
next parliamentary sitting, not only asking the House about
native forests,
but also voicing his opinion on the militia,
on education, on Maoris and on miners. He was in Wellington
for the inauguration of the New Zealand Institute on 4
August, and probably attended most of its early meetings.
By 1869 Potts must have been busy in his study writing up his
bird notes, many of which he had already forwarded to Buller.
That year he was in Wellington by June and stayed for four
months.
In Parliament he spoke on miners, on Provincial
Councils,
on public libraries,
on defence,
and on new
industries.
He was one of twelve commissioners appointed to
look into the flax industry
(and had earlier been on the
select committee for petitions). Potts was then much involved
in the question of new industries, both at the Provincial
level (with the Provincial Committee on New Industries) and
at the national level (with the Joint Committee for Colonial
Industries).
To the Wellington Philosophical Society, from
17 July, he read his paper "On the Birds of New Zealand", and
work on this series must have continued to occupy much of his
time in the next few years. He stayed on at Wellington until
the final day of Parliament and the passing of the Botanic
Gardens Bill.
In 1870 he went up to Wellington for his last
parliamentary session (retiring thereafter), being present
just from late June to late July,
speaking his mind on
defence and (as a final contribution) on the thistle problem.
Thereafter he left those who more genuinely enjoyed national
politics to get on with it.
While Potts no longer served in the House of Representatives
in the 1870s, he did continue to represent his district in
the Canterbury Provincial Council until the abolition of the
councils in 1876.
One has the impression, however, of
declining political activism on Potts' part and a greater
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interest In his writing.
He was elected a Fellow of the
Linnean Society in London in 1871 and in that year his recent
paper "On the Cultivation of Native Trees" was published in
the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, along with his
continuing series "On the Birds of New Zealand".
At much the
same time he was active with Ludlam in getting good stock of
Californian pines established in the Wellington Botanic
Garden.
Each summer he continued to go up to Rockwood and to
his own runs.
For the rest of the year he would mostly be in
Governor's Bay, often entertaining visitors.
In 1871-1872,
for instance,
he hosted Ludlam, Stafford and J C Richmond
CPotts to Hector 30 May 1872). J D Enys visited him there for
the first time in July 1872 and became a regular guest, with
shared interests in natural history and education.
In the
following summer Potts extended beyond his usual trip to the
High Country, going with his son Donald across to the West
Coast.
In the company of William Docherty, they explored the
Okarito and the Waitangatuna and Waio rivers and visited the
white heron colonies there.
In 1872,
perhaps prompted by the passage through English
parliament of a Bird Protection Bill, Potts directed many of
his nature notes to England, writing to Nature not only
promoting bird protection in New Zealand, but also discussing
meteorolgical events,
cuckoo eggs, and mimicry.
It was also
in 1872 that he delivered his paper "On Recent Changes in the
New Zealand Fauna", which marked his changing attitudes to
acclimatisation.
Enys spent
Christmas with
Potts at
Ohinetahi, and immediately afterwards the two of them, plus
Harper, accompanied Hector in the government vessel Luna down
to Bluff then up the west coast of South Island.
It was
perhaps Hector's way of saying thank you to Potts for
supplying the Colonial Museum in Wellington with an extensive
collection of British birds' eggs in the course of the year
CPotts to Hector, 21 May and 12 Oct 1872).
We have a rather inexact picture of Potts' movements during
the rest of the seventies, when he was writing more and
perhaps moving around less,
though his published articles
provide evidence of travel to most corners of New Zealand at
one time or another. He spent some of 1876 in North Island,
visiting the Pink and White Terraces, Hawkes Bay and Thames,
and at some stage he also visited Sir George Grey at Kawau
Island.
His main leisure activity was now collecting ferns
for his fernery rather than eggs for his egg collection, and
while we have the "nest book" detailing dates and places
where many eggs were collected, there is no equivalent record
of fern collection. He began publishing his lengthy series,
"Fern Leaves",
in October 1877,
in the newly-founded New
Zealand Country Journal.
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Potts wrote a
letter
to
Haast
in
1878 expressing
dissatisfaction with the Transactions of the New Zealand
Institute and their editor (29 Apr 1878). At the time Potts
was becoming established as a regular columnist for the
Country Journal, not only continuing to write on ferns, but
also expanding his earlier bird notes,
particularly in the
series entitled "Out in the Open".
He also described his
ideas on national parks there in his article on "National
Domains" .
Potts had been in North Island again in May 1878, sailing up
the east
coast with Sir George Grey then joining an
expedition with him to the King Country in the following
week.
An account of the expedition duly appeared in the "Out
in the Open" series, evidently to the premier's satisfaction,
since it was Grey who later suggested Potts collect his
articles in book form (Potts to Grey 6 Oct 1880).
Edward Chudleigh of the Chathams visited the Potts family at
Governor's Bay for the first time in March 1880. He wrote a
full and highly readable diary, which provides a picture of
Potts in his last years. During this final decade we glimpse
Potts mostly through Chudleigh's eyes, from the marriages of
his children and the births of his grandchildren, and from
the steady stream of articles he wrote.
The economic depression of the 1880s ate away at the security
of many runholders,
Potts among them.
He was obviously
already in financial difficulties by 1883, when Hakatere was
placed in the hands of the mortgagors, but it officially
became the property of the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile
Company only after his death, with T S Johnstone continuing
on as the manager.
Potts was able to remain at Ohinetahi
until 1887,
though again it had passed out of his hands
financially.
It remained listed under the family name until
sold to William Cook of Lyttelton in 1896, together with
property of 572 acres.
The late flowering of Potts' journalism in 1886 to 1888 was
possibly encouraged by the small
income it gave him.
He
continued to write for the Country Journal, but was also by
then contributing to the Canterbury Times both anonymously
and under the nom de plume of "Rambler", increasingly harking
back to "Recollections" of "Old Times", using "Jottings from
an Old Notebook". He rehashed the accounts in his diary of
the journey out to New Zealand, of early days in Rockwood and
at the Rakaia Station, and of a journey to the Hot Lakes.
All this is very much in the vein of an old pioneer looking
back.
His friend Stoddart died in 1885. When Haast died in 1887,
Potts was a pall-bearer at the funeral (LT 22 Aug 1887). He
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was much moved by the death of an old Maori friend, "Old T",
the subject of a Country Journal article by him in 1886.
Potts was inreasingly free from parental responsibilities as
his children grew up, married,
and left Ohinetahi.
The
second daughter,
Clara, had married Robert Dobson (son of
Edward Dobson and brother-in-law of Julius Haast) in 1876 and
moved to Napier.
Between 1880 and 1886 seven more of his
children married.
The eldest daughter, Mabel, married Edward Chudleigh in 1881
and returned with him to the Chathams. Jane Potts met a
young surveyor there in 1883 while visiting her sister, and
married him.
In the following year,
Edith married R F
Garbett, a son of the Archdeacon of Chichester, who was the
vicar at Governor's Bay from 1882-1884.
Another winter
passed, then Beatrice married Edward Dobson (brother both of
Arthur Dudley
Dobson and
of Clara's husband Robert).
Finally, in 1886 Freeman Potts
(a future Mayor of Akaroa)
married Climee Le Clerc at Duvauchelles Bay.
Potts enjoyed
the arrival of various grandchildren in the 1880s.
His
delight in such matters is clear in the one family letter of
his I have traced, written to his daughter in 1884.
My dear Clara,
Ralph [grandson] is so well and much improved in
appearance that he scarcely looks like the same little
shrimp of a fellow as when Bob brought him down - He is
still very quiet in manner and so orderly and quiet that
it is quite a pleasure to him to have the burn [?] or
brush and ply them busily.
He talks now much of his
Dad, and the office as well, is often in his mind. He
is particularly fond of jam tarts and I
notice he
usually prefers them to anything else. Now it is worth
telling you knowing how fond you and Bob are of medicine
that Ralph has not had a drop of physic. He has little
colour in his cheeks yet still there is a little tinge.
His calves
[?] are manifest now - he is given a little
milk and chatters away now and then in a curious wayhe is very fond of the buggy and coach and the coachman
[?] fond of him
he often has a short ride with
him. (Potts to Clara Dobson, 10 Jan 1884)
In the 1880s, Potts'
thoughts were increasingly turning to
the Chatham Islands. They had long interested him.
The
flora and fauna were discrete and fascinating, and he had had
Chatham Islands plants sent to him by the Shands, even before
his family met Chudleigh,
the largest landowner in the
Chathams.
Potts published a newspaper article on rock
carvings in the Chathams prior to his own visit there
(1887f).
A particular incident which impressed Potts was his
meeting with a Moriori in Lyttelton in January 1879. Michael
King identifies this person as Timoti Tara, an "authority on
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Moriori
lore"
(King 1987,
127).
Potts arranged for a
photograph to be
taken
of
Timoti
by
Dossetter of
Christchurch, and he reproduced this, with an article, in the
Country Journal.
In January 1888 Potts arrived in the Chathams, without his
wife, and he stayed there until July. Possibly this was as
much to escape his financial worries as to investigate the
Chathams. Three days after he had safely seen Potts into his
house,
Chudleigh took the boat on its return trip to
Christchurch, leaving Potts with Mabel.
It is from the diary
entries Chudleigh wrote while he was in Christchurch that we
are made fully aware of Potts' financial crisis. He saw Mrs
Potts to buy the family silver and jewels and so raise money
for his father-in-law.
When in Wellington he "saw Sir James
Hector re Mr Potts" (Chudleigh 3 Feb 1888), perhaps seeking a
market for Potts' egg collection. He then went up to Napier,
to WaIter Potts, and they "went into family affairs re L600
owing to me and about my keeping the silver and jewels".
In
his diary, Chudleigh wrote down a "rough estimate of assets
and liabilities of THP from Harper and Co." credit
debit
piano
L20
ERC per bank
L300
30
ERC per silver
300
furniture
No 241 [?]
150
dr to Harper, say
30
100
L630
library
eggs
250
si I ver
400
L950
(Chudleigh 8 to 11 Feb 1888)
Potts' assets, once so substantial, were now down to a mere
L320, with little left to sell off other than his books and
his egg collection.
It was a bad time for others as well, with many runholders
going bankrupt. Chudleigh himself had his share of troubles,
but he was not in severe difficulty and proved able to
weather the storm.
He went up to see to his North Island
property and felt glum and ill for the rest of his time away
from the Chathams. Upon his return to the Chathams he got
straight back into work,
and it is only from the occasional
brief mention in his diary that we are aware that Potts was
still on the islands. On 21 April Potts was "burning bush at
Glencairn";
on 22 June he "cut piles of supplejack".
Chudleigh noted that "he works all day as few men of his age
could even if they would".
When Potts sailed back to Christchurch in July 1888, aged 64,
he was a man sailing to troubles.
Already, in January, Enys
had helped out Mrs Potts by paying her rent.
In March (with
Potts conveniently away in the Chathams) the sale took place
in Christchurch by public auction of Potts'
library.
The
extremity of Potts' position is indicated in the death duty
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registers, which show he was assessed as worth L70.
(By way
of comparison, Haast, on his death a year earlier, was worth
nearly L3000.)
On 27 July Potts visited the Public Library, the post office,
and then Mrs Sharland's fancy goods shop to buy a ribbon.
There he suddenly collapsed and died, his head striking a toy
gun as he fell.
A post-mortem was conducted by Dr Hanon, who
considered "that the cause of death was convulsion, the
result of advancing brain disease"
(LT).
He was buried
quietly in Linwood Cemetery at a cost of L1"4s"6d.
Mabel and Chudleigh didn't hear of Potts' death until 5
October.
On 8 October they worked in their garden in the
Chathams together and were constantly reminded of Potts by
the plants there I mowed grass and she raked and we ran against dear old
Mr Potts at every turn, this came from Ohinetahi, that
he grafted, and so on, there are no thorns about his
memory. (Chudleigh 8 Oct 1888)
While there were no doubt many Victorian gentlemen who
respected their fathers-in-law, I would not think there were
many who really loved them in the way that Chudleigh loved
Potts.
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FOUR
POTTS AND ORNITHOLOGY
The aspect of the T H Potts which was first to place him in a
national light and which,
in the end, had more consequence
than his political or other endeavours, was his interest In
natural history and,
in
particular,
his
interest in
ornithology and oology.
As has already been noted, Potts was engaged in watching and
shooting birds, and in collecting their eggs, long before he
came to New Zealand.
It was while he was in England that he
acquired his three most valuable eggs,
those of the Great
Auk, then on the verge of extinction.
Like any emigrant to New Zealand, Potts came to the new
country seeing it through the eyes of his homeland and in
common with most colonists of his day he tried to mould it
until it was as much like his homeland as possible.
But he
already had his interest in natural history, which early
helped him to perceive and take an interest in the native
flora and fauna of New Zealand.
Initially he simply compared
it with that of England; for instance, his first comment on a
native butterfly noted its similarity to "Vanessa atalanta in
the British fauna"
(21 Aug 1855)
but increasingly he
regarded native species in their own right.
In 1855,
only a year and a half after his arrival in New
Zealand, Potts wrote Killed another weka this morning; it goes much against
my inclination to wage exterminating war against these
amusing and confident birds, but they are so partial to
fowl's eggs and so persevering in their visits to the
nesting places, that one is reduced to the alternative
of wekas or eggs - we decide for the latter. (10 Oct
1855)
In the same week he saw "several quail - an unwonted sight
now and when we came here they were quite common, but the
great fires have most probably diminished their numbers so
rapidly" (15 Oct 1855). These two quotations demonstrate how
quickly Potts gained an understanding of the conflict in
interests between the native fauna and the invading colonists
and became aware of the toll that was taken on indigenous
species. The battle lines for the major preoccupation of his
life were already well and truly in place.
It was Potts' naturalist's eye that spared him from the crass
disregard for the native flora and fauna demonstrated by so
many settlers. He was early impressed by "the lichens with
which every tree is most profusely decorated" (13 Oct 1855),
and he recorded with interest early sightings of bats, native
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pigeons and kaka.
In 1856, near Rockwood, he "noticed some
beautiful little birds - green, inclining to reddish on the
breast and wings, with golden rings around the eyes" and
thought "they should be called ~Golden tears'" (28 Jul 1856).
This was the first recorded sighting in Canterbury of
waxeyes.
While we lack, for the 1860s, a continuing precise record of
the birds Potts observed, we can be certain that he devoted a
great deal of his time in that decade to watching them and
shooting them, and to collecting their eggs and nests, for by
the end of that decade he was to emerge as one of the two
"experts" on the native birds of New Zealand. The other was
Buller.
The greatest name in ornithology in nineteenth century New
Zealand is WaIter Buller (1831-1906).
He first came into
prominence with his Essay on the Ornithology of New Zealand
written for the New Zealand Exhibition at Dunedin in 1865
(organised by Hector). He then worked towards his monumental
History of the Birds of New Zealand, the first part of which
was published in 1873. This was in fact a compilation based
not only on his own notes,
but also on those of others,
especially of Potts, a fact he acknowledged within the book
(Galbreath 1989a, 104).
Buller was the greatest ornithologist,
but Potts was the
greatest birdwatcher.
George Perkins Marsh once wrote that
"to the natural philosopher ... the power most important to
cultivate,
and,
at the same time, hardest to acquire, is
seeing what is before him" (Marsh 1864, 15). This power, as
a naturalist, Potts cultivated to a very high degree.
Buller and Potts make an interesting comparison. Buller's
approach was scientific and studious; Potts trusted more to
field observation - and, consequently, was less respected as
a scientist.
They were different kinds of men, with
different attitudes to collecting and conservation. Buller
was born in New Zealand, was not initially Anglican or a
gentleman or rich. He was insecure because of this, and very
deliberately sought honour to make his position feel more
secure - an honorary doctorate in 1871, a knighthood in 1886,
a medal for his (in fact insignificant) contribution to the
New Zealand Wars. He arranged to have privately published a
collection of commendatory reviews of his book.
Only later
in his
life did he acquire land.
Potts neither sought nor
needed public regard. He was rich, British, an Anglican and
a gentleman.
At times he sought anonymity. Many of his
earlier articles are unsigned,
or else he uses the noms de
plume of "G" and "Rambler". He seems to have been well loved
by almost everyone, quite unlike Buller, who was one of the
few men Potts himself grew to dislike.
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Potts may have thought his contribution of notes to the first
editon of Buller's Birds was insufficiently acknowledged, but
he was one of only a handful of people to receive an advance
copy of the book from London (Galbreath 1989a,
106). There
is uncertainty about Potts' response, and the stage at which
he became antagonistic to Buller.
Potts began his notes in
the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute by writing,
with no appearance of duplicity, that "the settlers of New
Zealand .. will, doubtless, feel deeply indebted to Mr Buller
for his valuable essay on our Birds" (1870a 40). However, he
is critical of Buller in a letter to Mantell in 1872, and
there is an increasingly thinly concealed opposition to
Buller and his ilk in his later contributions to the
Transactions of the New Zealand Institute.
It must have
irritated Potts when Buller, on Potts'
home ground in
December 1874,
took the occasion of a meeting of the
Canterbury Philosophical Institute
(at which Potts was not
present) to detail his "disallowance of Mr Potts' Himantopus
speciatus" (LT 23 Dec 1874).
Potts was scarcely mentioned in the second edition of
Buller's Birds, indicating at least a change on Buller's part
by that date (1888)
(Galbreath 1989a, 160), but it seems he
was rather disparaging of Potts' efforts long before then.
Buller early referred to Potts as "our field ornithologist",
and he commented in letters to Hector and Haast in 1871 and
1872 on Potts' new species which failed to pass the tests of
science and his literary style which failed to read like
science either (Galbreath 1989a,
122). Buller's pushiness,
anyway, may have encouraged Potts to
publish his own
observations.
A vehicle for them had just been founded, in
1869 : the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute.
On 17 July 1869 Potts started reading his remarks "on the
Birds of New Zealand" before the Wellington Philosophical
Society, and from April 1870 (Vol 2) through to 1874 (Vol 6)
they were published in the Transactions,
of which James
Hector was the editor. These articles are the fruit of his
observations on New Zealand birds over a period of nearly
twenty years.
The introductory remarks to the series
indicate how far Potts had already gone, by 1869, down the
road to native bird protection.
Potts began by defending the study of New Zealand birds as a
gentlemanly pursuit
When we consider, that from the absence of almost every
variety of game, we are debarred the enjoYment of those
sporting instincts and habits, which are characteristic
of our countrymen wherever they may sojourn, the Natural
History of our birds may be found an interesting and
useful study wherewith to beguile many a listless hour.
(1870a, 40-41)
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He "begged" to offer his "small budget of information
concerning the mode of nidification and breeding habits of
several species, many of which are rapidly becoming scarce".
Such an introduction is notable for its modesty.
Potts said
he was
looking forward to Buller's complete work, and was
merely offering his notes in the interim.
He followed the
classification of New Zealand birds proposed by Dr Otto
Finsch, a German ornithologist who had never seen a live New
Zealand bird.
Potts' remarks on individual species demonstrated his skill
as a birdwatcher and his ability to put his observations into
prose.
He seems to have written many of his notes actually
in situ, "amongst the birds themselves when the leisure hour
permitted, in the cultivated garden, beneath the deep shadows
of the leafy gully, on the wide expanse of the brown tussockclad plain,
by the rocky coast,
or in the gloomy alpine
va 11 ey" (1871a 59).
In describing the habits of the "Rowi of the natives, Big
Kiwi of the miners", Potts expressed concern for its future.
This kiwi, he wrote exists in great abundance in the -Sound country'
of the
SW coast,
but we fear that an evil day is at hand for
these quaint denizens of the ancient
forest;
the
requistions of diggers, of collectors for museums, and
the cruel slaughter by dogs,
they might outlast for
years; these causes are rapidly thinning their numbers,
but they are not suddenly sweeping the Apteryx from the
face of the earth. The new source of danger it is said
arises from -that deformed thief fashion'.
A demand is
springing up for the skins to furnish material for muffs
for frivolous women; although the thought may seem farfetched,
who knows but this female vanity may be the
means of modifying the serene climate of the West Coast,
by causing the extermination of an ancient race of
insect eaters, usefully employed as preservers of the
forest. (1873a 193)
His
observations
on
this possible skin trade, while
unrealised, were not far-fetched.
In America and Britain at
the time women were wearing not just plumes in their hats but
entire bird skins as part of their own plumage.
In America
George Bird Grinnell founded the Audubon Society in 1886
specifically in response and in opposition to "the fashion of
wearing feathers and skins of birds" (Reiger 1986, 66).
Potts put a great deal of work into kiwi classification.
His
paper describing Apteryx haastii,
the great kiwi, was read
before the Canterbury Philosophical Institute in 1871 (LT 3
A modern ornithologist comments Aug 1871).
the discovery of A haastii did
not generate the
excitement it deserved, probably because people had been
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conditioned to expect a much grander bird. But it was
grand in its own right;
and astonishing that it had
avoided capture for so long.
Little-spotted kiwis had
been discovered some twenty-five years previously, while
the South Island brown had been known for at least sixty
years.
Potts' find marked the climax and the end of
kiwi discovery in New Zealand. The great-spotted kiwi,
the most handsome of the three species, was surely the
greatest prize of them all.
(J A McLennan in Fuller
1990, 74)
Potts' findings on the kiwi were summarised in Vol 5 of the
Transactions.
While having then differentiated the main
species, he did not preclude the possibility of there being
others (1873a 196).
Though these other identifications did
not stand the test of time,
the place of Potts in the
sorting-out of kiwis is acknowledged (Peat 1990).
In most
disputes, Buller's proposals won out rather than Potts' - one
can but trust this was because Buller got it right more
often, not because he spoke his particular version of the
truth louder.
And even with the kiwi, WaIter Lawry Buller
got his foot in the door eventually, when the South Island
brown kiwi, a subspecies, was named Apteryx australis lawryi
in his honour in 1893.
Generally, whenever Potts ventured into classification, and
specifically into the identification of new species, basing
his claims on his observations in the field, he got into deep
water with those ornithologists who considered themselves
more professional than a mere birdwatcher like him.
At first
he treated these professionals with respect, though still
retaining his own conclusions where they were conflicting.
For instance, he wrote in 1869 Neither Mr Buller nor Dr Finsch, we remark, admit this
bird on their lists, but, with the utmost deference to
these authorities, we cannot consent to give up such an
old acquaintance as the Black Stilt. (1870a 70)
He opposed,
from observation of the bird over a period of
fifteen years,
the notion that it was just the pied stilt in
an immature state of plumage (and he was right).
By the time Potts was writing the third article in his
series,
in 1873, he had become rather less tolerant of
authorities who presumed to know more than he did about birds
they had not themselves observed.
In describing the native
little owl he referred to the observations of his father-inlaw Henry Phillips and his friend Studholme, and refused to
drop the bird's claim to exist just because Dr Finsch would
not acknowledge it (1873a 172).
The warbler which he had
described as Gerygone sylvestris and written up for a British
publication (1872e) was dismissed by Buller; Potts said
Buller's dismissal of it was unreasoned (1873a 177). His owl
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has never been recognised,
and
considered a distinct species.

his

warbler

is

now not

When it came to the various types of kiwi, he was by 1872
openly hostile to the judgments of these ornithologists. He
brusquely dismissed the failure of Buller to recognise the
brown kiwi as a separate species, and dismissed Finsch's
classification of it as a sub-species.
Potts wrote that "In
the words of a man experienced in mounting the skins of
Apteryx, 'the two species could be separated with one's eyes
shut'" (l873a 195).
With the fourth part of his survey, Potts was as far from
Buller as he could be.
Possibly it was the continued
patronage of Buller by Hector which most caused Potts to move
away in turn from Hector, and from anything much to do with
the New Zealand Institute.
Referring to Buller's History of
New Zealand Birds, Potts felt
"compelled to refer to some
mistakes in the History,
or else he might be thought to
concur therein; as to theories,
they are the property of
anyone to shape according to fancy"
(1874a 139).
When he
described his two species of falcon,
he noted that "the
cabinet ornithologist will not permit the fauna to possess
two species" (l874a 141)
(and two species have not been
recognised since). When describing the morepork, he referred
to Buller's misidentification of kingfisher droppings as
those of the morepork (1874a 143). Finally, on the last page
of the last part of the series, Potts wrote again of the new
tern he had described as Sterna alba.
It had been "quietly
placed by Dr Buller with S nereis, to which he gives the name
Little White Tern" (1874a 153). Potts countered triumphantly
that the new species had now been sighted a second time (but
again,
only Sterna nereis finds
its way onto a modern
checklist of New Zealand birds).
Later, Potts moved away not only from Buller, but also from
those (like Hector) who continued to patronise him.
In 1878
he told Haast he was finding it
impossible to please myself with my paper.
I did pretty
well till I read the rot and misrepresentation in Vol. 8
once more.
I think it useless to write for the Trans. when the
editor [Hector] allows the insertion of such paperswhy should my work require the stamp of any Pecksniff?
(Potts to Haast, 29 Apr 1878)
May be Potts realised he was becoming as petty as everyone
else over the business of describing and claiming new
species.
At any rate, his activity in this direction tailed
off after the mid-seventies.
His bird notes became more
exclusively concerned with habits and breeding,
in which
areas he was more at home, with forays into the are~ of
behavioural research rather than taxonomy.
In 1878 he
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described his main goal as "faithfully to record incidents of
bird life"
(1882e 50) and ended his essay (on hawks) with a
quote which perhaps summarised his attitude to life as well
as his attitude to scientific observation Nothing extenuate
Nor set down aught in ma 1 ice. (1882e)
He crossed swords with Buller no more, almost as though he
had yielded the area of New Zealand bird classification to
Buller in disgust.
What classificational work he did later
in life was botanical.
While Potts may fairly be called a birdwatcher of the first
rank, his ventures into classification always did remain
sketchy and uncomprehensive, and it is just that his efforts
in this direction should be forgotten while Buller's are
remembered.
Buller, after all, had the vision and tenacity
to produce his History,
and, with this, Potts' jottings can
in no way compare. The two are different products.
Potts'
fieldwork was appreciated, however, notably by F W Hutton and
James Drummond, who drew heavily on his writings in their
Animals of New Zealand, which appeared around the turn of the
century.
The only formal scientific recognition Potts
received for his ornithological work was his fellowship of
the Linnean Society in 1872 (assuming he didn't simply "buy"
this honour,
as Buller had done),
and his election as a
member of the Ornithological Union of Vienna (Potts to Haast,
15 Dec 1883).
Potts had a new vehicle for his work in 1877, with the
foundation of the New Zealand Country Journal, the journal of
the Canterbury Agricultural and Pastoral Association.
Potts'
first contribution was a long series of articles entitled
"Fern Leaves"
(1877-1879),
a descriptive account of his
observations on New Zealand ferns, which he later classified
more scientifically in his "Classified List of New Zealand
Ferns" (1881-1882) in the same publication.
Also in the Country Journal, under the heading "Out in the
Open", Potts published a series of articles which was to
continue from 1878 through until his death, which contained
much of his finest writing.
Published in book form in 1882
as Out in the Open, this has been described as a "New Zealand
nature classic" which established Potts' reputation as the
"New Zealand Gilbert White".
It is this he is most
remembered for, and a continuing interest in it was indicated
by the Cap per reprint of 1967.
Few realise that Potts
continued to publish the series from 1882 to 1888, after the
collection had been made, and that some of his best articles
came within these years.
Since the later articles were not
collected they have been virtually forgotten.
There is a
need for an anthology of Potts' best writing, which I believe
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would show him to have been not only a fine naturalist but
also one of New Zealand's better early writers of prose.
If the "Out in the Open" articles have any central theme, it
is conservation rather than ornithology.
Nevertheless. many
were specifically concerned with birds. The first article in
the series,
on the white heron, set the tone.
Potts, in
referrring to "the insatiable greediness of a collector",
argued against the indiscriminate shooting of "a sporting new
chum" and the "ardent naturalist", and made a plea for the
legal protection of the white heron,
since it was then
"c I assed wi th vermin"
(1882e 7-8).
His second art i cl e
provided
"Something about Hawks", describing how prejudice
meant they were wrongly blamed for
lamb-killing and eggtaking.
He considered they were in fact very important in
keeping down rats and mice.
He noted that "Acclimatisation
Societies have come forward boldly and proferred rewards for
the destruction of hawks'~ (1882e 45),
and proposed that, on
the contrary,
their role should be in monitoring the numbers
killed.
In "Farmer's Friends" he updated his observations
and thinking on native owls, regarding them, like hawks, as
birds which overall did more good than harm. He continued to
promote the acclimatisation of the right species - in this
case the barn owl and kestrel,
both vermin killers, to do
some of the work earlier done by native birds of prey (1882e
128) .
Potts' approach to another native bird of prey,
the kea, was
altogether different. He found that The European has been the means of corrupting the
simplicity of its ancient habits;
the meat-gallows of
the back-country squatters attracted the attention of
our mountain-parrots in the winter season.
To them they
became points of interest in their wanderings, and
furnished many a hearty meal torn from the dangling
carcass as it swung in the frosty air; neither were the
drying sheepskins,
stretched on the rails
of the
stockyard, neglected.
The Pakeha has been destined to
supply the enterprising kea with a dainty only equalled
perhaps by that which the epicurean African cuts warm
from his bovine victim - our educated bird now tears his
food from the back of the 1 i ving sheep. (l871d 489)
In another contribution to Nature, Potts commented that the
kea "is interesting in the face of the destructive influence
commonly exerted by introduced upon native lite. Here we
have an indigenous species making use of a recently imported
aid for subsistence at the cost of a vast change in its
natural habits" (1872f 262).
From an article in 1880 it becomes clear that Potts had
actually got it in for the kea.
By then he spoke of "the
mischievous influence of this savage bird on an important
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industry" (1882e 185) that lS,
on the mutton and wool
industry
and wished that the Acclimatisation Societies
would attend to its destruction,
rather than displaying a
misplaced vengeance when engaged in the "extermination of the
bold race of native falcons".
By this time, Potts had
carried his investigations into the kea much further, gaining
precise information on its movements through correspondence
with shepherds and station owners in the high country.
He
dated the kea's habit of tearing flesh off the sheep's back
precisely to 1868, to the area in and around Mr Campbell 's
sheep station in Wanaka
(1882e 189-191).
By the time this
article was written, the problem was sufficiently severe for
kea-hunters to be paid a shilling a head.
In a final article
on the kea, published in 1883, Potts noted that the birds had
"learnt to follow their victims to a
lower level" (1883d
270). He proposed that the Government should "employ a share
of the sheep rates in trying to rid the flocks of an
important district,
of an enemy whose attacks entail such
heavy losses to the mountain sheep-farmer"
(1883d 272).
Jerry Aspinall's recent booklet on Keas
demonstrates that
the debate about keas is still very much alive over a century
later (Aspinall 1990).
Potts also wrote about the blight-bird or tauhou, which he
sometimes referred to by its scientific name of Zosterops,
and which is familiar to us this century as the waxeye.
It
is interesting as a species which appeared in New Zealand
(apparently from Tasmania) at much the same time as the
various European acclimatised species, but without any known
deliberate introduction.
Potts was particularly fascinated
by the change that he observed taking place in its nesting
habits in the decades after its arrival in New Zealand (1870a
62). As with the kea, he noted new habits evolving in the
species in response to new circumstances.
Potts' mature observations on the New Zealand quail came in
his article, "Lost Game" (1886e).
"It seems an early period
in the history of the Colony to record the extinction of one
of the most valued amongst its native birds," he wrote, "yet
can there now exist a doubt as to the loss of that excellent
game b t r d . the native quai I?"
(1886e 435).
He drew a
dramatic contrast between its evident extinction in the 1880s
and the commonness of it in the 1850s With a dog and gun a fair bag was almost sure to be made
by a man fond of good walking exercise ... I have a very
distinct recollection of how jolly we used to think this
sport... On the younger part of the community it will
be difficult to impress an idea of the abundance of this
species on the plains
... It is now more than thirty
years since the writer first enjoyed the pleasure of
putting up bevies of quail, which at the time seemed so
plentiful that it could share with the pipit (anthus NZ)
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the distinction of being one of the commonest species.
(1886e 436)
Potts considered that fire was the main cause of its demise,
perhaps followed by an epidemic.
Decline in numbers, sometimes to the point of extinction, was
a common theme in many of Potts' writings about native birds.
For the most part he merely noted this with regret, making
some attempt to understand why the decline had taken place.
His observations and speculations on decline were by no means
unique indeed, the decline was obvious to anyone.
What
makes Potts' case interesting,
however, was his increasing
refusal to accept this decline as the inevitable falling away
of inferior species, the key tenet of the "displacement
theory".
Rather,
he began to implant into his articles
suggestions for the preservation of native species.
In
noting these comments we first begin to see Potts' importance
to the origins of conservation in New Zealand.
The collection of eggs and nests, done scientifically, was
completely
acceptable
in Victorian scientific circles.
Potts'
own egg collection was notable;
I have already
recorded that he had a great auk's egg. He referred to this
in his "Notes on an Egg of Alca impennis Linn.
in the
Collection of
the writer"
read before the Wellington
Philosophical Society in 1870. The great auk is the classic
European case of a bird being hunted to extinction. The last
specimen was shot in Iceland in the mid-nineteenth century.
It would have been an example often in Potts' mind as he
witnessed the fate of many New Zealand species.
That Potts
early and consciously made the link between the fate of the
Great Auk and the fate of New Zealand birds is evidenced by
his paper.
He believed this "rarest bird of the northern
hemisphere"
had
declined
because
of
human factorsspecifically,
by sailors eating it - noting there was "no
close time or fence month observed for the Great Auk; bird
and egg were equally welcome to those ~toilers of the sea'"
(1871b 109). While Owen and others believed it extinct, he
felt the great auk might survive in Iceland "on some of the
surf-beaten Skars and Skerries, where a frightful surge
almost perpetually rages, and denies access to the boldest
explorer. (Would that some of our rarer species could be
sheltered from impending extinction by a barrier as secure,
and thus be saved from the destructive attacks of the
mercenary plunderer.)".
Perhaps we can see here the germ of
the idea of island reserves.
To someone settled in New Zealand,
as potent an example of
extinction would be the moa, which was emerging from the past
in the very period when Potts arrived in the colony.
He
himself found moa bones when he went upcountry.
Potts was
already well aware of the decline of many existing native
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species in 1869.
By then he had been in New Zealand for a
decade and a half and had already observed vast changes. He
had come to a quite comprehensive understanding of the
reasons for the decline; he detailed the making of roads and
farms, the introduction of cattle and sheep, the introduction
of bees and the spread of cats and rats, and, specifically,
the shooting of birds.
He abhorred "the reckless gunner
frequently killing for the mere love of slaughter". He felt
that too much destruction was done under the name of science,
"a favourable opportunity of procuring choice and desirable
specimens being too great for resistance
: scientific zeal
thus overcomes
good policy,
and consideration for the
future".
But "above all, as the whole of the country became
changed by repeated bushfires" so numbers declined (1870a
49) .
However, either because he did not see it as the right place
to discuss such matters,
or because he had not yet been
stimulated by the English example to believe that it could
ever work,
he seems to have only partly formulated ideas on
bird protection at this stage. He did, however. suggest one
approach to the problem of declining bird numbers - He
thought that "the re-establishment of some of our rarer
species
(many of which are excellent as articles of food)
[would] form a worthy, if not a noble, object of ambition for
our Acclimatisation Societies".
He gave the example of
French acclimatisation societies taking on this unusual role
in 1864, but added that [If]
it should be deemed impossible to avert the
impending fate which threatens the existence of many
species of our native birds, we must endeavour to find
some compensation for so great a misfortune,
in the
success which has attended the introduction of foreign
birds in many parts of the country. (1870a 49)
Nothing could point out more clearly Potts'
dilemma over
acclimatisation.
Potts offered little hope of political legislation acting
against individual greed,
particularly in relation to the
deforestation which he had labelled the most important cause
of population decline The Parliament of New Zealand has taken steps to protect
some of
our birds,
but however well
legislative
enactments may be framed,
the people themselves can
alone determine what shall be allowed to exist; looking
at the rapid destruction threatening our noble forests,
and in some cases our fisheries also,
it must be
admitted that the prospect of the preservation of our
birds is the reverse of hopeful
As a rule, we
appear to live, work, and legislate for to-day, with not
too much anxious thought for the to-morrow of those who
are destined to succeed us ... whoever fairly writes the
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history of this country will have to record how deeply
the Anglo-Saxon settler has implanted his mark, by the
alteration of the natural features it presented on his
first arrival. (1870a 43)
So what was to be done? Despite overall statements of regret
and pessimism, in describing the kiwi Potts made a specific
case for the limitation of shooting. He wrote There is no exaggeration in stating that a regular trade
is carried out in specimens of these birds, and the
equally
unfortunate
kakapo
(Strigops habroptilus).
Could not our paternal Government interfere in behalf of
these interesting aborigines, for we believe there are
those who would shoot the Cherubim for specimens,
without the slightest remorse." (1870a 67)
Potts attempted something more direct by influencing the
policy of Haast at the Canterbury Museum.
According to
Haast's son It was while Wheeler was collecting kiwi and kakapo for
Haast [in 1878] that the Museum Committee of the Board
of Governors woke up to the fact, probably prompted by
Potts, who was a lover as well as an observer of birds,
that, if the New Zealand birds were slaughtered in this
wholesale way,
they would soon exist only in Museums.
(Haast 1948, 557)
To the end, though, Potts built up his own private collection
of bird skins, and was happy to exchange a certain number for
scientific purposes (Potts to Haast, 7 Mar 1886).
In his early essays, with regard to eXisting native bird
protection (insofar as there was any), Potts' only comment
was that it needed to be better advertised (1871a 104).
Nowhere is there a statement in favour of new native species
being added to the list of protected birds, though we know
from other evidence that Potts was active in promoting this.
But Potts did make one very interesting suggestion with
regard to the white heron It is to be hoped that measures may be taken not only to
preserve this fine wader from slaughter at all times in
the year, but also that its breeding stations may be
protected.
The destruction of the white heronry on the
Waitangituna river would almost exterminate the race
over a great extent of the country. (1873a 197)
Here then, in 1872, was a specific proposal for a native bird
reserve to be made of the white heron's breeding station, an
idea which fell
in naturally with Potts' later ideas on
island reserves and forest reserves.
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FIVE
BIRD DESTRUCTION AND BIRD PROTECTION
Even the heron, once so plentiful on the lowland rivers,
is now seldom seen.
As I write these lines a remorseful
recollection comes back upon me of overhanging cliffs,
and of a bend in a swirling river,
on whose rapid
current a beautiful wounded heron
its right wing
shattered - drifts helplessly round and round with the
eddying water,
each circle bringing it nearer in-shore
to our feet ...
I was but a spectator, having merely
wandered that far to look at my eel-lines, yet I felt as
guilty as though my hand had pulled the trigger.
Just
as the noble bird drifted to our feet, - for I could not
help going down to the river's edge, where Pepper (our
head shepherd) stood, looking very contrite - it reared
itself half out of the water, with a hissing noise and
threatening bill
and then, with glazing eye and
drooping crest,
the dying creature turned over on its
side and was borne helpless to our feet.
By the time
Pepper extended his arm and drew it in, with the quaint
apology,
"I'm sorry I shot y e r , old feller! I am,
indeed," the heron was dead; and that happened to be the
only one I ever came across during my mountain life.
(Barker 1873, 28-29)
Like Lady Barker's shepherd, Potts also shot the white heron.
A diary entry from March 1858, for instance, tells of how he
"shot a beautiful white heron in the water hole" on the
Rakaia river.
In 1857 he named Lake Heron for the abundance
of white heron there.
In December 1871 Potts and his son
were on the West Coast searching for birds and ferns.
They
found a white heron colony and removed the eggs and the
nests, though not the birds.
He wrote of this experience in
the "White Heron" article to which I have already referred,
in which he argued against indiscriminate shooting and
insatiable collecting.
In January 1873, Potts was in Milford Sound with Hector and
J D Enys.
Potts felt tremendously excited upon finding his
first kokako nests there,
but Hector wanted them for his
museum, so they then removed all the nests they found, and
put them in both the Colonial and Canterbury Museums.
From
an instance
like this
and I could describe many morethere emerges a picture of the extraordinarily ambivalent
relationship Victorian ornithologists had with their subject
matter.
How did Potts, brought up as a hunter and shooter - and,
indeed, with his own fortune based on gun sales - resolve it?
It is necessary to analyse carefully his comments on shooters
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and shooting,
bearing in mind that he was still duckshooting himself .
at
least until 1882.
His eventual
position, as I read it,
was that controlled shooting for
food, sport,
pest control
and science was acceptable. Eggcollecting and the occasional taking of nests could also be
appropriate.
Skin-trading by museums was not acceptable.
This is to be contrasted with the remarkable double-dealing
engaged in by Buller, as described in the recent biography by
Ross Galbreath (Galbreath 1989a).
The close link between American sportsmen and the origins of
conservation there has been studied in detail (Reiger 1986).
It is argued that their sport actually opened their eyes to
the beauty of nature and the value of preserving it, that
they were concerned for maintaining the species, which did
not preclude shooting the
individual.
It is a twentieth
century blindness which makes it hard for us to see this.
Sportsmen hunted and fished for pleasure,
rather than for
necessity (like the pioneer) or for commerce (like the whaler
or the skin-collector).
The farmer and saw miller also
approached the bush from a position of need, and saw the land
as capital, as a commodity.
Before the days of other leisure
pursuits in the bush,
such as tramping and mountaineering,
sportsmen were the only people in close contact with it who
had the
inclination to view it in a different light, as the
necessary context of their sport, and it was this light which
early fostered ideas of conservation (Reiger 1986, 34).
There was considerable overlap between the concepts of the
sportsman and of the gentleman, a correct approach to hunting
and fishing often being the way one distinguished a gentleman
(Reiger 1986, 26). The English sportsman, in the tradition of
Izaak Walton and his successors, was the model for his
American counterpart, but for Potts in New Zealand,
it was
simply a case of being himself.
He was an English sportsman.
Wilbur F Parker, an early American conservationist, wrote in
1872 that above all it was "in the unalterable love of fair
play, the first thought of the genuine sportsman, that true
sportsmanship consists" (quoted in Reiger 1986, 29); this can
be compared with Potts'
utterances in Parliament stresing
fair play, and can be contrasted with many of the actions of
Buller.
According to George Bird Grinnell, another early
American conservationist, the essence of sportsmanship was "a
concern not for the size of the bag, but whether the game was
taken in season, by legal methods,
and with the idea of
noncommercial use"
(quoted in Reiger 1986, 33).
The
sportsman - or gentleman
would certainly not shoot for
money.
Again extrapolating across to New Zealand, one can
see how skin-trading between museums would be condemned by
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Potts if it became more than an exchange between gentlemenand also how Potts would despise someone like Buller!
When conservation is viewed as distinct from preservationthat is, once we are looking to resource management or the
wise use of resources rather than the placing of wilderness
in a special category as something beyond consideration of
use and
non-use,
it
is much
easier to
see how a
conservationist can
shoot birds.
There
need be no
inconsistency.
Selective shooting is much the same as
selective logging.
In theory at least,
neither harms the
overall status of the species and may in fact enhance it.
Much as sportsmen grew into conservationists,
so early
legislation designed to protect game grew into measures
designed to give a far broader protection of the fauna. This
emerges clearly as we
examine the
history of animal
protection acts in New Zealand (nearly all of which actually
referred exclusively to birds, despite their title).
All the early Animal Protection Acts were designed to protect
species useful to man.
Indeed, the first acts only referred
to introduced species
(like pheasants) which were useful
either as food or as objects of sport, or as insect eaters.
While these were viewed by their opponents as a New Zealand
example of the much-hated English Game Laws, their proponents
argued strongly that the situation was entirely different in
New Zealand.
Whitmore,
in 1876, stated that "game was
introduced into this country to perform a very useful
function in the destruction of insects" (NZPD (23) 25 Oct
1876, 610).
Pheasants and introduced turkeys, he said, ate
crickets and grasshoppers. The protection of such game was,
therefore, not a social issue but a utilitarian one.
At first there was no concern for native species - no
interest in them on their own account, and no understanding
that they too might have economic value.
They were first
added to lists of protected species when they too gained
sporting significance (ducks), next when they were seen to
have economic value as insect eaters (kiwis, for instance),
and only lastly as something intrinsic to the new country
which was
being destroyed
(notably,
the huia).
The
Australian experience was similar, except that there the
kangaroo
was
protected
early
because
its
sporting
significance was appreciated early (Mosley 1972, 147).
Potts argued that the Act should be extended to native birds
of prey not because these were dying out so much as because
they had a value
(not appreciated by most at the time) as
destroyers of vermin.
This, then, was resource management,
and only entered into the realms of environmentalism when
native species were protected which were of no use to man
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except as objects of beauty. This could be said of the white
heron, which Potts sought to protect, but was not necessarily
true of the kiwi, which he felt had value as an insectdestroyer.
There was a Protection of Certain Animals Act as early as
1861, followed by further measures in 1862 and 1864; the 1865
act of this name, moved by Stafford, was seen by him as
"nothing more than a consolidation of three acts already in
existence" (NZPD 1865. 650).
The Amendment Act of 1866,
introduced by
Robert Graham, was concerned to protect
acclimatised pheasants in the Auckland district
(NZPD 1866,
789) .
The first mention of native birds in the New Zealand
legislature, other than native game species,
came with the
Protection of Animals Act of 1867.
William Murison on 15
August moved for a select committee "to make certain changes
in the laws relating to the protection of birds", remarking
upon "a wish
throughout
the
Colony
that indigenous
insectivorous birds
should be protected from wholesale
destruction" (NZPD (1) 1867, 471).
He was passing on a
concern already
expressed by the Otago Acclimatisation
Society (Swann 1962, 11).
The committee appointed included
Murison, Ludlam, Studholme and Travers.
In the course of the
debate during the second reading of the bill in the House of
Representatives
(moved by John Hall) on 2 October 1867,
Carleton stated that The first object of the Bill was to preserve game from
extinction; and the second object was advantage to the
country.
If such an Act had been in existence one
hundred years ago they would still have had the Moa in
New Zealand. For want of such an Act,
the Dodo was
extinct in the Mauri tius. (NZPD (1) 1867, 1231)
It is clear that by 1867 there were genuine stirrings of
interest in the fate of native birds and a concern for their
welfare - partly (though not entirely) toward the utilitarian
end of decreasing crop destruction by insects.
Many members opposed the bill. There was a genuine worry that
such measures of animal protection would conjure up the image
of the English game laws (Menzies,
(NZPD (1)
17 Sep 1867,
936;
Arthur Atkinson,
(NZPD (1)
2 Oct 1867, 1230).
(In
similar vein, early proposals for forest reserves were
opposed for their resemblance to the game parks of the
English landed gentry.) The Amendment Act of 1868 was again
more concerned with the spectre of the Game Laws than with
anything other. Only the rich could afford licences, so only
they could shoot.
The concern here, really, was with the
protection of human
rights
rather
than
with animal
protection.
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Throughout the 1870s, whenever the case for animal protection
came up, most parliamentarians were still thinking about game
and about pheasants, about whether or not you could shoot on
Sundays, and what punishment should be meted out.
It was
this kind of issue, exclusively, which was considered in the
Protection of Animals Act of 1873.
The question of further
amendment was raised in parliament almost annually, but was
only debated finally in 1879.
It was still pheasants and
game laws that were on most people's minds, rather than the
extinction of native fauna
(which was
not mentioned).
Whitmore introduced the Bill "to prevent imprisonment in this
country for a breach of what were called the game laws" (NZPD
(33)
6 Nov 1879,
158), and Fraser commented that lithe
greatest curse England ever had was the game-laws" which had
"broken up many a family, and sent to the colonies many a man
who had afterwards become eminent" (NZPD (33) 25 Nov 1879,
471).
The descendants of these families were emotionally
opposed to anything that was proposed in New Zealand that
looked at all similar;
this was even more true in Australia
(Bolton 1981).
Since early efforts
at native animal
protection came tagged on to laws about pheasants, their
acceptance was delayed.
Before the
1868 amendment
went through
there was a
considerable jockeying
of ideas
between the House of
Representatives and the Legislative Council, differences only
being resolved after a conference of representatives from
both bodies.
The three men appointed managers on behalf of
the House for the conference were Major Atkinson, John
Studholme, and T H Potts (NZPD (4) 29 Sep 1868,
50). This
was the only occasion on which Potts played an
identifiable role in the animal
protection debate at the
parliamentary level.
After 1870 he was out of national
politics, but his involvement in the issue in fact increased,
perhaps jolted out of his earlier scepticism of legislative
protection by the English bird protection acts of this
period.
The issue of bird protection reached prominence in England in
1865, with a lengthy correspondence in the Times criticising
the slaughter of small birds.
In 1867 the Rev F 0 Morris
unsuccessfully petitioned Parliament for the protection of
wild birds.
Alfred Newton,
the Professor of Comparative
Anatomy at Cambridge, took up the issue in 1868, warning the
British Association that the continued slaughter of wild
birds in the breeding season could lead to their extinction.
In response,
a committee was set up by the Association to
consider a
"close time"
for the protection of indigenous
British birds (Lowe 1983, 330-331).
A Sea Birds Protection
Act had been passed in 1869.
In 1872 a Wild Birds Protection
Bill came before Parliament,
with Newton giving evidence
before the select committee,
and legislation giving greater
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protection to British wildlife followed that year and in 1876
(Galbreath 1989b, 194-195),
Potts published,
in England In May 1872, a letter asking the
English to "Help us to save our Native Birds", This appeared
in Nature, a journal founded by Newton.
"All praise be given
to those who have made a stand for the preservation of
British birds," he wrote.
With a spirit of patience they have had to encounter the
crass prejudice that sometimes saturates even the rural
mind, and to prove that if the small bird takes its toll
from, it also greatly assists in preserving the store
of, the farmer.
They have had to combat the sporting
instincts of the excited townsman, so joyous with his
escape from the smoky labyrinths of his brick-built
prison that even a feathered shuttlecock would almost
seem like game.
Last and greatest feat, they have had
to question the right to worship the national idolgain,
and to teach people,
that even if,
by the
wholesale slaughter of feathered tribes,
some persons
scraped
up
gold,
still
the occupation, however
praiseworthy, was against the general good.
Truth at
last dawned on the mind of the people, and so Parliament
shielded, amongst other fowl, the pretty kittiwake from
destruction,
and preserved fashionable women from one
more barbarism. (1872h 5)
Potts then asked the English bird protectionists to direct
their attention to the plight of native species in New
Zealand,
knowing that while there had been considerable
publicity in the home country about the extinct moa (which
made Richard Owen's name in England,
after all),
little was
known of its living, but threatened species
We raise a cry for help in behalf of the mass of birds
that yet remain near us (we had almost said with us), in
the hope that the attention of naturalists in Europe may
be called to the peril of extermination that hangs over
many
interesting
indigenous
species.
For the
preservation of our birds we require some assistance
from abroad,
our time is so crowded with occupations of
many kinds, that without some pressure from without,
little attention would likely to be paid to the subject.
(l872h 5)
A few
years later
Newton,
the
most eminent British
ornithologist of his day, did indeed try to intervene of
behalf of New Zealand birds,
perhaps remembering Potts'
letter.
But how much impact the
letter had on a wider
English audience we cannot really gauge.
Probably very
little.
They must certainly have been puzzled by reference
to New Zealand birds called "kivi, kallapo,
kalla",
a
misreading by the printer of Potts' letter which becomes more
understandable when one has oneself struggled with Potts'
writing.
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It is with the Protection of Animals Act of Act, debated a
few months after Potts' letter to Nature, that we can first
really sense the way in which an old crock is being recast to
hold new wares.
The second reading of the bill was moved in
the Legislative
Council by
Farmer.
The first three
amendments he proposed all related primarily to the killing
of pheasants;
only the fourth proposal interests us now.
It
was that "no person shall hunt,
take or kill any fur seal,
except during the months of June, July, August and September
in each year, under a penalty of L20 for each seal so hunted,
taken or killed" (NZPD (12) 30 Jul 1872, 144). This gave the
opening line to an astonishingly prescient speech from G M
Waterhouse,
in which he proposed the protection of whales
under international law (NZPD (12) 30 Jul 1872, 145-146).
Ideas raised at the same time for the protection of native
birds were given more serious consideration. Mantell, in the
Legislative Council, said he "believed that on the west coast
of Middle Island a very useful, insectivorous bird, the kiwi,
was being slaughtered in hundreds,
in order that the skin
might be exported to England for the manufacture of muffs"
(NZPD (12) 30 Jul 1872, 145). This was something Potts had
already commented on to the New Zealand Institute, and which
Mantell may well have raised at this time specifically
because of Potts' concern.
In a letter he wrote to Hector on
11 July 1872, Potts urged him to "stick out for the
preservation of native birds" and suggested he "ask Mantell
about this - for I had some talk with him as to an alteration
in the protection Act when I saw him at Xmas time" (Potts to
Hector 11 July 1872).
Potts wrote a letter direct to Mantell
in the following
month, stressing the sporting potential of native species Now that our peculiar Protection to Animals Act is
being tinkered
[?] could not something be done for the
preservation of our native fauna. Under the present act
some species of the anatidae [ducks] have increased and
afford,
in season,
an increased amount
of sport.
Besides the apterygidae
[kiwis], the kakapo and other
ancient indigenous forms, the extinction of which would
be a
lasting disgrace to us, many of our gallatorial
birds should come under the preservation act, they
furnish sport,
a matter always to be considered here,
under proper restrictions fixed for the preservation of
birds, they supply an agreeable change of food in their
season. (Pot ts to Mante 11 22 Aug 1872)
Protection, then,
was to be firstly for sporting purposes,
even with native birds.
But there was now an additional
reason for protection There are yet other birds which are more difficult to
protect, for the unenquiring settler drives [?] them to
destruction and a howl of indignation would I suppose
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greet anyone rash enough to speak a word for their
preservation I mean our few raptorials - they are so
merCilessly slaughtered as to
destroy the natural
balance of race.
Rats,
mice,
the
larger insects
increase and multiply accordingly,
the two former only
partially checked by the powerful bird destroyer the
cat.
If nothing must be said at present for our hawks,
the owls should be most strictly preserved; under heavy
penalty should come the slayer of owls - I have recently
obtained some fresh castings,
they are almost wholy
composed of the fur and bones of mice.
Protection was secondly for the utilitarian aspects of the
species - they may be a food source,
and they are pest
destroyers.
Potts did not claim these species had any right
to exist other than as objects which,
in retrospect, men
would regret no longer having the opportunity to exploit.
For a parliamentary audience,
hard reasoning for protection
was perhaps a stronger line than any appeal to morality or
sentiment.
It lay with Rolleston to supply to parliamentarians the third
reason for protection. He had seen, he said bundles of tuis hanging up for sale in shops, and heard
of people dining off kiwis, which seemed to him to be a
gross abuse of the present privilege to kill birds; and
he would like to see some clause introduced into the
Bill which would have the effect of preventing the loss
of birds which were characteristic of the country. (NZPD
(13),

204)

Here indeed was the stirring of a new idea, a new reason for
protection other than utility.
With fourteen years in the
colony behind him,
Rolleston could express sentiment about
New Zealand things as much as English things.
There is an
incipient sense of some new national identity, in fact, for
which native birds may be a symbol.
We need, finally, to consider the Noxious Animals Prohibition
Act of 1876.
This legislation dovetails neatly in with the
Protection Acts, for the effort to stop animals coming into
the country which would destroy those already present was,
put in another way,
nothing more than the protection of
existing native or acclimatised animals by indirect means.
The necessary legislation was, in fact, first proposed by Sir
George Grey as yet another amendment to the Protection of
Animals Act.
He wished to add to the list of prohibited
animals the polecat, the stoat and the weasel, three European
species collectively referred to as mustelids.
Grey argued
that "if the weasel were allowed to be introduced into a
country with such a climate as New Zealand, it would breed
with an extraordinary rapidity; and of course if it did so it
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would materially interfere with the agriculture of the
country, because they would kill the birds which destroyed
the grain-eating insects" (NZPD (23) 12 act 1876, 273).
When the matter re-emerged a fortnight later, in the form of
a second reading of the Noxious Animals Prohibition Bill In
the Legislative Council, Mantell stressed "the importance of
extending this prohibition
at the present time, when
there was what might be called a rabbit scare amongst
gentlemen of the pastoral persuasion, which might induce them
to import things in order to exterminate the rabbits, which
they would be hereafter very sorry they had introduced" (NZPD
(23) 25 act 1876, 609).
Rabbits, in fact, were the crux of the matter. They had been
introduced into Sout,hland in 1864 and had since become a
serious nuisance,
destroying pasture intended for sheep, so
that means of destroying rabbits were being desperately
sought.
A few mustelids had already been imported with this
in mind, and an advertisement for more had been placed in a
London newspaper (NZPD (23) 25 act 1876, 612).
Alfred Newton
saw this, and had written to Hector expressing his concern.
Newton's letter was passed on to Mantell, Hector's colleague
at the New Zealand Institute, and he now introduced the bill
to ban mustelids.
By a decision made on 26 October 1876, consideration of
Mantell's Bill was delayed for six months.
This was a
victory for the proponents of mustelids in that it provided
time to import them before any legislation against them could
be approved.
Potts' only recorded remark on this contoversy was that even
to
consider
introducing
mustelids
would
have
been
unnecessary, but for the removal of native species of hawks
and owls, "natural checks to the increase of vermin".
As an
alternative, he proposed that the problem of vermin could be
solved, firstly, by the protection of native hawks and owls,
and secondly,
by the introduction of the European barn-owl
and kestre I (1882e 294).
Ferrets were released from 1879 onwards,
and in 1882 they
became a protected species
(Galbreath 1989b, 134).
A first
shipment of them was imported by Mr Rich of Palmerston in
1884, whereafter hundreds were turned out both by government
agents and private individuals.
One ecologist considers the
effect of the introduction of mustelids on the environment to
have been so great that she dates the later European period
specifically from 1884 and the first introduction of stoats
(King 1984, 93).
By the turn of the century mustelids weres
out of favour the rabbits were still there, the mustelids
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perceived as a
further nuisance.
The 1903
amendment removed legal protection of mustelids.

Rabbit Act

There is tremendous and tragic
irony about the state of
conservation in the nineties.
In
the case
of
land
protection, it
is to the 1890s that we date the move towards
national parks, island and scenic reserves,
but it
is also
the time when land alienation and forest clearance were most
rampant.
In terms of native bird protection, we find the
huia finally protected (too late) in 1892, and the kiwi and
kakapo protected in 1896 - just as the mustelids swept in.
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SIX
TIMBER AND

FOREST~OTECTION

In the course of asking the readers of Nature to "Help us
save our birds" in 1872, Potts also mentioned our forests.
He wrote We may encourage planting,
the labour and capital
expended may yield
returns
after
the
lapse of
generations;
we,
at the same time, allow timber, the
growth of ages, to be swept by fire by anyone who owns
a box of matches, and looks on firing as the best means
of subduing the wilderness.
We import with great
difficulty
insectivorous
birds,
and
allow
the
Apterygidae (kiwis) and other insectivorous genera to be
destroyed without mercy. (1872h 6)
This puts
in very clear perspective the options which Potts
saw for fauna and flora.
Birds were needed for pest control,
and species were being introduced with this in mind, but
native birds were already present which could serve the same
function.
Similarly,
trees were needed for timber, and
introduced species were being planted with this in mind, but
native forest was already present and could be managed to
yield the same timber. While, thus stated, Potts' vision was
just as utilitarian as the ideas of his contemporaries, it
presented a synthesis which none of his contemporaries quite
grasped.
With bird protection, the preservation of native species was
grafted onto earlier efforts to preserve game.
With forest
protection,
the preservation of native forest was grafted
onto earlier efforts to conserve timber.
When some New
Zealanders became conscious of
limits to the supply of
timber, they came up with a variety of ideas for cutting down
the forests more economically and planting other trees in
their stead.
From this emerged an understanding that, if you
conserved and managed the existing forest you were doing as
much to solve the problem as by planting new exotics.
The early native forest bills were supported, when they were,
because of fears of a "timber famine".
They proposed the
more gradual and sensible use of timber rather than the
protection of trees as objects worthy in themselves.
Charles
O'Neill supported "conservation" because he was worried about
the shortage of timber props for mines.
Potts and Travel'S,
at least partly, supported conservation because they had read
Marsh and understood that without trees you had floods and
droughts and decreased potential
for agricultural
land use.
Vogel,
whose political conversion on the matter gave the
necessary clout for these ideas to gain full political
impact, was certainly never an environmentalist - he was a
developer par excellence.
He became interested in
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conservation only when he saw that the new ideas meant
potentially greater usage of and profit from the forests.
Seen in this light, there is no conflict between support of
New Zealand Forests Bills conserving natives and support of
Tree Planting Ordinances encouraging exotics - the concern is
with supply of timber,
not with saving the splendour of the
totara.
In 1867 William Mosley tried to get a bill through the Otago
Provincial Council
"to provide for the management and
conservation of the Public Bush Reserves in the Province of
Otago" (Otago PC V&P 1867, XXIII .11). When the committee he
headed reported in May 1868 it suggested "that in all Bush
lands exceeding 10,000 acres in extent, at least 1,000 acres
of such Bush land should be reserved from sale, and set apart
for public use".
Any smaller areas of bush land were to be
reserved for public use,
managed by the Local Road Boards.
These lands were then to be leased to the highest bidder, on
condition that certain fulfiments were met.
There should be
"covenants fixing the maximum price to be charged for the
various descriptions of timber
... and for preventing waste
and wilful destruction of timber and young trees".
A final
recommendation was "that blocks of
land not exceeding 50
acres in extent,
should be reserved from sale in suitable
places throughout the Province, as may be desired by parties
willing to plant Forest trees ... and that Crown Grants for
such lands should be obtained in favor of such persons" (OPC
V&P 1868, XXXIV.23).
This last recommendation showed the influence of the Planting
of Trees Ordinance which had been in force in Canterbury
since 1858.
The earlier recommendations, however, attempted
something altogether new in encouraging local bodies to
maintain overall control of the use of a considerable portion
of the remaining bush.
These proposals came before the
Council to opposition from Vogel and others, and were slowly
whittled down COPC V&P 1868, 124-125), until finally even the
much amended resolution of 10 June 1868 was thrown out by the
casting vote of the Speaker.
Mosley's motion did not come out of the blue.
At a national
level,
timber licensing regulations had been included in
Grey's Crown Land Ordinance of 1849;
the provinces had been
variously interpreting this ordinance for two decades CRoche
1983, 33 ff).
In Otago,
some had thought even Mosley's
original
proposals too limited,
since they did little to
promote timber planting, only timber conservation.
Murison,
as president of the Otago Acclimatisation Society, noted that
"the Agricultural and Pastoral conference appointed in 1868
made recommendations that land laid down in forest should be
exempt from taxation" and that plantation
reserves be
establ ished COPC V&P 1868, Counc i I Paper 3).
"The
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Conference," said Murison, "had drawn up a report and had had
an interview with His Honour the present Superintendent, who
thought that their scheme might be carried out. The subject
ought then to have been taken up by the Provincial Council,
but only a motion which entirely referred to the preservation
of the present Bush Reserves was brought up,
and it appeared
not to have been carried, but was withdrawn by the consent of
the House" (ODT 11 Mar 1870, 2).
Other members of the Society expressed concern that the
matter had been allowed to lapse, though they were regarding
the issue more as acclimatists than as conservationists.
Tree planting was the main thing. Clifford, providing a
reason for tree planting which I have found nowhere else,
observed that "the treeless parts of the country were almost
useless for acclimatisation purposes, there being no shelter
for the support of birds and animals".
Murison agreed to
draw up a report on the matter for the Provincial Council
(ODT 22 Mar 1870, 3).
In that these gentlemen felt that
conservation should be applied not only to bush reservesthat,
as a corollary,
tree-planting should be encouragedthey had a wider programme than Mosley.
We cannot tell to what extent Potts was aware of this
activity in the neighbouring province (Roche 1983, 51-65), or
to what extent, if any, the debate in Otago precipitated his
question to the House of Representatives about native forests
a few months later.
He would certainly have followed the
debate in Canterbury for and against timber licences (first
issued in March 1851, discontinued after 1870)
and timber
reserves (introduced in 1854) (Roche 1983, 43-51).
We can more positively consider other influences that were at
work on Potts.
By nature an observer, he was particularly
well-placed to see the consequences of men's actions.
Both
at Rockwood and adjacent to Banks Peninsula, he was near
densely-wooded areas which were rapidly destroyed.
This was
a different experience to that of many Canterbury gentlemen,
whose runs
(like Potts' own) were on tussock, where the tree
cover had already been removed by the action of the early
Maori.
It was also a different experience to that of many
North Island settlers who,
while
they
witnessed the
destruction of the bush, were surrounded by much more of it
and so did not consider it a scarce resource.
The situation
in Canterbury
generally,
of timber shortage,
led most
enlightened gentlemen to the idea of exotic tree planting
only, but Potts, with the additional experience of remnant
bush, came up with the additional
idea of native forest
conservation.
Potts' father-in-law, Henry Phillips,
was a member of the
committee of Canterbury Colonists when he arrived in New
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Zealand.
On 7 January 1851,
just three weeks after his
arrival, he brought before the committee "the subject of the
indiscri~inate licences
granted by
the Association for
cutting timber and complained that the purchasers of land
were injuriously affected by it".
The Chairman promised to
pursue the matter, and mayor may not have done so, but the
important thing was Phillips' concern with the fate of native
trees from the onset.
I suspect that, at least for Phillips,
this was simply the kind of concern he would have shown for
trees on his English estate, natural enough in a landowner,
particularly if he had a bent for the countryside.
What is
not clear is whether Phillips was concerned with the native
trees per se,
as objects of
interest which should be
protected. or whether his interest was more in the protection
of his rights - to then keep or dispose of trees on or close
to his property as he wished.
Phillips certainly grew to love the native trees at Rockwood,
beneath which he was to be buried.
Potts, describing his own
time at Rockwood in the 1850s,
gave some idea of Phillips'
attitude, when he wrote To wander through the wood with the idea of selecting
suitable trees for fencing stuff, was one of the more
pleasant occupations that one was occasionally entrusted
with. ..
In the beechwood ... stood a few specimens of
kahikatea,
or white pine
(Podocarpus dacryioides).
These were very strictly preserved ... But some of these
pines had been withdrawn from the governor's [i.e.
Phillips']
tapu,
sawn up,
and used for the inside
portion of the house." (1891a [1] 105-106)
Potts already had - or had picked up - Phillips'
concern for
native forests
in these early days.
This is clear from an
entry in his diary for 1856 THP walked down to Rockwood [from Vale Head]
and saw Mr
Ross and Mr Aylmer and their men having come up for the
purpose of obtaining timber, and firewood ... if this is
persevered with it will
certainly destroy much of the
ornamental character of Rockwood, not so much on account
of the gap left by the trees they throw, as by the
effect of these gaps on the bush remaining.
(25 Jul
1856)
The emphasis given is more on the beautification of the
estate than on the intrinisic value of the native forest.
Another possible early influence on Potts was the Deans
family, who were settled in the area b~fore the arrival of
the Canterbury pilgrims.
Dean's Bush,
the reserved remnant
of native forest close to the heart of Christchurch, was
first consigned special status by John Deans,
who died in
1854.
His wish for its preservation was faithfully observed
by Jane Deans and successive generations
(Graham Miller in
Oliver 1990, 102-3). Mrs Deans, like Potts, was much
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involved in the early years of the Acclimatisation Society,
releasing birds on the Society's behalf,
and members of the
Deans family came to stay on Potts' property in 1865.
In an important, though previously unnoticed, article which
Potts wrote for the Canterbury Times In 1887,
he referred
back to the early days of settlement and the failure to
preserve native bush. Specifically, he recounted one episode
which conclusively demonstrates the antiquity of his own
concern.
It
is a
subject
for
lasting
regret
that the
administrators of the affairs of the Province did not
take decisive measures to reserve for the purposes of a
public park and recreation ground, the greater part, if
not the whole of the forest of magnificent timber on the
Port Hills
... One remembers it was to point out the
mischief occasioned by this
destructive usage
[of
totara]
that
led to a fruitless
interview with a
Provincial Secretary some thirty
years ago
[my
emphasis] .
It took but a few minutes to discover the
unprofitableness of this proceeding;
with the utmost
urbanity of demeanour, the worthy official showed that
he neither knew nor cared a rapp about the matter.
The
expensive system of timber-cutting licenses without
effective supervision, remained unchecked."
(1887 d [6]
28)
Given that this article was published at the end of 1887,
this indicates that as early as about 1857
(though more
likely in or after 1858, when he was resident in Governor's
Bay) Potts actively tried to protect native forest.
It is a
tragedy for us all that he was not listened to.
It is my belief that the series of events on Banks Peninsula,
which Potts witnessed from his doorstep at Governor's Bay in
the decade before he brought the matter to Parliament, had
the profoundest effect on his thinking, with regard both to
bird protection and forest conservation.
Banks Peninsula was
a paradise of native wildlife,
decimated even before the
coming of the pakeha.
It was the Peninsula Maori who hunted
the moa,
the flightless goose and the giant
rail
to
extinction.
With the arrival of Europeans, a further twelve
species of bird became extinct there between 1850 and 1900,
among them the kaka,
the red-crowned and yellow-crowned
parakeets, kokako, weka, saddleback and piopio (Ogilvie 1990,
3) .
It was this destruction that Potts witnessed in his
lifetime and which he ascribed to the removal of the forest.
It hurt him twice over - as a naturalist, because the birds
and trees he loved were disappearing,
and as an economist,
because the timber resource was not so much being used as
wasted.
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Potts was not alone in these feelings.
The plight of Banks
Peninsula equally affected the missionary James West Stack,
who worked among the Canterbury Maori
from 1859 to 1887 and
was a close friend to Haast and probably also to Potts.
While Potts chronicled the destruction of the flora and fauna
with asides on the Maori, Stack chronicled the destruction of
the Maori with asides on the flora and fauna.
He was
particularly impressed by the environment surrounding the
Maori settlement at Little River as he found
it in 1859.
"Dense forests clothed the hillsides and the woods were vocal
with the songs of the mako
[bellbird]
and tui and other
birds," he wrote.
"Wi Id pigeons and parrots abounded; and
these the natives snared in great numbers and used for food
... The special charm of Wairewa as a Maori settlement, to my
way of thinking, was its inaccessibility.
It was completely
isolated from all the English settlements" (Stack n.d.a,
444-445) .
But all this was to change.
"What was once a
Botanical garden of Nature's own planting and an exquisite
beauty," he wrote elsewhere "is now completely destroyed.
We
may be sure that the Naturalist in the future will deplore
the loss of so rich a field of research" (Stack n.d.b, 3-4).
Potts referred to the Banks Peninsula fires in Parliament in
1868,
and specifically to "a fire of the most destructive
character" at Pigeon's Bay which resulted in damages of L3000
being granted to the owner by the Provincial Council.
Travers also referred to this, indicating that, as a lawyer,
he "had been professionally concerned in the action ... in
which Messrs. Holmes and Co,
the
contractors for the
Christchurch railway, recovered L3,000 for the destruction of
a forest on their property". According to Travers,
"the fire
in question raged over Banks' Peninsula for upwards of two
months, and timber was destroyed over an area of 20,000 to
30,000 acres" (NZPD 7 Oct 1868, 191).
Travers, and perhaps Potts, was also much impressed by the
severe floods which affected South Island in February 1868.
Travers noted "innumerable small
isolated slips" when he
journeyed from Christchurch to Nelson a fortnight after the
flood; the experience remained sufficiently important for him
to write an article about it thirteen years
later (Travers
1881) .
In 1868,
Marsh had
only recently made the
intellectual link between deforestation and flooding, and
here was vivid evidence of it (Roche 1983, 96-103).
This, then,
is the background to Potts' motion, put to the
House of Representatives on 7 October
1868,
that the
Government
"should take steps to ascertain the present
condition of the Forests of the Colony, with a view to their
better Conservation"
(NZPD 7 Oct 1868,
188).
Never before
had the matter been raised at the national level, so this was
a key event in the history of conservation in New Zealand.
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Potts' speech in Parliament made it clear that he realised
parallel moves were being taken elsewhere to conserve the
forests. The mischievous results from the cutting down of forests
in a wholesale manner had called for the attention of
the Legislature of Victoria;
and in America, where the
settlers had been exceedingly wasteful of wood. it had
been suggested to the Government that they should make
some reserves in perpetuity.
Marsh.
an American writer
on physical geography as modified by human action ...
carefully points out the varied influence
of the
forests,
as shelter,
on temperature, on humidity. on
floods, on the flow of springs;
and his arrangement of
facts proves the removal of forests to be the primary
cause of excessive inundations. (NZPD 7 Oct 1868, 188)
George Perkins Marsh was just the man to appeal to Potts.
He was a self-trained lawyer and politician from Vermont who
had experimented in mechanics and agriculture before becoming
a professional diplomat and a scholar (Marsh 1864, x).
His
book, Man and Nature (originally entitled "Man. the disturber
of nature's harmonies") was published in both America and
England in 1864, and was read by Potts by or before 1868.
It
also influenced Arthur Dobson and W T L Travers (Wynn 1979,
185) and so many after them in so many lands that Lewis
Mumford, in 1931, called the book "the fountainhead of the
conservation movement" (quoted in Marsh 1864, x).
More than
a thousand copies of the book were sold within a few months
of its publication, and it remained sufficiently popular to
merit an expanded second edition in 1874.
In the United
States. it inspired the 1873 memorial which led Congress to
establish a national forestry commission and government
forest reserves (Marsh 1864. xxi-xxii).
Thus there were
striking parallels between the course of action in America
and in New Zealand.
Potts' reference to the Victorian legislation was enlarged
upon later in the debate by Charles O'Neill. with whom Potts
may well have privately discussed the matter beforehand.
O'Nei11 quoted at length from the findings of the Board in
Victoria appointed in August 1867 "to report on the best
means of securing the permanency of the State forests of that
Colony".
O'Neill, as a civil engineer by training. and as
Member for the Thames goldfields,
shared with many in
Victoria an awareness of "the necessity
for permanent
provision for a continuous supply of timber for mining
purposes".
The Victorian report had shown how money was
spent on importing timber because so much local timber was
wasted; it confirmed the influence of forests upon climate.
listed the uses of Australian timbers, and expressed interest
in non-indigenous trees which could also be usefully planted
in reserves.
It recommended "the control by Commissioners of
permanent reserves. and show[ed] that in the State forest
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reserves the present conditions under which licences are
issued for obtaining timber should be abolished and new
conditiohs imposed". O'Neill wanted a similar report for New
Zealand (NZPD 7 Oct 1878, 192).
It is abundantly clear that both O'Neill and Potts, as well
as their contemporaries in America and Australia, were using
the word "conservation" in the sense of "the wise use of
resources" rather than in the sense of total preservation.
Potts said The immense variety of ... New Zealand trees .. , should
not be lost sight of, the timber being suitable for a
vast variety of purposes, spars, planks, ships' knees
and timbers,
ground-sills,
piles,
sleepers, wedges,
blocks, and furniture of exquisite beauty in grain and
markings ... but unless some restraint was placed on the
destructive elements now so actively employed, he feared
the value of our
woodland wealth
would only be
appreciated on the eve of its extinction.
Quite how conservation was to operate, no-one in 1868 knew.
Potts' concern was to open national debate on the subject
to see what ideas were thrown up, and to that extent his move
was successful,
though he must have been disappointed at the
delay which then preceded actual legislation.
It was up to the relevant state employee, James Hector, to
gather information.
This he did by sending a series of
questions to the various
provincial superintendents in
November 1868. How much forest was there in your area before
settlement, he asked, and how much is left? How much remains
as Crown land?
Has most been destroyed on Crown land or on
freehold, and how has it been destroyed? Is it being felled
by the holders of bush licences, or is the destruction more
by accidental fires and grazing cattle? Has the destruction
of forests
led to floods or droughts? Do you think bush
reserves are a good thing, or is forest better conserved when
it
is freehold?
If the system of bush licences leads to
waste, how can forests be managed so they provide timber but
are not destroyed? (AJHR (1869) D22, 3).
The responses were published as an appendix to the 1869
Journal of the House of Representatives.
They were an
important source of information when it came to framing
forest acts in the 1870s;
they are also important to the
historian, as they provide a panoramic view of opinions on
native forest at the time.
It is the diversity of response
which is most striking,
the very questions being understood
in different ways,
depending upon the situation in each
district (AJHR (1869) D22, 4-16).
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J T Thomson,

Chief Commissioner of Otago, reported that the destruction of forest on Crown Lands has been much
gre6ter than on freehold, unless where it has been for
cultivation.
Freeholders watch and preserve their
forests, if not cultivated, whereas licensed woodcutters
recklessly destroy the Crown property. '"
I may state
from
experience
that
forest
given
to licensed
woodcutters is invariably burnt down in the course of
three to six years.
Cyrus Davie, Chief Surveyor of Canterbury,
put it even more
forcibly I am decidedly of the opinion that the forests should be
allowed to pass into freehold,
as the only chance of
their ultimate preservation.
bush licenses are not
advisable . . . , They give men the right to go anywhere
and to cut and destroy any quantity of timber.
Having no permanent interest in the soil, they look only
to the present,
and often destroy as much valuable
timber as they bring into the market.
He could see no merit at all in the idea of bush reserves.
"It is impossible to exercise any efficient supervision over
them," said Davie, "and the law does not appear to afford any
sufficient protection.
It has been extremely difficult to
procure convictions for unlicensed cutting."
Clearly, if bush reserves continued, they would need to be
more
closely
administered
if
they
were to promote
conservation.
WaIter H Pearson, Commisioner of Crown Lands
in Southland,
thought this possible,
recommending that a
"ranger" be appointed to the timber reserves.
Similarly,
Thomson of Otago wanted government "to appoint and pay Forest
Wardens for the purpose of marking out the area to each
licensee, no other area to be granted till the allotment is
completely cleared of stems and branches;
it is the leaving
of the branches that creates the great havoc during fires".
William Ormiston,
JP,
of Mangapai Highway District, in a
comment which is unique in the responses for displaying
sentiment towards trees, also recommended supervision I have often observed, with much pain, magnificent trees
cut down, a few lengths cut off for shingles, and the
rest abandoned.
This indiscriminate waste is of great
extent.
A person should be appointed by the Government,
with certain instructions, to supervise the thinning of
the bush and prevent waste.
Thomas Kelly, deputy superintendent for Taranaki, thought it
absolutely necessary that
large reserves of forests
should be made.
I would suggest that the whole of the
forest within a radius of at least ten miles from the
top of Mount Egmont, should be so reserved.
Also, that
large reserves be made on the sides of the lower ranges,
and, where practicable, on other places which would not
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interfere with the opening of the country, where such is
desirable.
Thomas Brunner, Chief Surveyor of Nelson Province, definitely
saw a the value of bush reserves for environmental reasons.
Like his colleague Arthur Dobson, he had probably read Marsh.
Brunner suggested "that the tops of many of the mountain
ranges should be reserved on either side for a certain
distance from their summit, and also that reserves should be
made at the source of all rivers and streams".
He also
observed that From the few attempts I have seen made in this Province
to thin the forests, I do not think it can be done
without their absolute destruction.
I therefore think
it would be better to make actual reserves of the
forest.
Brunner's concept of the
"actual reserve" as opposed to the
existing "bush reserve" is a most useful one,
and might have
been a significant building block in the creation of the
national park concept.
Against this positive and creative thinking,
which came from
people in districts where there was still plenty of forest
some future could be
imagined, we need to
place the
pessimistic
response
of the Canterbury correspondents.
Living in an area almost denuded of native forest, they could
see no future for it at all. Cyrus Davie wrote that "We have
now brought the fire into these forests, and I believe it
will be utterly impossible to preserve the remaining forests
for any length of time."
It is rather wonderful that Potts,
despite
living in an area where native forest was so
decimated that virtually no-one else could imagine anything
other than its destruction, nevertheless kept lobbying for
it.
Yet it may be precisely because the situation in
Canterbury was so desperate that he, and a handful in a later
generation (Cockayne and Ell, most notably)
were so urgently
struck by the need for a change in policy.
Davie thought "that legislation should lead rather to the
encouragement of the new plantations than to the very
doubtful attempt to preserve the old forests".
His emphasis
represented the majority opinion in Canterbury,
and can be
usefully borne in mind when considering the Canterbury Forest
Trees Bill.
While this was concerned with exotic tree
planting,
not with the conservation of native forests, it
stemmed from a similar concern for timber supply.
A common
perception a century later is that planting pines and saving
beeches are two acts in direct and irreconciliable opposition
one to the other.
This
is not at all how it appeared to
Potts and the handful
of men of his
time who could
meaningfully be called conservationists.
For them, the two
actions went hand in hand, as did acclimatising chaffinches
and saving kiwis.
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The Canterbury Forest Trees Bill was brought before national
Parliament,
sten@ing from
legislation
which
had been
developed at the provincial
level over the previous two
decades.
A Planting of Forest Trees Bill was brought before
the Canterbury Provincial Council in October 1858, though its
effect is unknown CRoche 1985,
20).
This was i~ediately
pefore the council meeting of 1 November, when Potts first
sat as an MPC, but by this stage John Hall was already a
powerful force on the Council.
It was
in 1871,
i~ediately after Potts had left national
politics, that the Canterbury Forest Trees Bill was presented
to the House of Representatives.
At first applicable only to
Canterbury, it "provided that every person planting one acre
or more of
land with timber trees ... should be entitled
thereupon to a free grant of two acres of wasteland for every
acre planted".
John Hall, moving the second reading, noted
that "during the last session the Joint Co~ittee on local
industries had recommended that the planting of forest trees
in parts of the country void of timber should be encouraged
by the Government".
This committee, which produced useful
ideas on a whole range of possible developments, had begun as
a House of Representatives committee in July 1870. Vogel,
Stafford, Studholme, Travers, Ludlam and Potts served on it,
with Mantell and Waterhouse among the members from the
Legislative Council (AJHR 1870 F1).
Similar recommendations
on the value of tree-planting for shelter and timber had been
made at much the same time by a Canterbury Provincial Council
Committee for new industries
(CPC V&P (1870) Session 34)
(Roche 1985, 4). Hall's bill was supported by O'Nei11 as a
corollary to forest conservation,
but Donald Reid was the
only member to speak specifically in favour of conservation
of the native forest on this occasion.
Hall was quick to
squash this deviation from his idea,
stating that "although
he CMr Hall) quite agreed that they ought to endeavour to
preserve their forests, yet, if they introduced that subject
into the present Bill they might run great risk of being
unable to agree upon it, and thus lose the Bill altogether"
(NZPD (10) 1871, 458-462).
Despite token support for native forest conservation, it was
not really on Hall's agenda.
He had a passionate interest in
oak trees and planted forty acres of them on his station at
Rakaia (next to Rockwood),
but he never showed much regard
for natives.
The bill became law,
as the Forest Trees Planting Act, in
November 1871. The response,
in Canterbury at least, was
considerable.
Between 1850 and 1871, 1307 acres had been
planted in exotics in Canterbury;
by 1884 the figure was
14,646 acres (Roche 1985, 4).
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The Forests Trees Planting Act had two major limitations.
Firstly. it paid no attention to the conservation of existing
forest.
Secondly.
it envisaged no direct role for the
Government in forest policy.
Government was to stimulate
planting
by
making
it financially beneficial to the
individual. but it was not itself to plant trees.
It is
uncertain if anyone before Vogel had a comprehensive vision
of state involvement in forestry. but Potts did suggest. as
early as 1869.
that
"we should take steps towards forming
public plantations". He recommended both "special reserves
for plantations of useful
forest timber" and "planting on
portions of the reserves at present set aside for educational
and other public purposes" (1869c).
Timber matters came before the House in a different way with
the Flotation of Timber Bill. debated on 3 Sep 1873 (Roche
1983. 126-127).
While this is in no way a landmark in the
history of conservation. it is interesting in demonstrating
again how conservationists and developmentalists.
in the
1870s. did not consider themselves odd bedfellows.
The bill
referred to the logging of kauri.
It was supported both by
O'Neill and by the likes of T Ke l Ly , who felt that "It was
... very desirable that the whole of the timber in the New
Zealand forests should be made available in the construction
of public works" (NZPD (15) 3 Sep 1873. 861).
In October 18730'Neill proposed "an act to provide for the
preservation and growth of timber on Crown lands ...
so that
history might not be able to relate that they received a
fertile country.
but,
by a criminal want of foresight.
transmitted to posterity a desert" (NZPD (15) 1 Oct 1873,
1545).
It was McLean who said that "time might be thrown
away by a Commission"
(O'Neill's initial suggestion).
He
proposed a new Bill for the next session - and in due course
a new Bill appeared,
championed by a new convert, Julius
Vogel, who became interested in conservation while touring
South Island in 1873-1874 (Dalziel 1986,
171).
He was in
Christchurch only briefly (in late January),
but even if he
didn't meet Potts he will have been aware of his opinions.
An immense number of words passed on the subject of the Bill
in the 1874 parliamentary session.
and we would expect a
close analysis of these to give us a very full cross-section
of attitudes to forest conservation in New Zealand at this
time.
While this expectation is partly fulfilled. divisions
on other matters, and most particularly the centralism versus
provincialism
conflict,
emerge
as
occupying
most
parliamentarians minds far more than forest conservation.
Aspects of the debate have been fully discussed by both Roche
(1983, 130-137) and Wynn (1977 and 1979).
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Vogel moved the second reading of the New Zealand Forest Bill
in the House of Representatives on 14 July 1874, with a
speech that was really more of a
lecture
(NZPD, 79-94).
Early on in his speech he confessed that he had only become
interested in forest conservation during his recent South
Island tour It then forcibly presented itself to my notice, how very
large was the demand for timber which arose from our
railway works
and our
telegraph construction and
maintenance; how very great were the injuries caused by
floods,
and how much deterioration our climate was
liable to sustain, from the destruction of forests.
The next step was for him to realise that tree-planting and
forest conservation were two sides of the same coin. He
acknowledged that Parliament had already passed "various Acts
providing bonuses for private plantations". His bill did not
conflict with these, he said, but was "a definite proposal
for the est.ablishment and management of State Forests".
Vogel gave a comprehensive summary of all the reasons for
conservation.
He spoke of the
"importance of preserving
forests,
and the injurious effects of destroying them ...
especially as regards the climate of a country and its
rainfall".
He demonstrated that "unless there be a proper
system of conservancy and of planting,
no forest, whatever
their extent,
can be regarded as inexhaustible". This was
particularly true for a small country like New Zealand with
increasing demands for timber for mining and railways.
It
was essential, therefore, that the forests be not destroyed
but utilised,
using the techniques of forestry developed in
Germany, Scotland and India.
To stress the urgent need for legislation, Vogel produced the
estimate made by Hector that "20 per cent of what forest we
had in 1868 had been destroyed during the five years ending
1873".
Because Vogel felt that forests should be managed for
the good of the country as a whole,
and that the necessary
expertise to manage them properly would have to be imported,
he thought "the central Government, not the provinces, must
take charge of the forests".
The scheme he unveiled involved
the State in selecting three per cent of all
land in the
country (previously controlled by the Provinces); this was to
be administered as State Forest by central authority through
a newly created Forest Department with an annual bUdget of
L10,000.
In return for yielding up some of their land, the
Provinces were to be relieved of the burden of paying for the
railways built across them, which they had found onerous, and
which could now also become the responsibility of central
authority.
Implicit in this suggestion was the view that
management of forests was linked, as much as railways, to the
development of the nation, and could help pay for it.
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Only near the end of his speech did Vogel mention any value
in the
forests beyond their potential as manageable units of
timber production.
He saw that they helped in defining the
character of the country We shall
not overlook the value and importance of those
great natural features, without care of which, however
attractive we may otherwise make the country, we cannot
make
it attractive as the home of an industrious
population, nor can we hope to preserve its character
and its intrinsic value.
In conclusion he maintained that "the question involved in
this forests matter is of something for New Zealand to cling
to for generations;
to shape its future;
to decide its
climate,
its adaptability for settlement,
its commercial
va 1ue ,
its beauty,
its hea 1thfu 1ness.
and its p l easurebestowing qualities".
The other members of the House had a chance to air their
views when the debate was resumed on 31 July and continued on
4
August
(NZPD
1868,
351-381,
399-426).
O'NeilL
predictably, gave his support to the bill,
quoting with
approval
the
observation by Hooker that
"the duty of
conserving the natural resources of the colonies for the
benefit of future generations, is becoming the most pressing
and arduous duty of those entrusted with their government".
Stafford supported the bill,
despite doubts
about the
feasibility of its object.
"It would be much more easy," he
thought. "to create new woods,
as State forests,
than to
maintain the existing woods
it is a difficult thing to
use, and at the same time preserve, forests,
although I do
not say it is impossible".
He also understood that there are portions of the forests of New Zealand which
should be preserved for other than commercial purposesfor climatic purposes - as, for example, the forests on
the tops of ranges
It
is necessary to preserve
these, even if we should never cut down a tree amongst
them for corrroercial purposes.
Sheehan, more bluntly, considered that,
while exotic treeplanting was commendable,
conserving native forest was a
waste of time, for "any attempt to preserve the native timber
of New Zealand will result in failure ... the same mysterious
law which appears to operate when the white and brown races
come into contact and by which the brown race, sooner or
later, passes from the face of the earth - applies to native
timber".
This is a classic statement of "displacement
theory" .
T B Gillies read sinister intent into Vogel's legislation It is not only a forest conservation Bill.
It is not
only a Bill for the establishment of new forests.
It is
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a Bill
to take away the eXisting forests from the
provincial Governments.
and
to
place
them under
different management.
It is a Bill to take money out of
the consolidated fund to create new forests.
It is a
Bill to place in the hands of the General Government,
power of dealing with the Superintendents
of the
provinces in a manner I
do not think the General
Government ought to be authorised to do.
Fi tZherbert went even further.
The Bi 11.
he said "has
nothing to do with forestry except as a shadow .,. the
Government cannot conceal that the real intent and object of
this Bill is to take land which could not be taken directly".
Reid could "heartily sympathise with the object that is
sought". and was "sure that every lover of the country will
sympathise with it", but he felt unable to vote for Vogel 's
sudden and grandiose scheme.
Rolleston fel t
the "most
cordial sympathy" with the objects of conservation. "but I
look upon it as a matter of grievance that. in a subject so
interesting.
the machinery by which the object is to be
attained is one with which I cannot concur".
To assuage the
fears of the provincialists, Vogel agreed to a watering down
of his bill on 4 August. making contribution of forested land
by the Provinces to the State a voluntary rather than
compulsory measure I am willing that the Bill shall this year be passed in
a shape resembling the play of "Hamlet". minus the part
of the Prince. that is to say, that from the Bill as it
stands there shall be removed all the provisions as to
the acquirement of land
'"
Thus. we shall get rid of
the
fear that seems to haunt some honorable members.
that under the Bill as it now stands we should select
land so as to injure the provinces by interfering with
their present arrangements.
Had Vogel
not made this concession.
the bill may well not
have been passed.
In its new form. even T B Gillies felt he
could offer his support.
Pollen foresaw no difficulty in introducing the revised
version of the Bill to the Legislative Council on 18 August
(NZPD 1874. 675-685).
His speech is notable for extending
the arguments for conservation beyond questions of utility.
He observed Besides the advantages accruing to the climate and soil
of a country from the existence of forests, trees have
another. and what I may call an aesthetic, advantage, in
the beauties of form, of colour, and of shade which they
possess.
He also spoke of conservation of the forests as a "national
duty" . He cormnented that some thought "the forests would not
be profitable; but even if they were not, surely there are a
great many things which it is the duty of a Government to
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undertake, which.
in a strict sense, gauged by the monetary
result, are not profitable".
His wisdom prevailed and the
bill, in its revised form. duly became law.
I will
not here describe the history of New Zealand forestry
after Vogel 's bill. This has been thoroughly researched and
written about by Michael Roche
(1983.
1987, 1990). The
appointment of Campbell Walker as Conservator of Forests for
1875-1876 and of Thomas Kirk as his successor (1886-1889).
following the second Forests Bill of 1885. were very tangible
signs of State involvement in forestry;
the removal of
financial support for Vogel's Act in 1876 and the disbanding
of the Forests and Agriculture Branch of the Lands Department
in 1889 are the other half of the picture, indicating that
such involvement was. in the nineteenth century, still very
much in question.
Completely overshadowed by Vogel's bill and. indeed, now
virtually forgotten
was the Grass and Forest Fires
Prevention Bill
introduced by Cracroft Wilson in August of
the same year.
Essentially.
this was an attempt to make
firebreaks compulsory. as in Victoria.
Wilson "ventured to
say that some measure of this kind was necessary, and if not
passed, the conservation of forests in New Zealand would be a
farce" (NZPD (16) 6 Aug 1874. 468).
He was opposed. however,
by many North Islanders,
who felt that what might be
appropriate for Canterbury was not appropriate for them.
Sheehan thought that "the operation of the Bill would tend to
prevent settlement in many parts of the Colony".
For
instance.
"in the Province of Auckland there were farm
sections of hundreds of acres which consisted entirely of
wood: and it would be ruinous to a man to compel him to
remove twenty yards of wood around his land before burning
any portion of it in preparing it for cultivation".
From debate of this
kind it
does appear
that many
conservation
(and
plantation)
initiatives
came
from
Canterbury because they had little wood.
Canterbury in the
nineteenth century was perhaps
in the typically twentieth
century situation of having timber as a scarce resource.
This
stimulated
ideas
for
its
conservation
(and
supplementation) which have appeared to align their promoters
with true
"environmentalism" as
it emerged some decades
later.
But in fact most of them were very far from this.
It
is Potts'
significance that. while he also argued from the
perspective of
a
Canterbury
runholder
interested in
developing and utilising resources,
he had. nevertheless, a
genuine concern for the native environment for its own sake.
In the 1870s. away from the political arena of Wellington.
Potts promoted ideas on conservation through his journalism.
With his social contacts he could also continue to exert some
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influence at the political
level.
(For instance.
he
discussed the idea of reserves with Sir George Grey in 1878
when they took a boat trip together.)
He also remained on
the Provincial Council in Canterbury until
its demise, and
did what he could there. Thus in 1874, by way of an example.
he was challenging "Mr W White's right to cut. carry away and
sell timber from the railway reserve,
in the Little River
district" (LT 19 June 1874).
But by the 1870s Potts was pessimistic about the possibility
of reform through political action, and this was probably a
factor in his retirement from the House of Representatives.
In "Help us Save our Native Birds" (1872) he wrote that
without some pressure from without,
little attention
would be likely to be paid to the subject. This is said
not without reason.
not without some experience; in
1868.
in Parliament.
the writer tried to secure the
conservation of our magnificent forests.
a resolution
was passed by the House to that effect,
official
enquiries were made; cui_bonQ?
Our forests are now
being damaged and destroyed,
where not protected by
climate,
in so ruthless a manner,
that no further
evidence is needed to prove our wasteful style of
set t 1ement. (1872h 5)
When Potts wrote of
the destruction
of the forests,
particularly in the 1880s, when he must have realised that
his ideas would be little heeded in his own lifetime,
he was
often sad and melancholy rather than constructive about it
all. He thought the young folks now growing up will be quite unable to
realise the grandeur,
the
loveliness of the forest
glades, which our barbarians so ruthlessly destroy
This rough style of cultivation is after all perhaps the
most expensive,
for
the
cost
can
scarcely be
ascertained,
for it is not of today only, but the
account lies in the future also. (1883b 88)
It grieved him that "trees which have taken centuries to
reach their perfection are laid waste,
instead of being
gradually utilised for the employment of numbers of people in
the development of new industries".
He thought there was a
"wide field offered by our timber for the wood carving
industry
demonstrated beyond question by specimens of
carving which have enriched and ornamented the New Zealand
Court in the London International exhibitions of 1851 and
1862" (1886a 89).
Potts had viewed both exhibitions.
He
compared the situation to that in Switzerland, where the
Government established a State School of Design, the town of
Brienz becoming prosperous as the chief mart and centre for
the wood-carving industry. "What might have been the fate of
such an eligible spot as Akaroa?"
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Potts stressed how incomplete was research done into the
exotic trees supposed to replace natives.
He gave the Scotch
fir an example of an exotic which had failed.
"After the
bestowal of care and attention for twenty years
... suddenly
it has been blasted with a blight filthy and baleful." He
urged that we should "avoid trusting altogether to exotics in
planting, to give some attention at least to the reproduction
of the valuable native species before they are entirely
destroyed and lost to the world." and spoke up in particular
for the totara.
If the people had but a desire to have such planting [of
native trees]
undertaken, the result would prove of the
utmost benefit, it would offer useful occupation for the
unemployed. remunerative to the whole country, valuable
as an endowment for the future.
The objection to the
rearing of native trees on account of their slowness of
growth, after all, is but comparative, how many valuable
trees cultivated in Europe.
of superlative excellence,
might be discarded for this very reason?
Yet the
Englishman has stood by the oak. (1886b 175)
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SEVEN

FROM RESERVES TO NATIONAL PARKS
For native bird protection, new legislation was grafted onto
old animal protection acts.
For the protection of native
forests, new categories were added to the existing concept of
the reserve.
Already, in looking at forest conservation, we
have seen ideas on bush or forest reserves gaining shape.
But in addition to this, reserves were increasingly gazetted
for the protection of climate and scenery as well as fauna
and flora,
and for the promotion of recreation,
until
eventually the unifying concept of the national park emerged.
Following the publicity given in the late sixties and early
seventies to the relationship between forest cover and floods
and droughts,
attempts
were
made
to
facilitate the
"conservation
of
climatic
conditions".
Specifically,
climatic reserves were catered for within the terms of the
1877 Land Act, and this resulted in the gazetting of half a
million acres of land as climatic reserves
(Fleming 1987,
234) .
However, when we look into the debate preceding the
Act, we find that the provision concerning reserves was
considered a minor one, and it did not provoke discussion.
The bill, an attempt at "the consolidation and unification of
the land laws" was moved by Donald Reid. He gave full
account of the proposals to provide new Waste Land Boards, to
reclassify land,
to provide for the sale of land on deferred
payment, and to rationalise systems of leasing and licensing,
then tagged a passing reference to the reserves clause on the
end of his speech (NZPD (25) 4 Sep 1877, 253).
The clause
was not debated.
What people were concerned about was
increasing the availability
of
land,
not
about the
comparatively few occasions when availabilty was to be
restricted for one reason or another. Hodgkinson voiced the
general feeling when he said "the test of any land system is
the degree to which
it promotes
settlement and true
colonization".
People's eyes were on the freeing of most
land for sale, not on the classification of a much smaller
body of land for reserves.
But the 1877 Land Act nevertheless had it
in Part VII :
Reserves, etc., Section 144
that "the Governor may ...
reserve from sale ... any Crown lands which in his opinion
are required for any of the folloWing purposes", giving a
list which
broke down,
effectively,
into reserves for
internal
communication;
reserves
for
facilities
for
education, health and law; and miscellaneous reserves.
It is
as a subsection of the final
category of this final clause
that climatic reserves are listed, along with reserves "for
the growth and preservation of timber, gardens,
parks or
domains".
A further category, "reserves of land on which
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there are springs and natural curiosities",
appeared in
Clause 34 of the later Land Act of 1884 (Harris 1974, 178).
The concept of reserves for parks and gardens was with New
Zealand from the start of Wakefield settlement. Believing
that "many of the vices and diseases of old countries can be
traced to
the absence of provisions for this purpose
[recreation]" (NZ Journal 1840, 1, 193), the New Zealand
Company directed its surveyors to include open spaces in
their plans for new cities.
The surveyor of Dunedin, for
instance,
was instructed that "due provision be made for
public purposes",
including "Squares, a Park, and other
places for health and recreation" (NZ Co, 1847, 35). The
idea of some such area of reserved parkland within a new town
(which,
in New Zealand, was to take on the name of "town
belt") had already been tried successfully in Britain (it was
included in plans for New Thurso in Scotland as early as
1812), but it was brought to the Antipodes with the Wakefield
colonies.
Plans for Adelaide in 1837, and then successively
for
Wellington,
New
PlYmouth,
Nelson,
Dunedin
and
Christchurch all
included such reserves, and the idea was
later adopted for the foundation of non-Wakefield towns like
Invercargill and Hamilton (Hargreaves 1981, 79-81).
The idea was not sufficiently honoured.
In Christchurch,
three quarters of the town belt was sold off by the
Provincial Council as a fund-raising exercise, and in Dunedin
a road was built through the middle of the Octagon.
Most
settlers didn't have time to think much about leisure and
recreation, and if they did, towns were small enough for open
spaces to be near at hand anyway.
More interest in
"recreation reserves", as they came to be regarded, was shown
when the gold rush increased the size of Dunedin to over
15,000 by the mid-sixties, the other centres gaining numbers,
albeit
less
dramatically,
at
the same time.
With
overcrowding came fear of epidemics, of immorality and of
crime.
Since disease was thought to spread via the air, it
followed that open spaces, with fresh air, would decrease the
risk of epidemics. This stimulated the idea of public walks
in Dunedin in 1867, and the development of Albert Park in
Auckland in 1870.
Legislation followed.
Under the 1867 Municipal Corporations
Act, all the Provincial Councils were given the chance to
provide pleasure gardens or places of recreation, though
little was in fact done.
A further attempt came with the
1871 Plans of Towns Regulation Bill, introduced into the
House of Representatives by O'Nei11 at much the same time as
he was campaigning for forest reserves. His legislation
would have made it compulsory for all new towns to have a
fifth of their area in town belt, and not less than a tenth
planted or laid out in ornamental recreation grounds.
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An idea with some similarity was floated in Canterbury in
1873 by F E Wright.
At a meeting of the Philosophic
Institute he gave a paper "On the desirability of dedicating
to the
people of New Zealand small areas of ground,
assimilating to the village greens of England".
He was
worried that "the wastelands of the colony were being sold
without any commons being left" and contrasted this with the
situation at Home, where "the village greens of England
constitute a common property,
on which squire and ploughboy
meet on equa I terms" (Wright 1873). .'
O'Neill's bill was delayed and diluted, so that the eventual
Act, in 1875, dropped the idea of the town belt altogether
and did not stipulate a sufficiently large minimum size for
each reserve. However,
it did ensure that recreational
reserves became a feature of towns laid out on Crown Lands
from the time of Lumsden (1876) onwards.
The problem
remained for existing large towns, where additional Crown
land suitable for reservation was usually lacking.
Most
remaining available land, being already in private hands, was
not covered by the terms of the act.
Neither act nor bill was intended to apply to privately held
land, only to Crown Reserves land. An 1878 Towns on Private
Lands Regulation Bill attempted legislation in this area, but
failed.
Until well into the twentieth century private
subdividers were not bound by law to set aside public
reserves for recreation or any other public use (Hargreaves
1981, 83-86).
This was another matter to which Potts
directed
his
attention,
suggesting in 1884 that any
subdivider of land should be obliged to provide an open space
for the free use of future inhabitants.
This idea came in an article "On Recreation Grounds".
It was
precipitated by the reservation of the Cashmere Hills Domain
as "an open space common to all", and shows the influence of
Wright's earlier suggestions.
Just as Wright did, Potts
looked backwards to the greens and commons he remembered in
England. He wrote that
if a tithe of the attention that has been given to many
(may one say useless)
political squabbles, had been
devoted to mindfulness of the present and future social
wants of the people,
amongst many other necessaries,
every village or township throughout the country might
have been provided with a selection of land conveniently
situated for its green or stretch of common,
for
youthful or manly sports and exercises, for the hundred
recreative or public purposes for which a piece of
common ground is ever useful. (1884h 277)
This proposal was quite distinct from the idea of a forest
reserve, for the common was a place where "volunteers might
resort for the sake of an ample and safe range for rifle
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practice" or where "cricketers and football players could
indulge in their favourite athletic games on a free field"
(1884h 277-278).
Potts believed that the Government should have been awakened
to "the desirableness of making due provision for recreative
and hygienic purposes,
prior to,
or concurrently with,
alienation". He now specifically proposed, as a way of
taxing the "unearned increment",
that "a slice of land
convenient to town be allocated for recreative or public
purposes by the speculator" (1884h 278).
Thus Potts
proposed the
setting-aside of recreational
reserves in New Zealand, but does not, here or anywhere else,
propose national parks for the purpose of both conservation
and recreation, which are now the two main aims
often in
conflict - of the modern national parks movement.
No further legislation on recreation reserves followed Potts'
article,
but in 1888 a Dunedin
and Suburban Reserves
Conservation Society was established to develop existing open
spaces and public reserves in the city, many of which had
been used as rubbish dumps (Hargreaves 1981, 87).
It is in
the year of Potts' death, then, that we first come across an
organisation with "conservation" in its title, a precursor of
the popular groupings which appeared in the 1890s, such as
Thomson's club for nature walks and Ell's pressure group in
Christchurch. These were not at all like the philosophical
institutes and other gentlemanly associations of the previous
decades, and in fact they heralded a new era. They coincided
with the coming to power of the Liberal government in 1891,
which acted on a growing acceptance of state involvement in
town planning as much as in economic and social matters.
It
was also in the 1890s,
for the same reasons,
that the
national parks movement reached take-off point.
The creation of a national park in New Zealand was a local
expression of an international phenomenon.
While there are
specific New Zealand origins to be considered as well, one
must look outside the country, and especially to America, to
understand how the reservation of an area of land as national
park in New Zealand occurred when it did. The concept of the
reserve was a part of the British cultural tradition which
influenced both America and New Zealand,
but the specific
concept of the national park was non-British in origin (and
Britain, in fact, did not create its first national park
until 1951).
In 1858,
while discussing Maine's northern wilderness,
Thoreau referred to the European tradition of setting aside
hunting preserves for nobility -
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Why should not we ... have our national preserves ... in
which the bear and panther, and some even of the hunter
race
[aborigines],
may
still exist, and not be
-civilised off the face of the earth'
[and] our
forests [saved]
•.. not for idle sport or food, but for
inspiration and our own true recreation?
(quoted in
Nash 1967, 102)
The suggestion reappeared in his book, The Maine Woods, in
1864. We know that Potts read Marsh and Whitman; quite
possibly he read Thoreau. We also find Thoreau proposing, in
1859, that each township "should have a park,
or rather a
primitive forest,
of 5,000 to 1,000 acres" - an idea perhaps
intermediate in concept between those of the recreation
reserve and the national park.
There was a reservation at Arkansas Hot Springs in 1832, and
of ten square miles in the Yosemite Valley in 1864 (Graham
1971,
157),
but the first real national park was at
Yellowstone, established in 1872 with the reservation of two
million acres of north west Wyoming.
Its creation as a
national, rather than a state park, was in part due simply to
Wyoming not being a state, so that the land was best put in
the custody of the Department of the Interior (Graham 1971,
78)
With its geysers and hot springs,
it offered a close
parallel to areas in North Island.
Much as in New Zealand
later, the perceived object of the national park changed and
developed.
Initially Yellowstone was protected for its
natural wonders,
particularly its geysers, hot springs and
waterfalls (Nash 1967, 108). Later in the seventies it also
came to be seen as a game reserve where bison could be
protected (Reiger 1986, 99).
It was not until the 1890s that
the existence of Yellowstone,
already protected on the
statute books but its status abused by hunters,
became an
issue for the wider public.
Utility remained the dominant theme. The reservation of the
Adirondacks in New York State was intended to prevent the
destruction of forests which,
it was argued, were needed to
hold and maintain New York City's water supply.
In 1891 a
Yellowstone National Park Timberland Reserve was set aside
directly adjacent to the Yellowstone Preserve.
Here the
intention was to fell trees, but to exploit without waste and
allow for regeneration (Reiger 1986, 133). This land was to
be used to grow timber, while beside it the land was to be
used to protect bison.
These moves bore fruit most remarkably in the years of
Theodore Roosevelt's
presidency (from
1901), with the
addition of 100 million acres to the forest reserves and the
creation of five national parks (Reiger 1986, 147).
In their
turn, these developments were to influence conservation in
New Zealand in the twentieth century.
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The national park movement, as it became, was more readily
applicable to the New World than the Old.
Only in recently
colonised countries did the rate of development heighten
awareness of the need for the protection of land, and only
there could areas easily be reserved, free of settlers other
than natives with few rights.
Further, it was at precisely
the time when the United States and the British colonies were
developing a sense of national identity and nationalism that
the first parks were created. To contemplate a national park
you must first have a sense of nationhood
(Nelson and Scace
1968, 20, 26).
Australia was influenced by American events earlier than New
Zealand and so offered a further example to New Zealand
reformers.
The Royal National Park was created in 1879 with
the setting aside of 18000 acres south of Sydney "for the use
of the public forever".
It was reserved as a recreational
area for Sydney, and precipitated the creation of a string of
national parks,
one next to each of the other capitals
(Mosley 1972, 148). The recreational value of Royal National
Park, within reach of Sydney, and of the Adirondacks, within
reach of New York,
perhaps presented a closer parallel for
New
Zealanders
than
did Yellowstone,
considering the
proximity of Tongariro to Wellington.
For any national park to take on the significance it has to
us today, a change was necessary in man's attitude to land he
had not touched. The course and origins of this change, in
the American context, have been described in Roderick Nash's
influential book, Wilderness and the American Mind (1967).
Christian thought has mostly taken a negative view of the
wilderness, though for the Israelites, while no paradise. it
did provide sanctuary (Nash 1967, 14-16). Potts, steeped in
Christian
theology,
sometimes
viewed
his
particular
wilderness,
the "primeval forest" of New Zealand as a
sanctuary and a godly environment with both spiritual and
educational value.
The typical pioneer response linked wilderness with hardship.
His efforts aimed at the control of nature and the creation
of a pastoral Garden of Eden which was fruitful and therefore
also useful (Nash 1967, 30).
Potts chose to create his
particular paradise at Governor's Bay, well within reach of
civilisation. But wilderness was not anathema to him, and he
was drawn to the high country as well,
even though he had
decided not to raise his family there.
In his position he
was perhaps closest to Thoreau, who believed that "in the
woods we
return
to
reason
and
faith",
and whose
transcendentalism stressed the presence of divinity in the
natural world, but who felt,
nevertheless, that America
needed "some of the sand of the Old World to be carted on to
her rich but as yet unassimilated meadows".
For Thoreau, the
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ideal was a balance between the wild and the cultivated,
retaining contact with both ends of the spectrum while
residing in some rural middle point (Nash 1967, 92-95). Potts
also experienced both civilisation and the bush and plumped
for an intermediate Paradise.
One writer has called this
pastoral compromise between wilderness and civilization "the
middle landscape"
(Marx 1964,
113).
It is a position
distinct from that of total wilderness lovers, of whom John
Muir is the archetype in the American tradition.
The
romantic
movement,
which gathered force
in late
eighteenth century Europe,
idolised wilderness rather than
abhorred it.
Though primarily a literary movement, it also
expressed a change in religious attitudes.
In the essays of
Burke and Kant,
the concept of "sublimity" suggested the
association of God and wild nature.
Going further than this,
deists saw wilderness as nature at its most pure, the
clearest medium through which to view God, while primitivists
found civilisation and happiness inversely proportionate and
idealised a return to simple savagery.
Any Victorian reader
of such
ideas was exposed to a view of nature both
affirmative and appreciative.
Similarly, the scientist in
the colonies,
looking to new found lands as fields for
discovery, came to regard wilderness more positively (Nash
1967, 46-53).
Potts, more than anyone else then in New
Zealand, had a foot in both camps he was both a scientist
and a gentleman of literary and theological bent - and
perhaps for this reason emerged as the most significant
spokesman in his generation of the value of the New Zealand
forests.
The American George Perkins Marsh was the first to show that
conservation was
useful
(Nash 1967,
104)
hence his
attraction to many Victorian colonials like Travers, O'Neill
and Potts.
Like Thoreau, he was already, by the 1860s,
promoting the idea of a reserve for nature large and easily accessible region of America
Some
should remain,
as far as possible, in its primitive
condition, at once a museum for the instruction of the
student,
a garden for the recreation of the lover of
nature, and an asylum where indigenous tree, and humble
plant that loves the shade, and fish and fowl and fourfooted beast,
may dwell and perpetuate their kind, in
the enjoyment of such imperfect protection as the laws
of a people
jealous of restraint can afford them.
(quoted in Graham 1971, 72)
Another American,
John Muir, was the first to show that
conservation was beautiful.
In 1876 he published an article
entitled "God's First Temples
: How Shall We Preserve Our
Forests", which developed the idea of the public ownership of
land expressed through government control of national parks.
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From 1890 he publicised the idea of Yosemite National Park in
California primarily for its wilderness value (though he also
stressed its usefulness as
a
watershed),
making the
reservation of 1200 square miles under the Yosemite Act of
1890 the first park
deliberately designed
to protect
wilderness (Nash 1967, 131).
Muir founded the Sierra Club in 1892. The symbolic personal
break of Muir and Gifford Pinchot, which marked the division
in
America
between
the
"preservationists"
and
the
"conservationists", came in 1897, when Pinchot approved the
grazing of sheep in forest reserves. Sheep, for Muir, were
"hoofed locusts". Thereafter a schism ran between those who
saw conservation as resource management, as wise use and
planned development, and those
(like Muir) who rejected
utilitarianism and sought the retention of natural areas
unaltered by man (Nash 1967, 129; Graham 1971, 98).
The phrase "resource history" has been
offered as an
alternative to "conservation history" (Foster 1978, 261), and
indeed,
looking
into
the
motives
of
most
early
"conservationists", the phrase "resource history" may be less
misleading.
Concentrating on the work of Pinchot and other
government employees from about 1890 onwards, one American
scholar convincingly portrays conservation as a movement in
applied science which attempted the rational development of
natural resources, which had nothing to do with democratic
protest or with conflict over the distribution of wealth
(Hays 1959, 2-3).
There are parallels between men like
Pinchot in America and men like Hector in New Zealand,
employed by
their
respective
governments
as applied
scientists.
In both countries a key role was played by the
Geological Survey.
In the American context, the scientific
and technical
question of the conservation of natural resources can be
clearly differentiated from the political and social question
of the right of ownership (Hays 1959, 262-264). Small
farmers were at least as inclined as larger land holders
towards wasteful
land and resource use, and it was in fact
the secure and the rich who proved stable and efficient
enough to undertake the kind of long--term planning needed for
conservation. Many small farmers and homesteaders opposed
the reservation of land as a restriction upon private entry.
In New Zealand in the 1890s, those who wanted to break up the
big estates were a different bunch from those who were
concerned about conservation.
This
was
initially a
conservative movement, supported by the more enlightened rich
and large landowners. They approved of the social status quo
since they were at the top of the heap, but for the same
reason could also countenance conservation.
Conservation
could only become a radical movement when it became clear
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that
land could be vested directly in the state for the
people. This did not happen (in New Zealand) in the period
before 1890.
The man who perhaps had most influence in spreading American
ideas on reservation to New Zealand was Sir William Fox.
He
toured the United States in 1852 and 1865, visiting the
Yosemite Valley along the way.
When the Yellowstone
legislation came through,
in 1872, he commented on the
parallel attraction of the thermal districts of North Island
and suggested that they might be similarly reserved, and
sanitary and hydropathic institutions established (Potton
1987, 130-131).
"I beg to suggest to the Government of New
Zealand," said Fox, "that as soon as the Native title may be
extinguished, some such step [as at YellowstoneJ should be
taken with regard to Rotomahana,
its terraces,
and other
volcanic wonders" (AJHR (1874) H26, 4).
In March 1875, Fox was off on a world trip again, sailing to
California to paint the landscapes there,
including the
Yosemite.
Immediately before
sailing he visited the
Superintendent of Taranaki, and their meeting may have
precipitated the reservation of the upper slopes of Egmont a
fortnight later (Harris 1974, 37) though such an idea had
been tossed around for some years (AJHR (1869) 022, 8). The
editor of the Taranaki News, on 2 April 1875, was delighted
that a belt of five miles wide is to be reserved around
the base of Mount Egmont, and that the ranges are to
retain their arboreal clothing.
Forests purefy and
perfume the air, rendering it wholesome to our bodies
and delightful to our senses '"
for aesthetic reasons
we rejoice in this decision, for it is no small part of
our enjOYment to look upon our hanging woods and upon
our cloud clapped hills softened in their outlines and
their rocky ruggedness draped over with a luxurious
growth of forest. (quoted in Harris 1974, 39)
This was an expression of conservation for its own sake, as
opposed to conservation for future use, an attitude rarely in
evidence before 1890.
The spa or sanatorium was a Victorian phenomenon. The major
European spas were as much social centres as health resorts,
and potential was seen for similar developments in New
Zealand.
In 1848 Sir George Grey promised a sanatorium at
Tikitere, near Rotorua, but nothing happened, nor did action
quickly follow Fox's proposals.
It was really too early for
any government to seriously countenance that amount of state
activity.
The first period of
widespread development
occurred after 1880, when Rotorua, Hanmer and Te Aroha all
became spas and Rotorua township was created.
In 1881 the
Thermal Springs
District Act proclaimed that only the
Government could purchase hot springs areas
(Rockel 1986, 1-
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6) .
These developments
never quite came up to the
expectations of grand schemers like Fox, but government had
taken the initiative, and land had been reserved, in a move
parallel with, and indeed interlinked with,
the government's
eventual involvement in the creation of national parks.
To some extent the government was forced into action. During
the 1881 debate one member of Parliament noted that "the
people of the colony had cried out for many years past for
the acquisition of these springs in various parts of the
colony by the Government for the general use of the public to
prevent the monopoly by private individuals" (Speight, quoted
in Harris 1974, 41).
Potts had made the same point in 1878
(1882e 30).
The
activities
of
Robert
Graham were
particularly worrisome, as he sought to develop a network of
private spas throughout North Island.
Waiwera, his spa
northwest of Auckland, achieved great popularity in the 1870s
as the "Brighton of New Zealand"
(Ro cke I 1986, 13-16).
In
the following decade he bought land at Wairakei near Lake
Taupo, including the Huka Falls, to develop as a second spa,
and established several hotels in Auckland, one at Waiwera,
the Lake House at Ohinemutu, the Geyser House at Wairakei,
and the Rotomohana Hotel at Tarawera (Rockel 1986, 84).
In limiting such activities, Government became established as
the protector of natural phenomena.
This insured that
further development along these lines would be for public
rather than private interest. National parks followed.
In
the 1881 debate at least one reference was made to "a Bill
which related to the same subject in the American statutes
(The Yellowstone Act)
(Andrews, NZPD (40) 12 Sep 1881, 518).
11

In Parliament three years later, J H Sutter suggested that
"land in sufficient quantity for public purposes be reserved
round the foot of Mount Cook and the Mueller Glacier" (NZPD
(49) 7 Oct 1884,
247).
In response to this the land was
surveyed and in 1885, a "recreation reserve" was created at
Mount Cook,
under the provisions of the 1881 Domains Act
(Harris 1974, 44).
In the words of the local Commissioner
for Crown Lands,
J H Baker, the reserve was intended "to
conserve for all time a place whose beauties would not be
easy to exaggerate" (quoted in Potton 1987, 132). This did
not, however, lead to the early creation of a Mount Cook
National Park
and,
indeed, by pre-empting other forms of
reservation, may have delayed it.
In the early 1880s an English journalist, J K Nicholls,
visited central North Island.
He had already travelled
extensively in America and was probably well aware of
national park legislation there.
Commissioned by the New
Zealand Herald, he journeyed into "the unknown region ruled
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over by the Maori king" in 1882-1883, then wrote a long
series of articles (made into a book in 1884) describing his
explorations.
He referred specifically to the Central
Volcanoes region and argued that if the Te Pakaru plain (that
is,
the Tokaanu-Tongariro region) were "proclaimed as a
public domain New Zealand would possess the finest park in
the world" (quoted in Potton 1987, 132).
Potts had also toured central North Island (in 1876), and
indeed published a description of his own journey some years
later (1887e,
1888a). The opening paragraphs of his earlier
article, "On National Domains", made it clear that he was
very aware of the potential of these same districts for
reservation. This seminal essay first appeared in the New
Zealand Country Journal
in 1878 and initially would have
reached mainly Canterbury readers, but it gained a far wider
audience when reprinted in Out in the Open in 1882.
In his
article,
Potts
separated out
three kinds of
preservation - of health, of trees, and of birds for which
he proposed three kinds of "national domain". Firstly, he
discussed "sanitaria" for healing purposes, an idea which
clearly had as its germ the recommendations of Fox. The
proposal that the Government acquire land in the "healthgiving" regions of North Island to create a state sanatorium
was by then a familiar one. Only secondly did Potts discuss
forest reserves,
linking the two proposals for the first
time.
He saw the need for forest reserves as a direct consequence
,of "settlement of Europeans on the soil", which had caused
the produce of the forests to be not just consumed but
wasted. He contrasted the speed of the destruction of native
forest with the slowness of the formation of plantations for
future timber requirements.
Native forest reserves, properly
supervised, could become "nurseries and storehouses (so to
speak) of the indigenous flora of New Zealand" (1882e 32).
This had an obvious economic purpose
(as a timber source),
but a scientific purpose as well,
for his concern was also
for "the indigenous objects which illustrate the province of
natural history".
Thirdly, Potts discussed fauna reserves, the idea his readers
would be least prepared for.
Here again, he could claim an
economic purpose of sorts, since native birds "of the very
greatest value to farmers" warranted preservation as pest
destroyers, yet
were not
catered for by the various
Protection of Animals Acts. But mostly he argued that fauna
reserves would
serve a
scientific purpose,
protecting
"interesting" species, noting that already "biologists have
made New Zealand a special province on account of some of its
very peculiar forms of life". There is also a touch of moral
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reasoning,
the suggestion of "animal rights", when Potts
rails against
"bird slaughter",
condoned by taxidermists,
dealers,
collectors and skin-traders. which resulted in
"wounding and maiming" as often as killing.
Potts' article concluded with proposals for islands as fauna
reserves.
Specifically "Resolution Isle" and "some of the
small islets off the North East coast of North Island" could
be proclaimed as "park or domain where animals should not be
molested under any pretence whatsoever".
In comparing island
reserves with "quarantine grounds" he may well have had Quail
Island in mind. which he sold to the government for use as a
quarantine station in 1875.
He had also visited Kawau
Island. which Sir George Grey had turned into a kind'of fauna
reserve for acclimatised species.
Kirk later claimed that he and Hutton had suggested Little
Barrier Island as a native bird reserve way back in 1868
(Kirk 1895.
26); but the idea of reserves in South Island at
least was Potts'. When he asked readers of Nature,
in 1872,
to "Help us save our native birds", he wrote Could we be persuaded to try and avert what will some
day be a great reproach to this country, the destruction
of so many species of our feathered tribe, D'Urville's
Island might be most useful.
Wingless species. and
birds of feeble powers of flight. might there find a
refuge for some of their representatives.
Resolution
Island might be placed under tapu from molestation by
dog and gun. (1872h 6)
Some such idea became lodged in the mind of the editor of
Nature. for in 1877 Newton considered a "People's Park" for
the kakapo (Newton to Hector 28 Aug 1877).
In 1872. Potts had also specifically
referred to the
destruction of birds at the hands of the collector There is no fence month with him. if spring or summer
plumage is interesting, so also is that of winter; eggs.
young, the adult, alike he preys on all. (l872h 6)
The "fence month" originally referred to the fawning-time of
deer,
a period of about thirty days when hunting was
forbidden. and was later also applied to a "close season" for
fishing.
For a man in the hunting tradition like Potts. the
leap of mind back from metaphorical "fences" and "enclosures"
of time and season to literally closed-off land, fenced
against predators, was quite tenable.
In England the hunter
had been familiar with the concept of game reserves for
centuries; in a new country. less densely populated and less
legally and socially controlled. his mind came to consider
the alternative natural barriers available. and in particular
the barrier presented by the sea.
Island reserves were an
idea without European precedent, as far as I know, though
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Potts was aware that the Great Auk had hung on best in
naturally remote islands in Scotland and Iceland.
While Potts'
article played
a part
in moving public
consciousness towards the notion of national parks, it was
the idea of island reserves which gained a quicker and more
direct response.
A few years later the suggestion attracted
Andreas Reischek, a man perhaps unfairly remembered more for
his destruction of birds (see Westerskov in Gill and Heather
1990, 191). He supported Judge Fenton in proposing Little
Barrier Island as a reserve for native species, saying "it
would be of great benefit to science and agriculture to have
such a means of preventing the extinction of these remarkable
birds, which as they multiplied, could easily be transported
to the mainland for the purpose of checking the insect pests"
(Reischek 1886).
(This kind of internal acclimatisation had
also been listed as one aim of Acclimatisation Societies in
the 1860s.)
In 1891, at
an
Australasian
Association
meeting in
Christchurch, A P W Thomas and G M Thomson proposed both
Resolution Island and Little Barrier Island
as island
reserves.
The reservation of the former came within a few
months (Roche 1983, 230-234; Galbreath 1989a, 176). Richard
Henry's time on Resolution Island (1894-1908) represents one
of the most dramatic attempts at bird preservation in any
country's history
(Hill 1987).
Little Barrier Island was
reserved in 1894, and Kapiti Island in 1897.
In some pieces of legislation from about 1890 onwards,
conservation was moving towards veneration. The huia was not
protected because it was an insect eater but because it was
endangered and people felt sentimental about it. The kakapo,
which Richard Henry was employed to transfer to Resolution
Island along with the kiwi, did not eat insects at all.
It
was of interest to science but, apart from being edible, was
of no use to man whatsoever.
Appreciation of New Zealand's scenery, to which Haast had
given early and powerful expression, was perhaps also on the
increase.
Scenic reserves were created because of their
tourist potential - that is, for a use founded on beauty.
While public utterances stressed the economic value of the
national landscape, they implied a widespread private feeling
of its aesthetic value.
In 1889 the Reverend Rutherford
Waddell observed that, in New Zealand,
scenery "is our best
asset,
even financially".
When G S Perrin reported to
Parliament on the state of New Zealand's forests in 1897
(AJHR (1897) C8), he included a section on the "maintenance
and protection of popular tourist resorts", advocating the
preservation by Government of Queen Charlotte Sound, Pelorus
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Sound,
the Southern Lakes,
the
central
North Island
volcanoes, and the Wanganui river.
He argued that
coriservation of such spots should be undertaken by the
Government,
as well as from the point of view of
maintaining a supply of timber as from an aesthetic
standpoint, seeing that this latter has a commercial
aspect which cannot be ignored. (quoted in Roche 1983,
226)
Cockayne observed (in 1901) that "the most valuable asset in
our Colony was the scenery, and if we destroyed our forests
the scenery would be no longer an asset".
By the turn of the
century there was a very conscious movement for scenery
preservation, vigorously promoted by Henry Ell, resulting in
the Scenery Preservation Act of 1903 (Roche 1983, 235-247).
With the development of the national park idea, at much the
same time as this, and the concomitant shift in attitudes to
nature, the stage was set for the confrontation this century
between new
ideas of
conservation and
old ideas of
development.
I
believe, however,
that veneration for the
environment came
in a
direct line
from the earlier
perception, shared by Potts and some of his contemporaries,
that conservation would assist development.
Many of the same influences which had worked on Potts
remained, but yielded up new perspectives.
In particular,
scientists discovered ecology. This demonstrated how closely
anyone environmental change was linked to another, which was
to become perhaps the most potent argument for the non-use of
some resources.
The conservationists of the turn of the
century were therefore often scientists with an appreciation
of ecology - men like Leonard Cockayne and G M Thomson.
By about 1900, Donald Petrie and Cockayne came to realise
that the displacement theory was fallacious.
Introduced
species were only able to displace indigenous ones when at
the same time the environment was modified by burning and
grazing.
If it was only with the help of man that the new
displaced the old, it followed that, with the help of man,
the old might still be conserved.
In religion,
gradually, a new interpretation of stewardship
saw other species as being in man's care as much for their
own sake as for man's use.
There was a general change in
perception of man's place in nature.
Guthrie-Smith,
in his
1921 preface to Tutira : The Story of a New Zealand Sheep
Station, could write The early failure of homo sapiens on Tutira, his
ultimate acclimatisation, has been noted, as far as may
be, in terms of the weasel or rabbit; he has been
treated without fear or favour as a beast of the field
(Guthrie-Smith 1969, vii)
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A generation earlier, no-one was able to think in this
manner.
But once man could be seen as himself a part of
nature, the way was clear for the rights of the other parts
of nature to be defended as rigorously as the rights of man.
Conservationists of the new generation included observers of
both men and nature, like Richard Henry and Guthrie-Smith.
Finally, there was a new perception of the function of the
state and there was a
rising sense of nationhood, both of
which gave force and direction to conservation.
In Potts'
time, many of those who cared for the forest resource felt
that it
would be
best conserved by sale to private
individuals, who as interested parties would show more
concern than a disinterested government.
It was really only
with the 1890s that the functions of the
state were
sufficiently enlarged to imagine it as an arbiter between man
and the environment.
Once the support of worthy underdogs
became an accepted role of government it became far clearer
that the support of the state should be enlisted for
conservation.
Thus lobbyists for conservation at this time
also included politicians like Thomas Mackenzie and H G Ell.
New Zealanders began to take pride in their native flora and
fauna, as things which made their nation distinct (Galbreath
1989b). The bush began to have a spiritual value.
In the
nineteenth century, sentimentality was directed towards the
Old Country and manifested itself in acclimatisation. By the
twentieth century it was firmly directed towards the New
Country and was manifested in conservation.
Already by the 1880s, the broader notion of national parks or
national domains was rapidly gathering momentum.
In October
1883, for instance, the Bishop of Nelson wondered Are there no Government lands which could be leased by,
say,
one thousand acres to this (Nelson Philosophic]
Society, for, say, one hundred years ... which might be
our Yellowstone domain. (TNZI (16) 1883 Vol 16, 574)
In Parliament, Dr A K Newman,
became the voice of the
movement.
In 1884 he asked "if the Government will reserve
Ruapehu, Ngauruhoe, Tongariro, Rotoaira, Tokano and the hot
springs in the district as a national park?" (NZPD (49) 7 Oct
1884, 532).
The Government did not respond, and in fact the
Maori put in place the foundation stone of the national parks
movement.
In 1887, nine years after Potts'
"National
Domains" article and the year before his death,
they donated
land which became (in 1894) the core of Tongariro National
Park.
The volcanic mountain at the centre of New Zealand's first
National Park was Maori land, until then held in trust by the
Tuwharetoa people. Their greatest tribal chief was buried on
the northern slopes of Tongariro in 1846.
It was Mananui's
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son, Horonuku. who had to face the implications of the Act of
1865, which required the Native Land Court to individualise
land tenure. This enabled agents of the pakeha to buy off
individual Maori owners and whittle away the land that
remained in Maori hands. When the slopes of Tongariro itself
came under threat, Horonuku turned to his pakeha son-in-law,
Lawrence Grace, for a solution.
"Why not make them a tapu
place of the Crown, a sacred place under the mana of the
Queen?" he suggested.
"That is the only possible way in
which to preserve them forever as places out of which no
person shall make money." Horonuku agreed to this, deciding
that "they shall be a sacred place of the Crown, a gift
forever from me and my people". This, at least, is the story
as described by James Cowan (Cowan 1927, 30-31).
But the
gift, of six and a half thousand acres, was in a sense forced
out of Horonuku, who could perhaps see no better way of
restoring his own mana (Potton 1987, 132).
It was only about
a tenth of the area designated National Park in 1894 (and
even then the park was very much smaller than Yellowstone).
Newman was largely responsible for the creation of a park
around the initial gift.
When J McKenzie,
as Minister of
Lands, first
introduced the Tongariro National Park Bill he
specifically emphasised that none of the land involved was of
any value except for its scenery (Harris 1974, 61).
In the course of the 1893 debate on Tongariro, T Mackenzie
suggested that a large portion of the south-west of the Middle Island
and of the interior of Otago should be made into a
national park . . . . The estate to which the Bill referred
had no other value than that afforded by its scenery and
its great attraction for tourists, and the same remark
would apply to the country to which he had drawn
attention. (NZPD (79) 7 Jul 1893, 310)
The idea was that Christchurch and Dunedin deserved a park
now that Wellington and Auckland had theirs. Cockayne in
particular took up this call.
He was secretary of the
Christchurch
Beautifying
Association which,
from 1897,
campaigned for the Otira Gorge area to become a National Park
(as it eventually did, in 1929) (Harris 1974, 146).
The 1894 Tongariro National Park Act made no provision for
wardens or rangers, nor, at the initial stage, was there much
sense of the park as an environmental sanctum (Potton 1987,
141). Just as, in America, the rationale for the reservation
of Yellowstone and Yosemite was only developed several years
after the act of reservation, so,
in New Zealand, with
Tongariro.
The first fully realised ideals of conservation
perhaps came in 1907, when Cockayne and E Phillips Turner
(Inspector of Scenic Reserves) campaigned for an increase in
the area of the park to include the lower slopes of the
mountain, where the trees were. Cockayne remarked how
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extraordinary was "the curious anomaly of
[the Park] being
practically without a tree" (quoted in Potton 1987, 134).
In 1893 the Minister of Lands had spoken of the need to
"beautify" Tongariro, and in 1896 Ll00 was voted to introduce
red deer to the Park.
Years later,
Parliament approved a
plan to convert the high volcanic plateau of Tongariro into a
Scottish grouse moor for "gentlemen shooters from the Old
Country".
As we have seen,
the British concept of a game
reserve was one precursor of the national park,
but it comes
as a shock to find a majority of parliamentarians still
regarding a national park as no more than this in 1922.
Grouse,
in due course, were introduced (which died), and
heather (which did not) (Potton 1987, 142).
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EIGHT
SCIENCE AND CONSERVATION
Because many of those involved in the early years of
conservation were professional scientists
(notably Hector,
Cockayne and Thomson) or amateur scientists (like Potts and
Travers), it is constructive to plot the development of
science in
New Zealand,
to see where it meets with
conservation.
Ross Galbreath has looked into this very
thoroughly (Galbreath 1989b). The growth of science and the
growth of conservation have been causally linked by some
scholars, but I find the interaction is not straightforward.
Early colonial science was more a matter of collection than
analysis.
It was a kind of "fencing" of the flora into
different families and genera which was taking place, in
tandem with the actual fencing of the land.
The Linnean
system provided the necessary cartology for classification,
colonial pioneers did the groundwork, and British scientists
authorised or disputed their findings.
A general analysis of the growth of independence in colonial
science has been made by both Basalla and MacLeod (Galbreath
1989b, 17).
The stages in the professionalisation of New
Zealand science have been described by Hoare (1977) and by
Gruber, who offers the stages in the discovery of the moa
almost as a symbolic representation of the growing maturity
of New Zealand science, starting with the arrival of the
first moa bone in London in 1839 (Gruber 1987, 61). The bone
went
to
Richard
Owen
of
the Hunterian Museum for
identification, and through the prominence given to his
research, the extinct moa became the most renowned example of
New Zealand's avifauna. Owen became the man to whom all such
items were sent, while botanical specimens almost invariably
landed up with the Hookers, successive directors of the Royal
Gardens at Kew.
In the 1840s, Owen had the missionary, W L Williams, and the
administrator, Martin, searching for specimens for him in New
Zealand.
Their role was simply to look for bones, not to
judge them.
Owen, back in England, was the professional, the
one who interpreted the evidence sent. This was typical of
the "first stage" in New Zealand science (Gruber 1987, 67).
The "second stage", at least with the moa, began when WaIter
Mantell arrived in New Zealand.
While not a professional
scientist, he was the son of one,
and he proceeded to
assemble a large collection of moa bones in New Zealand at
Williams' original site near New Plymouth in 1847. He then
sent these on to his father and Owen for them to work on, but
the very act of assembling them involved some categorisation
and interpretation.
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In 1867, more bones were brought to England,
this time from
Glenmark Swamp near Christchurch (Gruber 1987, 84). Owen
named the bird they belonged to Dinornis maximus,
the giant
moa, but he no longer held the key to further developments,
because Haast, a scientist in his own right, was there on the
spot in Canterbury, and had the intellectual independence,
and the arrogance, required to work away at the new evidence
himself.
Many more bones were uncovered at Glenmark and
elsewhere in due course, and examined by Haast.
While Owen
at first sought to hinder this independent analysis, he
eventually came to accept it, writing to Haast on 13 October
1874
You stand at the head of my successors in that Work [on
"the extinct avifauna of New Zealand"]
and merit every
honour and recompense for your share in the Natural
History of your Fair Islands (quoted in Gruber 1987, 86)
Haast's bearing of bones to the 1886 exhibition in London is
seen as symbolising the change of relationship (Gruber 1987,
92).
The symbolic act still entailed the bringing of the
evidence to London, and it was still the English who had to
acknowledge that research on the New Zealand moa was now in
the hands of New Zealand science.
But the colony's "third
stage" of scientific growth was rendered complete.
The "third stage" had begun in the 1860s, and involved the
friends and contemporaries of Potts. Localised professional
science emerged in response to a perceived need.
For
economic development to take place, knowledge had to be
gained of New Zealand's natural resources,
in particular of
coal and gold, and this could only be achieved within the
colony, though the necessary expertise had to be brought in
from outside. Hence the "importation" of Hochstetter, Haast,
Hector and Hutton, and the string of activities which
followed.
Haast stayed
on to
start his museum in
Christchurch, Hector to organise the Dunedin Exhibition, then
to establish the Geological Survey and the Colonial Museum in
Wellington and to help found the New Zealand Institute.
Local scientific activity came alongside a growing sense of
intellectual and political independence from the mother
country and became part of a search for national identity
(Gruber 1987, 78, 83).
Haast was two years older than Potts. He was born in Bonn in
1822, the son of a merchant.
In the years when Potts was
touring Britain and the continent collecting eggs, Haast was
travelling extensively in Europe, geologising and collecting
minerals (Haast 1946, 1-5). Haast arrived in New Zealand on
21 December 1858, the same day as Hochstetter, in one of the
most astonishing and fruitful coincidences in New Zealand
history. Hochstetter, though of German birth like Haast, was
employed as geologist on the Austrian frigate the Novara.
They teamed up make geological surveys of North Island and
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Nelson Province.
Hochstetter left for Austria in October
and never returned to New Zealand, but he and Haast continued
to correspond throughout their lives and pursued similar
careers,
Hochstetter
becoming
Director-General of the
Imperial Museum in Vienna and from there exchanging many
specimens with Haast (Haast 1948, 7-32).
Haast reached Christchurch in 1860, became a British subject,
and was appointed Provincial Geologist of Canterbury in 1861.
In this capacity he explored the headwaters of the Rangitata
from a base at Mesopotamia Station, across the river from
Potts' station at Hakatere.
This led to further extensive
exploration of Canterbury and West land,
culminating in the
publication in 1879 of his magnum opus, The Geology of the
Provinces of Canterbury and Westland (Oliver 1990).
He
founded the Philosophic Institute of Canterbury in July 1862.
In
1863 he married a daughter of Edward Dobson, the
provincial engineer.
Two of Potts' daughters married
brothers of Mrs Haast, in 1876 and 1885.
James Hector (1834-1907) was a Scot.
He graduated in
medicine from Edinburgh in 1856, and in 1857 became surgeon
and geologist on Palliser's expedition to Western Canada. He
became director of the Geological Survey in Otago in 1861,
was involved in the New Zealand Exhibition in Dunedin in
1865, then was called up to Wellington by Weld (the prime
minister) later that year as Director of the Geological
Survey and of the Colonial Museum.
In 1867 he also became
first manager of the New Zealand Institute.
Like Haast,
Hector married the daughter of a prominent pioneer - his
wife's father was David Monro, speaker of the House of
Representatives - and like Haast he received a knighthood.
Haast and Hector looked mostly to minerals in New Zealand in
their search for natural resources which could be important
to the new colony,
but it was a natural extension of their
interest to consider also timber and flax.
In fact they were
prepared to look at the whole range of native flora and fauna
to see what might be useful.
It was a concern perhaps even
more evident in Potts.
When describing the flora, he often
added a note about a potential
industry which could emerge
round some particular plant, and he did a similar thing with
birds, which he saw for their value as insect-eaters.
It was
as an extension of this concern that some realised (Potts,
again, most notably) that one could not foresee what uses
might emerge for plants and animals,
and that therefore it
was important to conserve them for their potential as useful
items.
There was an element of this concern in the foundation of the
Botanic Garden in Wellington under the 1869 Act - another
institution managed by Hector. The Garden was intended as a
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sort of storehouse and laboratory for the native flora as
well as for introduced plants.
It is more important as a
step on the way to conservation than other more well known
scientific bodies of the same era, since it involved not just
the description and identification of natural resources (like
the geological
surveys and
the New Zealand Institute
Transactions), not just the collection and classification of
types of flora and fauna,
dried or stuffed
(like the
museums), but, more than this,
the retention of a living
assembly of specimens.
It also contributed towards the
concepts of botanical reserve,
of forest reserve,
and,
ultimately, of national park.
The fate of the moa gave pause for thought when living
species were considered.
When the extension of animal
protection to native birds was mooted, both the moa and the
dodo got their mention.
But the moa
itself, being extinct,
was rendered beyond conservation.
Indeed, the very interest
it attracted perhaps distracted attention from the less
spectacular living New Zealand birds and hindered their
conservation.
Concentration on the case of the moa may have
bolstered the notion that all the New Zealand fauna, if not
already gone, was going.
It is perhaps because of Haast's concentration on the extinct
and the inanimate that he does not greatly figure in the
history of conservation,
though he would figure in any
biography of Potts as a close colleague and friend.
Bearing
in mind that it was only when Vogel
took up forest
conservation that the issue attracted wide attention, I feel
rather sorry that Haast, a similarly forceful character. did
not much concern himself with the living fauna of New
Zealand.
In fact, he left this side of things very much to
Potts, and Potts left the moa very much to Haast, almost as
though they had come to an understanding that these were to
be their
respective fields.
Potts was decidedly not
flamboyant.
On the other hand,
it perhaps concentrated his
attention away from moas and minerals and helped him to focus
on his particular concerns.
Potts very probably felt that his struggle for independence
from the German ornithologist otto Finsch, pontificating from
his base
in Europe and seeing only skins of the birds
concerned,
was
a
parallel
to
Haast's struggle for
independence from Owen in his research on the moa.
It must
be accepted,
though, that both in his own day and since, far
less attention has been paid to Potts'
struggles than to
Haast's.
Potts is the lesser figure, rendered more so by his
avoidance of publicity (in direct contrast with the approach
of Haast and of Buller).
It was the struggle of Buller to
gain recognition for the classification of New Zealand birds
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by a New Zealander which gained him most
time, and which has done ever since.

attention at the

It is a measure of the expansion of scientific activity
locally that,
in the seventies, scientists in New Zealand
were arguing not just with their supposed betters in Europe
but also with each other.
Here again there is a parallel
betwen the situation of Potts and the better known situation
of Haast.
Potts'
argument was with Buller - not just over
various
species,
but
over
the
very
direction
of
ornithological research
while Haast's argument was with
Hector, and centred on the contemporaneity of moa bones and
neolithic tools in a cave in Christchurch.
Alexander McKay,
employed by Haast to excavate Sumner Cave,
found evidence against Haast's theory of a paleolithic moahunter culture. Hector learnt of this, and announced McKay's
findings ahead of Haast in the course of his paper "On the
identity of the Moa-hunters with the present Maori race",
read before the Wellington Philosophical Society on 8 August
1874 and reported in the Christchurch Press (where Haast
first heard of it) on 13 August.
Hector's action was
considered unethical by Haast, and the matter was eventually
taken to Hooker in London (as President of the Royal Society)
for arbitration (Fleming 1987, 26).
While it was Hooker's action which prevented outright "civil
war" in New Zealand science, an earlier action, by Potts, had
unsuccessfully sought to prevent any conflict in the first
place. Despite being a Vice President of the Philosophical
Institute one year and having many of his papers read before
it, Potts never bothered to attend its meetings - with one
exception. This was on 5 November 1874, when he specifically
sought to reverse the unanimous decision of the previous
meeting (dominated by Haast)
to voice "emphatic protest"
against the proposed publication of McKay's work by Hector
(PlC, 125).
It is a measure of Potts' mana that a compromise
motion, in gentlemanly language requesting that Hector "be
good enough to give his opinion" on the earlier decision, was
passed at the meeting. Haast, however, still felt effronted,
and was not to be quietened.
Potts, though he must have puzzled as much as anyone over the
date of their extinction, is almost silent on the subject of
the moa.
He did, however, make public reference (1878j) to
his observation in the 1850s of hundreds of moa bones on the
surface of land not previously traversed by Europeans, the
inference being that the extinction had been fairly recent.
Such evidence flew directly in the face of Haast's theories.
Haast had asserted as early as 1862 that New Zealand was once
inhabited by a pre-Maori people. He believed that the moas,
like the giant beasts of Ice Age Europe, were hunted by a
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Paleolithic people
(the so-called "moa-hunters"), and to
support his theory he needed to demonstrate that moas had not
been contemporary with the Maori (a neolithic people), but
rather with a different race,
both moas and moa-hunters
having expired long before the Maori's arrival.
Any reports
(like Potts') of moa bones on the surface of the ground Haast
brushed aside,
putting it down to European disturbances to
the landscape (Anderson p 99).
Since Haast was Potts' friend he probably found it diplomatic
to publish little on the subject of the moa.
The whole
thrust of Potts'
work,
anyway, was towards living and
observable things, rather than towards scientific relics. He
made a very thorough study of kiwis, the closest living
relatives of moas,
but left the moas to Haast.
Haast
eventually patched up relations with Hector and, indeed,
named a species of moa after him in 1886 (Megalapteryx
hectori), much as, in 1872, Potts had named a species of kiwi
after Haast (Apteryx haastii) .
When a catodont whale was
washed up at Governor's Bay early in 1873 and presented to
the Museum by Potts, Haast at first thought it was a new
species, and promptly named it Euphysetes pottsii (Canterbury
Museum Records) ,
It is not unreasonable to suppose that Haast and Potts grew
to sympathise with one another in their respective battles,
which indeed became entwined as Potts also drew away from
Hector and the New Zealand Institute, because of Hector's
editorial support for Buller's ornithological views.
It was
to Haast that Potts privately complained about Hector's
editing of the Transactions (Potts to Haast 29 Apr 1878).
Haast (and Potts) had challenged the hegemony of Hector (and
Buller), but Hector remained sufficiently dominant for this
period in New Zealand science to have been dubbed "the age of
Hector"
(Hoare 1977),
It was not until the 1880s that a
challenge to Hector got properly underway, when rumblings
again came from the South Island, though this time from
Dunedin rather than Christchurch, with G M Thomson waving the
flag
(Fleming 1987, 32; Speirs 1983, 61), Thomson's New
Zealand Journal of Science, which survived only from 1882 to
1886, was very consciously a rival to the Transactions of the
New Zealand Institute.
Its series of biographical studies of
scientists of importance to New Zealand described Haast,
Hutton, Hooker and Owen, but not Hector.
Potts published in
the Journal,
choosing it in 1885 as the vehicle for his
series of articles on the "Oology of New Zealand".
The
ensuing period was "the age of Thomson" (Hoare 1977), and
Thomson was very actively a conservationist.
Hector was in no sense against conservation, and played an
active part in it through the botanic gardens and in the
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gathering of data on forests.
Indeed, of the professional
scientists in early New Zealand, Hector probably had the most
genuine interest in conservation. He was no doubt steered in
this direction by his participation as a young man (from
1857)
in the Palliser expedition to remote Canada, in the
course of which they sighted "irrunense herds" of buffalo.
"So
vast were the herds," John Palliser wrote, "that I began to
have serious apprehensions for my horses,
as the grass was
eaten to the earth as if the plain had been devastated by
locusts" (Palliser, 14). Already by 1860, as the expedition
reached its close, Hector was speculating about buffalo
population (Hector in Palliser,
126).
He attributed this
decline to fire, disease, increased demand for fur and foods,
and in particular to the introduction of firearms (Foster
1978, 5-7).
The fate of the buffalo and elk must have been
much in his mind as he witnessed the decline of the New
Zealand fauna in the following decades.
But Hector perhaps had a rather limited view of scientific
activity as a descriptive rather than an analytic process (at
least at the colonial level) and, judging from his editing of
the Transactions, would have been adamant that scientific
research
be
rigidly
separated
from
campaigning for
conservation or whatever else. Neither the meetings of the
New Zealand Institute nor the papers in the Transactions
were seen as a forum for debate on forest conservation,
though there was plenty on the identification of individual
species of native flora.
When one contentious issue was
raised in a branch of the Institute (it was the Canterbury
branch and the issue was evolutionary theory) the matter was
given only the briefest of mentions in the Transactions - and
Dr Barker's paper (against Darwinism) not published. Debate
on
acclimatisation,
or
animal
protection,
or forest
conservation, or even the climatological effect of forests,
would presumably have been treated in the same way as
improper to pure science.
It might be inferred that his
hegemony discouraged any early flowering of the debate on
conservation, and, consequently, hindered action.
For whatever reason, the cause of conservation certainly
gathered momentum in the age of Thomson, once the dominance
of Hector had been broken.
Buller, sensitive to the turning
of tides,
became "the reluctant conservationist" only during
this later period (Galbreath 1989a). Thomson's specific area
of research was in the introduction of plants and animals to
New Zealand, which made him very conscious of their effects
and,
like Potts,
ambiguous in his response to them. He
promoted the concept of island reserves for native species
and created the Portobello marine station for the release of
exogenous fish species (Speirs 1983).
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A case can be made for science fostering conservation, since
clearly scientists had a tremendous interest in the native
species which was shared by few others in colonial society,
but I have reservations about this case.
Science, when it
became
too
professionalised,
perhaps
worked
against
conservation.
There was an increasing tendency for science,
as it was taken out of the hands of amateurs,
to become
remote and incomprehensible.
Potts moved against this
tendency in his later years, speaking out against "cabinet
ornithologists" who
"reach their
conclusions from the
comparison of many dried skins, and possibly also from the
contemplation of that ghastly sham - the stuffed bird" (1884d
223).
Instead of the elitist Transactions of the New Zealand
Institute he published in the New Zealand Country Journal and
Thomson's New Zealand Journal of Science, both of which aimed
at a broader audience.
If the study of native birds and
native plants and their classification was only seen as the
domain of scientists and professionals,
it followed that
there was less likely to be a popular move to protect them.
When we look among the names of scientific gentlemen in
Victorian New Zealand to see who showed a genuine interest in
conservation, it is often the gifted amateurs (for instance
Potts, Travers, Mantell) who appear to the fore. Haast,
Hector and Hutton stuck far more to their classification
work, their museums and their academic teaching.
It is
also necessary to consider if the espousal of
evolutionary theory blinkered scientists to the potential of
conservation.
Rather like conservation,
evolution was
something many men of science may have agreed with in private
but not discussed in public.
In both Canada and New Zealand
the absence of evolutionary debate in scientific journals has
been commented on (Berger 1983, Stenhouse 1984). There may
have been a conspiracy of silence over evolution, at least
unconsciously, so as not to rock the boat. Scientists
remained Christians.
For Canada, evolutionary theory has been seen as enhancing
the status
of the
natural sciences and providing an
integrating principle, but also as reinforcing specialisation
and decreasing respect for old-fashioned natural history
studies. Science became too complicated for natural history
societies and was captured instead by universities and
government agencies (Berger 1983, 76-77). While there was a
Dunedin Naturalists'
Field Club from 1872 to 1882 (Speirs
1983, 50), New Zealand had no tradition of natural history
societies in the same period,
but there were individual
naturalists like Potts whose role was similarly jeopardised.
He, like members of the Canadian societies, sought to retain
the generalist approach, in opposition to the specialisation
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of science,
and in both cases generalism led to a fuller
appreciation of conservation.
It had to be seen that man, and not some natural law, was
causing extinctions, before action to counter extinction
could meaningfully be taken.
Scientists, obsessed with
displacement theory and survival of the fittest, were more
inclined to observe and explain decline than to consider it
preventible and then seek its prevention.
If, as the
evidence might suggest, Potts was not fully a Darwinist, this
may have freed him to consider actions which,
to the more
professional scientist, would fly in the face of natural
selection.
Potts'
forays into evolutionary biology, stemming from his
observations of bird behaviour, are minor and fragmentary.
He was certainly no Darwin. Nevertheless, they do show him
struggling with the evolutionary concept
(though he never
specifically discusses theories of evolution), much as so
many Victorian naturalists were doing, particularly after the
publication of The Origin of Species in 1859. There is no
evidence of his religion leading
him into conflict with
evolutionary theory.
We must try to assess how Potts regarded evolutionary change,
for if he felt that environment
could effect genetic
adaption, he is likely similarly to have believed that man's
efforts could forestall extinction.
Such a belief would veer
him away from the scientific determinism to which some
Darwinists fell prey, and would enable him to be an optimist
and an activist.
Potts' particular version of evolutionism
may well have been close to Geoffroyism,
"the theory that
adaptive genetic changes can be induced by environmental
factors" (Lincoln 1982, 101).
Potts contributed a fairly searching essay to Nature in 1872,
"on the retention and colouring of eggs, and the protective
mimicry of sounds".
In this he asked questions which sought
some definition of the limits to which birds can respond to
their environment - or,
alternatively, to what extent they
are not
bound by
the dictates of their evolutionary
programming. His first question, for instance, read,
"Is it
known for how long a bird possesses the power of retaining
its egg?" (1872k 457) .
Potts was fascinated to find that the New Zealand waxeye
sometimes bothered to build a hanging nest, while its
Australian counterpart always did so. That the waxeye still
sometimes adopted "the instinctive precaution of a foreign
land" seemed to Potts to "afford an indication that it is a
recent colonist,
not yet so thoroughly acclimatised as to be
fully aware of the immunity it enjoys from the ravages of
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snakes, etc." (1870a 62).
He spent twenty years counting the
declining numbers of hanging nests in confirmation of his
idea that there might be "a change in
the style of
architecture as this bird,
season after season, experiences
the comparative safety of the breeding-places in our own
cooler latitudes" (see 1882g).
The question of interbreeding between black and pied fantails
(forming a "union nest") exercised Potts for decades.
He
observed in 1885 that "anyone who has had for the past few
years opportunities of observing the life and habits of birds
in this district must have noticed that the condition of the
Flycatcher [fantail]
family has undergone some noteworthy
changes" .
In 1869 [1870a 63] ... I looked upon the "un i on nest as
of comparatively rare occurrence; at the present time I
believe union-nests are more common than those of either
the pied or the black species ... For the last three or
four years the two recognised species have become
inextricably mixed. Who shall say which is really a
pure
R
flabellifera,
or
which is a legitimate
fuliginosa? Will this question have to be referred to
the cabinet ornithologist for solution? (1885b 170)
He "took a nest and eggs for the purpose of bringing the fact
of hybridisation more prominently before ornithologists, by
sending the same to the Royal Zoological Society in London"
(1885d 375), and he published a note on it in the Zoologist
in 1884.
If the breeding habits of species and the
boundaries between them were so susceptible to environmental
change in the short term,
any "law" of evolution was
debatable, and in consequence anything inferred from the laws
of evolution was more easily questioned.
I

W T L Travel's inferred a great deal from evolutionary theory.
In his 1869 lecture, having stated that Darwinian theory
"teaches us that a struggle for existence is constantly going
on between all the varied organisms", he inferred that
in a country like New Zealand, placed at such a distance
from other
countries as to preclude the risk of
invasion, except through the agency of man, it must be
manifest that this struggle would be carried on under
peculiarities little likely to be observed in other
places,
and
the
results
already caused by the
introduction of new and rival organisms satisfies me
that the idigenous flora and fauna even on their own
ground, are unable to cope with the intruders.
I cannot
but think that the former had reached a point at which,
like a house built of incoherent materials, a blow
struck anywhere shakes the whole fabric. (Travel's 1869
312)
As in every age, scientific theory was called upon to explain
and justify observed change.
"There can be no doubt,"
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Travers contended, "that whenever man transplants a vegetable
organism, for example, from its native habitat to a foreign
soil, h~ introduces a new force to act upon the indigenous
flora, a force which experience has shown to be usually so
exerted as to lead to the more or less rapid, but in the long
run, certain displacement of some portion of that flora"
(Travers 1869, 334). As with plants, so with animals.
Although
Travers
described
this process in terms of
scientific inevitability, he did see that man was the "chief
instrument"
in bringing the changes about, and that "only
when he co-operates ... with the forces he sets in motion ...
[do]
they produce any striking or rapid results" (Travers
1869, 334).
He saw the importance of man in effecting
acclimatisation, but he failed to take the next logical step.
He failed (in most of his thinking)
to see that man was
equally
important
in
the effecting,
or avoiding,
of
conservation.
Only once, in the last of his 1869-1870 lectures, did Travers
seem to comprehend the potential for conservation.
He
mentioned man's efforts to counter the effects of nature,
instancing dykes in Holland and artesian wells in the Sahara,
then observed but all these achievements are on too small a scale to
give hope that we shall ever make full atonement for
former spendthrift waste, and it becomes our positive
duty, impressed upon us by a sacred trust, not merely to
abstain from wanton destruction of the natural resources
of this country, and from undue interference with these
operations which in the past have tended so much to fit
it for the abode of mankind, but also, in all cases in
which
through
recklessness,
or
carelessness,
or
accident, anything has been done tending to injure them,
that we should endeavour to effect all reparation in our
power. (Travers 1869 329)
It is notable that, when this insight came to him, he
abandoned his scientific jargon and used biblical phraseology
instead.
He began his first lecture stating "I hold myself
free from those theological dogmas which attempt to put
arbitrary limits of time on man's presence on earth" (Travers
1859, 300), but he ended his third lecture enveloped in
gospel,
expressing
a faith in man's stewardship which
Darwinian theory offered him no grounds for.
Even in the 1830s, Charles Lyell was claiming that
every species which has spread itself from a small point
over a wide area, must, in like manner, have marked its
progress by the diminution, or the entire extirpartion,
of some other, and must maintain its ground by a
successful struggle against the encroachments of other
plants and animals. (Lyell 1833, 156)
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Thus was "displacement theory" born.
Dieffenbach, Hooker,
Darwin, Wallace, Travers, Armstrong and Cheeseman all went on
to claim as fact that European plants were superior to
indigenous plants in colonising and competitive ability
(Healy in Knox, 1969, 278; Roche 1983, 88-95). J F Armstrong
put it most baldly when he wrote that "it must be quite
evident to every observer that the introduction of these
European plants will certainly result in the extermination of
the indigenous flora, and that at no distant period of time"
(Armstrong 1872).
Thomas Kirk in 1895 gave a presidential address to the
Wellington Philosophical Society on "the displacement of
species in New Zealand" which refined the concept, carefully
separating out
ideas of
displacement and replacement,
regretting the process, but not doubting its inevitablilty.
At first he seems to display a curious double-think by
supporting conservation measures at the same time, even
though by his reckoning they are bound to failure.
Why
bother to protect the kakapo if "its extirpation throughout
the colony at a near date seems absolutely certain", or with
the kiwi, whose "complete extinction ... will not extend over
a lengthened period"?
Perhaps the answer lies in his final
paragraph,
hoping his address
would help
"in drawing
attention to the danger and accelerating the adoption of
protective measures", but then expressing a greater hope that
it would encourage others "to investigate the phenomena of
change and replacement which are now in progress
... before
the opportunity has passed away for ever". To the scientist
the chance to study life was possibly more important than the
chance to save it.
It took Leonard Cockayne to challenge the displacement theory
decisively, to argue that the "doctrine of biological faith"
in the superiority of adventive species was incorrect.
In
fact,
such plants did
not compete
with and displace
indigenous ones in primitive plant comunities. Modification
was a necessary prelude to any successful entry of adventive
plants.
Cockayne drew attention to the aggressive nature of
some indigenous plants
(and
I am
reminded of Potts'
observations on the aggressive adaptations of the native
kea).
He suggested that if man's modifying activities (like
burning and grazing) were removed, the indigenes could well
resist the onslaught of the adventive
(Healy in Knox 1969,
279,
Cockayne
1900).
Cockayne
indicated the full
significance of this when he wrote
(in 1921)
that once the
displacement concept
was
"adjusted by naturalists with
greater familiarity with the New Zealand environment, science
no longer operated to discourage indigenous forest management
in New Zealand" (quoted in Roche 1983, 95).
The same could
be said for native bird protection.
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Thus it was man's actions in changing the environment, not
the naturalised plants and birds in themselves, which were
destroying the native flora and fauna.
This realisation was
an essential prerequisite to the idea that man's actions in
making reserves or national parks or protecting species or
banning grass fires could alter the situation just as
dramatically.
Cockayne first stated this clearly
(for
plants),
but it had been implicit in Potts'
ideas for
national domains.
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NINE
THE ACCLIMATISATION OF A NATURALIST
William Lauder Lindsay,
a Scottish scientist, spent some
months in Otago in 1861-1862. While there he wrote a lecture
on "The Place and Power of Natural History in Colonisation;
with Special reference to Otago", which was published by the
YMCA in Dunedin
(Lindsay 1862)
and later reprinted with
changes in Edinburgh (Lindsay 1863).
It was mainly concerned
wi th how appl ied science might be encouraged in Otago.
"The
most obvious and easy means," he wrote, "is the establishment
of a Museum of Local or Provincial Natural History, or a
collection of the products of this province", with a library
attached.
He noted that Hector had recently been appointed
the Provincial Geologist, and felt that he could at least
a t tend to
the geo 1 og i ca 1 spec imens .
"A second great
desideratum in Dunedin is a Botanic Garden, whether regarded
in a purely scientific light,
or in that of a public
recreation ground,
a promenade and a place of resort".
Lindsay saw three functions for it The first aim of such a garden should be to collect
together,
name,
and classify, specimens of all the
plants of Otago
the garden ought to be essentially
representative and local ... Secondly, it might become
an
excellent
Experimental
Garden,
a place where
appropriately, properly conducted experiments might be
instituted as to what foreign plants are suitable for
growth in Otago .. , what trees may be made to supply the
place of the monarchs of the virgin forests, which are
fast disappearing under the axe and fire of the settler
- under
the
insatiable
requirements of advancing
civilisation ... Thirdly, the Exchange of Seeds would
probably form an important feature '" There are many of
your native shrubs, such as the Eurebias and Fuchsias,
which would make beautiful and acceptable additions to
our shrubberies and gardens at home. (Lindsay 1863, 29)
This is notable for the emphasis placed on local rather than
introduced species - though neither to the exclusion of the
other.
Finally, and "not less important,
as a means of promoting
science in your province ... would be the establishment of a
University".
It is interesting to see how, at least by 1861,
the plan for scientific development which in the 1860s and
1870s was to be realised in Dunedin, Christchurch, Wellington
and elsewhere, had already been drawn up in great detail.
Lindsay had intended to discuss other concerns in his
lecture, including conservation, but only got as far as
listing them.
He did, however, slightly expand his list for
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the 1863 reprint of his lecture, and I have underlined these
additions a)The necessity that seems to exist for the careful
Conservation of
your
Forests,
and
for the
establishment of a Board of Woods and Forests ...
d)The desirability of experiment on the
Acclimatisation,
or introduction, of such of the
trees or shrubs of Tasmania, Australia, or Europe,
as might be found suitable as a protection or
environment to your dwellings,
or as a substitute
for your Forest trees ...
a)The Acclimatisation of many of our British fish,
birds, and other animals, viz. - The introduction
of the salmon and trout into your streams and
rivers;
of the grouse,
partridge, capercailzie,
ptarmigan, and other of our game birds on your
ranges; of our common British insectivorous birds
generally.
b)The desirability
of the
establishment of an
Acclimatisation
Society,
similar to those of
Melbourne and Sydney,
of Paris and London.
An
excellent example has been set by the recent
establishment of one in Auckland, New Zealand.
(Lindsay 1862, 28 and 1863, 35)
This places the arrival (at least for Lindsay) of the notion
of a Board of Forests,
of plantations as substitutes for
native forest,
of the use of insectivorous birds, and of the
plan for Acclimatisation Societies, as exactly between the
end of 1861 (when he wrote the lecture) and April to July
1863 (when the revised version appeared) .
With his
lecture,
Lindsay had probably made the first
published statement in New Zealand in favour of conservation,
but clearly there evolved in his mind at precisely the same
time a programme for acclimatisation.
The ideas came in
tandem.
In looking into the life of T H Potts,
I at first felt
puzzled, and even a litle pained, to find that this admirable
man, so much to the fore as a naturalist and conservationist,
also enjoyed the sport of killing birds and animals and,
perhaps even more alarming, was an active participant in the
acclimatisation movement,
introducing the species which were
challenging the native fauna and flora he tried to protect.
I have already sought resolution of the sportsman versus
conservationist paradox.
It
remains to
look at the
acclimatisation movement and Potts' contribution to it, to
seek an understanding of this.
When Potts arrived in New Zealand in 1854 he brought with him
the first rhododendrons and azaleas seen in Canterbury, plus
mulberries and many other European plants. Thus from his
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very first day in the colony he was involved in plant
acclimatisation.
According
to
early sources, Potts
contributed many seedlings of exotic plants to the Canterbury
Botanic Gardens.
His role in the development of treeplanting programmes centered on the Botanic
Garden in
Wellington has been more fully documented (Shepherd 1988).
A Botanic Garden had always been part of the plan for
Wellington under the Wakefield scheme.
A sort of "green
belt" was established around Wellington in 1840. but the
Garden was not really established before the passing of the
Botanic Garden Act in 1869. Alfred Ludlam was its principal
founder, but Potts was a supportive Member of Parliament who
had been to Ludlam's private garden in the Hutt Valley.
Ludlam himself later visited Potts at Ohinetahi
(Potts to
Hector, 30 May 1872).
In 1870, writing "On the Cultivation
of some Species of Native Trees and Shrubs", Potts hoped
"that the formation and organization of Botanic Gardens will
not be much longer deferred" Appreciative foreigners are ever anxious to obtain
collections of
our native
flora,
and interesting
exchanges would soon occupy an important position, the
value of which would be at once recognised. Much
additional usefulness would be derived from the support
of a laboratory in connection with the most prominent of
such gardens, in order that the aid of chemistry might
be invoked,
to demonstrate what of value we might be
enabled to derive from the remains of our vegetable
wealth.
It might also teach us to look with regret on
the charred and blackened stumps of what were once noble
forests,
or the wide areas of country lately covered
with heavy luxuriant bushes of Phormium [flax], as being
evidence against us of a wasteful and costly system of
settlement, that would then be no longer tolerated.
(1871c 182-183)
During the period when Hector was in charge of the Garden
(1869-1891) the major source of revenue came from central
government for testing the economic potential of plants.
While Potts' involvement was principally with the conifer
experiments, other plants, among them native flax, cork oak,
mulberries and plums, were also grown in the Garden to test
their worth
(Shepherd 1988, 85). Potts' interest in such
plants found formal expression in his membership of the
Colonial Industries Committee, set up in 1869. By 1881 the
committee had investigated the manufacture of sugar and
paper, cork,
oil from olives, the introduction of salmon and
trout, iron, steel, sericulture, the conservation of forests
and the plant i ng of trees.
Pot ts ,
in hi s speech to
Parliament on local industries, had mentioned many of the
same resources (NZPD 15 Jul 1870, 472-474).
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Hector was Chairman of the New Zealand Flax Commission and
Potts its Canterbury member (LT 6 Dec 1869).
In November
1870 experimental plots of flax were established in the
Botanic Garden,
and there were also two trial areas in
Christchurch, one on the Christchurch Domain (of which Potts
was a board member). Papers on sericulture were presented to
Parliament in 1870, and in 1871 the Government purchased 600
white mulberry trees from San Francisco, which were tried in
the Wellington and Canterbury Botanic Gardens and elsewhere.
Potts, as we have seen, was interested in growing mulberries
even before coming to New Zealand ..
Among the many conifers experimented with was the Monterey
pine from California, known then as Pinus insignis, but now
familiar to us as Pinus radiata.
Canterbury took the lead in
introducing the species, the very first plants probably being
those imported by J B Acland to Mount Peel Station in 1859.
Potts, Tancred and Reese,
however, were all growing Pinus
radiata by 1862.
At much the same time, experiments were
being made with the Monterey cypress, also from California,
Latin name Cupressus macrocarpa, now generally referred to
simply as macrocarpa. This was planted in the Christchurch
Domain and elsewhere in Christchurch and on the Peninsula by
1863.
In 1868, when government was reviewing the condition of the
native forests, it also consented to a trial of imported tree
species. Consigments of seed were purchased in 1870 and 1871
in California on the government's behalf and were distributed
to the Botanic Garden in Wellington and elsewhere.
The only
recipient in Canterbury of some of these early consignments
of conifer seed was Potts (Shepherd 1988, 95-97).
When Professor Kellogg of San Francisco became established as
Hector's regular supplier, most of the seed went straight to
the Botanic Garden in Wellington, where a large nursery was
created from which seedlings were distributed throughout New
Zealand.
But some seed still went to Potts in Canterbury,
with John
Hall and Edward Richardson among the other
recipients. Hector also created a Pinetum with maturing
representative samples of the different species.
By 1875,
127 species of coniferous trees representing 10 genera had
been planted in the Garden.
The initial plants for the
Pinetum were bought on the Garden's behalf by Potts from
Richardson (Shepherd 1988, 115-123).
In 1866 Potts began a major exotic tree-planting programme at
Governor's Bay.
The trees' growth was regularly assessed,
and was reported on in the Country Journal for 1878 and 1885.
A display of his pinecones won a prize at the Sydney
exhibition of 1880, then was donated to the Canterbury
Museum.
He planted mostly pines, but also cedars, cypress
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and gums,
as described in his article, "Through a Young
Plantation"
(1878).
His view was
that,
"taking into
consideration the confirmed apathy of the people, and of the
administrators of public affairs, as to the condition of that
large portion of the national wealth - the native forestsit is a matter of congratulation that planting trees has, to
a certain extent, become popularised" (1878i 391). Of the 21
species of Pinus he planted, radiata outstripped everything,
and his publication of this finding played its part promoting
this exotic.
There is an obvious parallel between the role of the botanic
gardens for plants and the role of the Acclimatisation
Societies for birds, animals and fish - with the difference
that government involvement in the acclimatisation of fauna
was less extensive and less direct.
The movement of European species from Europe to Australia to
New Zealand was the tangible consequence of the movement of
the idea of acclimatisation through the same latitudes.
The
first acclimatisation society was founded in Paris in 1854 by
Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire
(son of the
founder of
Geoffroyism).
An English Society for the Acclimatisation of
Animals was founded in 1860 and continued for a mere five
years, but
it inspired Edward Wilson to initiate the
Acclimatisation Society of Victoria in 1861.
(Potts may well
have caught up with the movement when he was in England in
1862, or when he called in at Melbourne on the way back to
New Zealand.)
While the idea foundered after a while in
Britain it
flourished
in
the
colonies.
The Nelson
Acclimatisation Society started in 1863, with Canterbury and
other local branches soon following
(Galbreath 1989b, 118122) .
The
British
Government
was
prepared
to assist the
Acclimatisation Societies though not to provide financial
support.
In October 1863 Admiralty circulated a letter to
all government representatives in the Colonies requesting
information on creatures worth exchanging with the mother
country (OW 13 Feb 1864,
2).
The New Zealand Government
adopted a similar line.
In 1864, Colenso, in his woolly way,
asked whether the Government could "introduce any measures
calculated to benefit the colony through the operations of
the various acclimatisation societies" (NZPD 1 Dec 1864, 58).
No action resulted, though Weld (for the Government), replied
that the Government did support these efforts in principle.
and as early as 1867 Government was prepared to gather data
on the introduction of salmon (NZPD 23 Sep 1867).
The initial stimulus towards an acclimatisation society in
Canterbury came from Mark Stoddart, who wanted to acclimatise
fish.
When the Society was founded in 1864, its president
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was Frederick Weld (who later,
as Prime Minister, was
responsible for bringing Hector to Wellington).
The vice
presidents were Cracroft Wilson, Potts, Archdeacon Mathias,
Haast and Travers.
By 1866 their Society was looking forward
to "a speedy importation of perch and tench from Tasmania"
and in exchange was arranging to export native seeds and
Paradise Ducks (OW 7 July 1866, 12).
The first fully recorded attempt to bring a large shipment of
European birds from England to Canterbury was made under the
auspices of the Acclimatisation Society, when a consignment
of 166 birds was sent out on the Matoaka in 1866, reaching
Lyttelton in
January 1867.
In came 46 blackbirds,
11
chaffinches,
1
hedge-sparrow,
21
brown
linnets,
11
partridges, 7 golden pheasants, 13 skylarks, 20 starlings and
36 thrushes, bought at a total cost of L150 (Lamb 1964, 165).
It is almost certain that Potts landed up with some of them
(LT 29 Dec 1866, 2-3). The Matoaka was back in Canterbury in
February 1868 with a further load - 247 birds this time,
including 44 house sparrows,
14 redpolls,
and a solitary
robin.
Further shipments were received in 1872, 1873, 1875
and 1880, all bigger than the shipments aboard the Matoaka,
and including among them sizeable numbers of bramblings,
goldfinches, partridges, siskins,
twites, yellowhammers and
Egyptian quail.
Many of these species were succesfully
established, some of them by Potts.
So how did being an acclimatist square with
being a
conservationist?
It is necessary, to begin with, to stress
that any conflict between introduced and native species was
not immediately apparent. Thus the editor of the Otago Daily
Times could write in 1866 There is not in the
world
a
finer
field for
experimentation than New Zealand.
It is a land of rich
pasture eminently fitted for the abode of grazing
animals
The rabbit, hare, various descriptions of
antelopes and deer, would find ample food and shelter on
it, and would not interfere with the domestic animals
raised and reared under the fostering care of man ...
Precisely the same may be affirmed of the rivers. With
the exception of a few eels and small
fish, they are
tenantless
both land and water are prepared to
support life, but are nearly as devoid of it as if
creation had not done its work. (ODT 22 May 1866)
Though simplistic, such sentiments were undoubtedly sincere.
The value even the presence
of native wildlife was
underestimated,
but this was a consequence of ignorance
rather than malevolence.
The respective roles of native and introduced species of
birds are probably still generally misunderstood today.
While native birds are now rightly valued, introduced species
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are wrongly held to have pushed them out.
Once man had
removed their habitat, a vacant ecological
niche was created
which cduld not have been taken up again by the birds of the
New Zealand forest even had no English birds been introduced.
Competition only really takes place on the forest edges, and
here the native "edge" species
(such as the grey warbler,
fantail, tui and bellbird) have fared just as well as exotic
species.
Within remaining large areas of bush the native
species are still dominant (Westerskov 1987, 85).
An important
lecture on "Acclimatisation in Canterbury" was
delivered by W T L Travers for the foundation of the
Canterbury Society in 1864. Here he stressed that among the
purposes of the acclimatisation movement was "the spread of
indigenous animals, etc.,
from parts of the country where
they are abundant, to other localities where they are not
known" and
"to adopt
means for
the cultivation and
preservation of all indigenous natural products, which are
likely to be permanently useful to mankind" (Travers 1884,
408 and 410) .
The conclusion of his
lecture explicitly
underlined the value of both exotic and native species.
"Above all," he said, "let us hope that the public of this
province will
feel that any wanton destruction either of
imported creatures or of those indigenous to the province,
must be counted a sin against Him who provided all things for
our good" (Travers1886, 136).
Potts always showed an interest in native species as well as
in acclimatisation.
In his early diaries, along with many
references to planting European trees and flowers, we also
find him "collecting and planting native shrubs including the
scarlet flowering shrub [rata]" (3 Aug 1855).
A little later
that year,
Potts and his family "went a ramble to find some
of the plants of the lovely white flowering clematis" and was
fulsome
in its praise.
"What can be more beautiful," he
wondered, "than the appearance of those graceful wreaths of
snowy white which festoon the topmost boughs of some of the
highest trees" (28 Sep 1855).
While gaining a very comprehensive knowledge and experience
of growing
European and
other flowers and shrubs in
Canterbury (see 1888b) he also felt there was a place in New
Zealand gardens for New Zealand flora.
In his tree-planting
experiments he promoted native species along with exotics,
and warned that exotics might decline after initial success.
He published an article "On the cultivation of some species
of native trees and shrubs" with his gardener, William Gray,
in the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute in 1871.
(One cannot imagine many Victorian gentlemen naming an
employee as co-author of a paper to be read before a learned
society.)
Even then he was worried about the extinction and
localisation of flora, and noted that "many persons show
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almost a prejudice against planting native shrubs" (1871c
181) .
Sometimes,
even when planting exotics, Potts had
native species in mind.
For instance, he "planted a few of
several species of acacia for [the bellbird] in 1867, and ...
[was]
recompensed by the constant melody of bell-birds
throughout each winter" (1885d 277).
Similarly, Potts' interest in the acclimatisation of European
birds must be balanced with his observation of and support
for native bird life,
which I believe he saw as his most
important work. He was interested in both the native fauna
and exotic fauna,
just as he was interested in both the
native flora and the exotic flora,
and evidently saw little
conflict in promoting them both.
In fact he had an overriding reason for promoting both, more
important to him than any rigid division one could make (as,
in the twentieth century, we have tended to) between native
and exotic,
pronouncing one in place and the other out of
place.
Either could be useful in the development of New
Zealand.
It was the potential worth of any species to man
that was important, and any species could have value.
(Indeed, if every species was created by the Almighty, it
followed that every species did have value.)
Since the
native species had only recently been identified, their value
had often not been discovered. With time it would be foundif time was kept available.
But if species were destroyed
their potential use was
lost with them.
Conservation was
crucial because it prevented such a loss.
But by the same
token,
acclimatisation was crucial because it provided a
storehouse of exotics whose potential had already been
realised, many centuries having already been spent in finding
their value.
Thus,
in promoting the future development of
New Zealand,
it was necessary to support and practise both
acclimatisation and conservation.
Potts, with time, became more aware of the difficulty of this
dual promotion and felt that the balance had been lost, with
insufficient attention paid to conservation.
But he never
ceased to believe that the dual promotion must go on.
A
century later,
our society
still
attempts
this dual
promotion, both creating reserves for native flora and fauna
and seeking further utilisation of other natural resources
elsewhere.
An appreciation
of ecology,
however,
has
increased our understanding of the degree
of conflict
implicit in this.
The differentiation of roles within our
larger and more complex society has also decreased the
chances of one man sharing the two roles of industrial
developer and conservationist.
While we can still identify
the paradox within our society, we are less likely to find
the paradox within one man, as we do with Potts or Travers.
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Potts' approach to species was not.
however. as exclusively
utilitarian as this analysis implies.
Just as some exotic
species were introduced more for sentimental reasons than for
use (as Potts himself observes of the blackbird). so he was
attracted to native species not only with a view to their use
but also for their beauty.
He had gained a sentimental
attachment to native species in the course of his own
development as a New Zealander in the 1850s and 1860s when
they had been more abundant.
He grew to care for the tui and
the totara just as much as he cared for the blackbird and the
oak.
It is this which differentiates Potts from the vast majority
of first generation settlers who never saw clearly beyond the
promotion of the landscapes of their youth.
It marks him off
from those
like his friend John Hall, a passionate advocate
and practitioner of tree-planting - but the trees were always
English. and mostly oaks.
Potts modified his own attitude to acclimatisation in the
course of his life, growing more wary of it though. equally
definitely,
never condemning it outright.
His change of
attitude found open expression in 1872 with a paper "On
Recent Changes in the Fauna of New Zealand", which received
wide readership when printed in Out in the Open in 1882. with
a note
saying that "the efforts in the direction of
acclimatisation ... will require the most vigorous treatment,
in order to check some of the evils arising from the too
rapid increase in the numbers of several introduced species".
He contrasted,
on the one hand. "the introduction of foreign
birds". and, on the other,
"the increasing destruction of
many native species", and made a plea for "some general plan"
for acclimatisation (1882e 221-223). He stated that further
pheasant and other game birds could still profitably be
introduced - but that one also had to consider the effect on
indigenous species.
It is in this article that Potts made his clearest statement
against the fatalistic philosophy of extermination then
current.
He specifically opposed "the sentiment so often
uttered, that the disappearance of the native fauna is the
natural
consequence
of
Anglo-Saxon colonisation", but
underlined that "the conservation of forests
is either much
disregarded or entirely ignored". He also made the prophesy
(which,
a century later,
begins to be fulfilled)
that
eventually "the commercial element will step in and record
its veto against destruction...
because it will find out
that the preservation of forests can be made to pay".
Potts called specifically for "the extension of the schedule
of protected species", but he proposed that the New Zealand
Institute should advocate both the protection of useful
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native birds and the introduction of useful foreign birds.
Thus introduced species got the nod if some benefit could be
seen to stem from their introduction.
and. equally. the
protection of native birds was
justified on utilitarian
grounds rather
than from
their having any particular
significance as indigenes.
"Acclimatisation societies." he
believed. "might expend some energies in the re-establishment
of the most valuable of our native fauna".
He pointed out
that the scientific world would condemn New Zealanders if
they let the indigenous fauna become extinct. and that native
bird preservation was of value not
just to "the man of
science or the naturalist".
but also to "the political
economist. the farmer. the gardener and the sportsman" (1882e
234-236) .
In response to a reprint of this article in the Lyttelton
Times in 1874. an anonymous correspondent wrote a letter to
the editor
criticising
Potts'
duplicity
in opposing
acclimatisation, saying "it's an ill bird that fouls its own
nest."
He rightly observed that Potts had been VicePresident of the Society. Potts responded by hoping that "a
few lines of explanation may tend to mitigate the horror with
which a member of the
late Council seems to regard the
supposed depravity of my conduct".
He stated When I left the Canterbury Acclimatisation Society, some
six or seven years ago. I did so in the good company of
other early supporters of acclimatisation,
because it
was patent to us.
that whilst we bore our share of the
responsibility, we were without any control
in the
proceedings of the Society. (LT 9 May 1874)
From the evidence of this letter, Potts left the Canterbury
Acclimatisation Society some time between May 1867 and May
1868.
However, we also know that Potts was officially informed by
the Acclimatisation Society in March 1873 that he had been
"allotted a number of insectivorous birds to be turned out in
your grounds"
(NCAS, 1.193).
These
were presumably
introduced species. and Potts presumably accepted them, since
Farr (the Society's secretary) would otherwise not have
bothered to write to Potts again in August 1873 to "enquire
if you will take charge of and protect[?l on your estate, 12
Australian magpies which have been allotted to your district"
(NCAS 1.217).
The evidence suggests that Potts accepted
these birds;
he certainly wrote later of the effect magpies
had on the fauna in Governor's Bay.
Perhaps, knowing that if
he didn't accept the birds someone else would. and their
progress then be observed less scientifically, Potts simply
felt obliged to take the birds offered. But it does point to
a rather more complex picture than his simple removal from
the field of acclimatisation in 1867-68 suggested by his
letter of 1874. And while Potts may have abandoned the
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Acclimatisation Society, the Society did not abandon him.
They elected him a
"supernumerary Member of the Council" in
1883 (NCAS 3.680).
Perhaps by then Potts was sufficiently
venerable for the Acclimatisation Society to want it to be
seen that there was no rift between them.
Mature expression of Potts'
eventual attitude came in his
article "Introduced Birds the Blackbird" (1882). Here he
weighed up the case for acclimatisation,
noting that it had
resulted both in losses ("attacks on several kinds of crops")
and gains Ca decrease in "the ravages of the caterpillar" and
so on)
(1882e 294).
This shows most clearly that Potts was
never wholly against acclimatisation, but wanted it "treated
in a more intelligent manner", and wanted it matched by the
preservation of native species.
In 1887,
Potts summarised the situation in Christchurch,
giving his opinion on many of the introduced species. The
sparrow was definitely a pest, for which there was no easy
control, but the rook was definitely an asset. He found it
"a matter for congratulation, that this valuable and friendly
bird has thus shown a disposition to found colonies within
the ci ty" .
Without doubt,
rooks
"should be strict ly
preserved;
the farmer should cherish them for the good
service they render in devouring wire-worms and the grubs or
larvae of many forms of insect life" (1887a 459).
Similarly
respected was the
Australian
magpie,
despite earlier
observations on the decline of some native species in
Governor's Bay once it was introduced.
Potts wrote this only
a year before his death.
Clearly,
it
is
quite
false
to
view
Potts as a
"conservationist" without considering the other sides to him.
Even the word used -"conservationist"
is a twentieth
century coinage.
It
would be
particularly easy to
misrepresent Potts in a thesis written specifically to
display his
links with conservation.
To retain a true
balance, I wish next to consider his work as a "naturalist"
(a word which had gained its modern meaning by 1600).
We
find, though,
that just as his ornithological pursuits led
him to bird protection, so his interest in other branches of
natural history led him (and will
lead me) back to the
subject of conservation.
As late as 1946, one writer called Potts "the foremost field
naturalist of the country"
(Macmi 11 an 1946, 380).
Hi s
contribution was not limited to ornithology.
J
F Armstrong
thought sufficiently highly of Potts as a botanist (or else
as a patron) to name a plant,
Senecio pottsii,
after him
(Armstrong 1872b).
In particular, his work on ferns was
well-regarded. When G M Thomson published his early work on
ferns, he named Potts in his preface. together with Colenso,
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Kirk and Cheeseman, as "botanists who have done much to bring
about the present well-advanced state of scientific knowledge
in this·young country" (Thomson· 1882, viii).
In turning from the fauna to the flora, and more specifically
from birds to ferns, Potts was writing about an area perhaps
less contentious, and one in which Buller had little or no
interest.
Potts collected ferns even before leaving England
(1882e 85) and in his first few years at Governor's Bay
established an extensive fernery.
In looking at ferns as at
birds, Potts found evidence of declining populations and
called for conservation. He made his case for flora as well
as fauna; his own fernery could be viewed as a sort of an
"island reserve"
for flora.
or as an early example of a
botanic reserve.
In England, botanists were the first naturalists made aware
of the damage done by overzealous collectors and the first to
press for conservation.
They were shocked out of their
complacency by the "fern craze" or "pteridomania" of the
1850s and 1860s, when whole districts were stripped of ferns
by commercial collectors to grace fashionable drawing rooms
(Lowe 1983, 335).
Potts was no doubt aware of the debate.
Potts' major writings on ferns wwre his long series, "Fern
Leaves" (1877-1879), and his "Classified List of New Zealand
Ferns"
(1881-1882),
which between them later became a
considerable chunk of the book Out in the Open.
In general
these articles reveal little about Potts'
thought, but the
introduction to the second series showed him very consciously
addressing the common man, not the scientific expert. He was
"writing the descriptions in plain and simple words", because
"the everyday toil and employments of colonial life have not
permitted many,
the necessary time and leisure for the
attainment of scientific accomplishments"
(1882e 237 and
240)-.
He gave the clearest possible explanation of technical
terms.
noting for instance that cryptogamic plants are so
called because they have "secret marriages".
By al igning
himself with
the people,
and not
(or not only) with
specialists and scientists, he was in effect stating that the
New Zealand environment was for the enjoyment of all.
Only
when this became a wider assumption,
in the twentieth
century, could there be a popular conservation movement.
By not specialising in a particular area - by following the
tradition of the amateur
naturalist
rather
than the
developing tendency of the professional scientist - Potts
gained a picture of the interconnectedness of things.
This
lead to some crude sense of ecology and to an appreciation of
the need for conservation of habitat as much as conservation
of species.
The last of Potts' natural history essays in his
"Out in the Open" series tended to be more concerned with
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flora than fauna, but often dealt with both,
connections.

underlining the

As an example of this, we may consider an untitled article
which he wrote for the Country Journal of March 1886.
He
begins by discussing garden flowers in spring time Amongst native plants the climbing shrubs claim our
attention not only from the early flowering of some
species,
but also because they furnish with their
succession of blossoms what may be termed a floral
chain,
that entwines spring throughout its changeful
length and links it on to summer. Almost curious as an
instance
of
neglect,
is
the
inattention these
interesting shrubs have met with from cultivators; this
will likely be amended soon, as the plants are becoming
scarce, a charm which to most things gives more value
than either usefulness or beauty. (1886a 87)
He makes his way through the floral chain, describing in turn
the native clematis,
parsonsia
(kai-ku), Muehlenbeckia.
convolvulus and bush-lawyer, on the look-out, as usual, for
uses of plants.
Muehlenbeckia, for instance, "promises to
afford a very enduring material for basketwork", while "the
blossoms [of bush-lawyer] doubtless might be used to produce
an agreeable perfume" (1886a 88).
This leads him to further
remarks on wasted resources ...
And then,
extraordinarily, he begins to
write of the
strawberry.
He ponders the origin of the word, deciding it
came "from the verb to straw or strew, that is to stray, and
points not to the manner in which it was planted, but to the
straggling habit of the runners or offsets" (1886a 91). He
mentions the "strawberry preacher", defined as "a temporary
help who wanders from pulpit to pulpit, to preach for some
society,
to aid some absent or invalid minister or to
advocate some charity".
We may postulate that Potts saw
himself as a rambling "strawberry preacher", whose lines of
thought were
like the runners of
a strawberry plant.
Certainly this essay is a real "ramble", touching on forest
destruction and acclimatisation along the way.
I believe the
rambling style of these later essays was a conscious and
deliberate technique. They are linked together by the picture
of Potts walking in the garden or the country in roundabout
fashion, describing and commenting on what he sees along the
way.
In other essays of the same period he was using
"Rambler" as a nom de plume.
The later articles also ventured into entomology.
In
particular, Potts noted the appearance of "the humble bee,
the grazier's reputed friend, with a mission to fertilise red
clover flowers"
(1885f 470).
This insect was in many
people's minds in Canterbury at the time, since they had
finally been introduced in 1885 after three earlier attempts
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had failed (Farr 1889).
Potts saw them on Banks Peninsula
later that year; in January 1886 J B Acland reported one in
his garden in Mount Peel, and in February 1886 his cousin J D
Enys reported several at Castle Hill and Craigieburn.
From 1886 onwards there were complaints that the humble bee
was "depriving the hive bee of its honey".
Potts was
certainly doubtful
about the wisdom of its introduction. He
wrote some of his most beautiful prose, on the subject of the
humble bee, in his essay in the Country Journal for May 1886.
The Bumblebee or Hummel or bummlebee, according to older
English, in the spring and early summer days enacted the
part of the distinguished foreigner,
the
lion of the
season...
Well it carried out the role assigned to it;
it buzzed and hurried away from place to place, with all
the restlessness that marks the progress of the well
known globe-trotter ... we have already settled that
only good will follow its introduction here; it is to
fertilise the red clover, and tie another string to the
bow of the hard beset farmer ... It is a bold, bouncing
creature, blustering and vigorous, as though feeling the
spring and gladsomeness of life and joyful that fate had
brought it to a new and wondrous land so sunny and so
fertile.
Heedless perhaps in some slight degree, or it
would respect our prejudices and avoid meddling with
huge purple-crowned
thistles,
scarlet poppies,
and
divers other plants esteemed but as worthless weeds by
careful cultivators. (l886b 178)
Potts had come a very long way in his understanding of the
process of acclimatisation. By the end of his life he was
astute and perceptive on the subject of unforeseen and
undesirable consequences.
He had also developed a prose
style which,
I believe, was often very fine
indeed. This
opinion is in marked contrast to that of a recent scholar who
finds his writing "leaden" (Gibbons 1991. 51).
Potts'
very
last
articles described "Rambles in the
Chathams". Three pieces for the Canterbury Times were almost
purely descriptive,
and his pleasure was evident in them.
This was, after all, the nearest he had come to examining a
new flora and fauna since his arrival in New Zealand in his
youth.
But we sense that he came to the Chathams too late.
He failed to find the once abundant Chatham Islands Lily in
the wild, so heavily had the area been grazed by stock. He
noted how many of the native plants had been eaten by sheep,
and was dismayed to find an abundance of sparrows.
The Chathams articles for the Country Journal were more
It was as though he had found the story of the
reflective.
of
Banks Peninsula written all over again.
Here
destruction
was an even more dramatic example of sheep - those of his
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son-in-law,
in fact
destroying an entire environment.
Sheep were introduced to the Chathams in 1841, and had
flourished.
But "what has it cost to keep them?"
Almost every green thing has been devoured, flowering
and seed-time have been anticipated equally and share a
The wondrous and perfect schemes of Nature
common fate.
to ensure the reproduction of vegetation have proved
power 1 ess to avert the genera 1 destruct ion. ... Near I y
all this
lavish display
of
nature's
bounty has
disappeared before
the vigorous
onslaught of the
depastured stock.
It is replaced with sand
a
perpetual torment - ever shifting, always encroaching,
which with baneful effect has assumed the mastery over
many mi 1 es of the coast 1 ine. (1888d 370-371)
Stock had destroyed the Chatham Islands lily, the veronica.
the ake-ake.
He noted "the woeful decrease in the numbers of
many interesting species of native birds and their threatened
early extinction".
Only once. in his time on the Chathams.
did he meet with examples of the larger bellbird, Anthornis
melanocephala (now extinct).
Its song was " a concert to be
remembered, held under the arching roof of spreading boughs,
wreathed with drooping bannerols of fern fronds, filmy and
translucent,
that tempered daylight in the moss flecked
aisles of this temple of Nature as yet untouched in the
restless search for gain". To Potts, "it was like a dream of
old New Zealand over thirty years ago" (1888d 373).
The Chathams displayed, in all too readable microcosm. the
destruction wrought upon the native fauna and flora - even on
the native soil - by the introduction of the pakeha and his
agricultural practices.
If ever Potts needed an environment
to underline the disasters attendant upon the kind of
invasion of which he had been a part. the Chathams most
surely presented it to him.
He was saddened. may be even
devastated by it
and yet,
even then. he could not
altogether condemn it. Without a hint of opposition to the
idea, he remarked that "the wool growth of the islands ...
might be largely increased by the subdivision of runs into
smaller and more convenient sized paddocks; together with a
general cultivation of introduced grasses to supply the place
of the declining native herbage" (1888d 374). To condemn the
process would be to condemn that which had enabled Potts and
his large family to live in comfort for three decades.
Even
worse, it would be damning the son-in-law who had been his
host on the Chathams for half the year, and who was keeping
him solvent by buying his silver!
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TEN
GENTLEMEN CONSERVATIONISTS
In discussing pioneers in conservation, or scientists and
naturalists, or members of acclimatisation societies, we have
consistently been dealing with Christians and gentlemen - so
much so,
indeed, that we may wonder if there is something
specifically in the tradition of the gentleman,
or in
Christianity, which could lead these people to conservation.
It needs to be borne in mind, though, that Christianity has
led people
to virtually
everything else
as well as
conservation, and that many gentlemen showed no interest in
conservation.
The most important thing about being a gentleman (if not
impoverished) was that it left one time to pursue actions and
thoughts instead of always worrying about the next meal.
This degree of leisure and lack of want, only available to
gentlemen in colonial society, was necessary before one could
be enthusiastic about tree-planting (where the benefits were
forthcoming only in future decades)
or about conservation
(where the benefits accrued to future generations). This
helps to explain both
why
conservation
began
as a
conservative movement, and why it could continue as a popular
movement once a wider sector of the population had access to
leisure.
A century later,
among hard-pressed peoples,
conservation is seen as a luxury of the First World which the
Third World cannot afford.
Pioneering countries in the
late nineteenth century had
fluid, rapidly shifting economies, which were out of tune
with the kind of planned, long-term management necessary for
the conservation of timber or any other resource
(Hays 1959,
28).
Particularly in the "gold rush" years, few gave a
thought to conservation.
The sense of settlement perhaps
came more quickly to Canterbury than to Otago, because
Canterbury had no gold rush of its own. Perhaps it also had a
higher proportion of gentlemen, if not of Christians.
Potts saw Christianity as for the British, certainly. but not
necessarily for other races. He was strongly critical of the
activity
of
missionaries
when
he felt
it displayed
insensitivity.
"How many a poetical legend, as a conceit of
heathenness," he asked, "has been rasped away from the oral
traditions of the Natives by conscientious missionaries, in
their rough endeavours to establish a cold make-believe form
of religion, absolutely without faith.
for their so-called
converts" (1888a [4] 28).
By the end of his life he had come
to think that Christians had often been a poor example to the
Maori.
Describing the death of an old Maori neighbour of
his, he wrote -
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What room for belief is there that the peace of the glad
tidings of the Gospel has got ten across to this poor
wretch, who could only see in the future the dread
maleficient spirit that haunted every corner of his
'whare'? The spiritual net which the followers of St
Paul spread to enclose this soul amongst the faithful
has boggled in some way, but how? Poor old T -- was a
regular attendant at church, where he followed the
service with most devout observance.
Could it have so
happened that he learned his lessons of Christianity in
the larger Church of the everyday life of the white man?
Its doors always wide open, its teachings differing from
those of the preacher, may have engendered distrust in
the bosom of the observant native. (1886c 260)
Potts'
religion,
then,
left
him in
doubt about the
evangelisation of the Maori
(and also,
apparently, with no
need to oppose the evolutionary theory which threatened many
Christians) .
But it would be wrong to conclude from this
that Potts'
interest in r-e l igion was l uke warm. On the
contrary, the evidence is that he took his duties as a
Christian very seriously,
that he was deeply versed in
Christian theology, and that Christian thought and belief had
a profound effect on his own philosophy and actions.
Potts'
religious views probably supported him both in his
utilitarian and his conservationist attitudes towards nature.
In the nineteenth century setting, Christian emphasis on
man's role as steward of the earth was seen more often as a
mandate for colonisation than conservation, but at the same
time there was a
tradition
specifically
of "natural
theology".
Potts was deeply imbued with this, judging by the
books in his library. This tradition led to the treating of
all nature with reverence,
for it stressed that nature was
the handiwork of God (Berger 1983, xii and 45).
As a British
tradition,
it probably had more direct influence on Potts
than the
American traditions
of transcendentalism and
pantheism which helped to forge the concept of the national
park.
In "natural theology" key works were Gilbert White's The
Natural History of Selborne
(1789), William Paley's Natural
Theology; or, Evidence of the Existence of the Attributes of
the Deity Collected from the Appearances of Nature (1802) and
Burke's writings On the Sublime.
These works between them
provided a
kind of
religious sanction for scientific
investigation (Berger 1983, 31-32).
Potts had copies of all
these books in his library.
The
particular
significance
of
natural
theology to
conservation was its emphasis on the interconnectedness of
things.
All of nature was part of God's purpose, even when
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its use was not immediately apparent,
and all of it was
related to everything else. There is undoubtedly some sense
of the "web of life" in the later articles of Potts, who was
referred to in his lifetime as the Gilbert White of New
Zealand.
A sense of ecology,
or something like ecology, is
an obvious stimulus to a belief in the importance of
conservation.
Given this particular approach to religion,
Potts and his
kind could also remain happily free of political or social
radicalism.
The way things were was the way they had been
established by God, to be examined by the scientist to better
understand the natural hierarchy but not to change it.
Nature, classified under the Linnean system, was revealed as
ordered and ranked in much the same way as Victorian society
(Berger 1983, 49-50).
It was perfectly natural that Potts
and his fellow gentlemen should be there at the top.
In Potts' time, perhaps the most damning criticism of an
opponent was that his behaviour was not that of a gentleman.
One of the main criticisms Potts had of Buller, I suspect,
was that he was not a gentleman (however much he aspired to
be) and showed that he didn't know how to behave like one.
What, then, was a gentleman? No-one doubted that Potts was
one (as Docherty observed, and as Haast's son confirmed).
Further, was there something about his being so much a
gentleman that helped him to become a conservationist?
A
picture of Potts'
values emerges from an analysis of the
remarks he made in the House of Representatives (1866-1870).
In a sense,
these remarks are particularly constructive
because they date to the period before he had fully developed
his ideas on conservation.
Potts was very upset by waste, the opposite of conservation.
This is clear in his penny-pinching financial conservatism.
He consistently spoke for the pruning down of government
expenditure.
For instance, he proposed the reduction of a
clerk's salary in Timaru because "the revenues of Canterbury
were not in a very favourable state" (27 Sep 1867), and, on a
larger issue, he was against Vogel's raising of large loans
"in the present financial
condition of the country"
(2 Jun
1869).
"He was afraid that, under their new Government, they
were beginning a course of borrowing which, without great
watching, would lead the country to ruin" (19 Aug 1869).
Potts was concerned with the waste of labour as well as the
waste of money.
This is clear in his opposition to alcohol.
At the pools at Sulphur Point, he thought "it looked as
though rent was paid to the Maori proprietors,
not in money,
but by the absorption of so much rum" (1888a [4] p 28). He
proposed that the sale of alcohol should be prohibited to
soldiers at war against the Maori, believing that "the forces
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would be more likely to be successful
in the field if
canteens ["public-houses at the front"] were abolished" (18
Jun 1869)
All of this sounds very Tory.
But the concern
with waste of money and of men also led directly to a concern
with waste of wood and to his question on the destruction of
the native forests (7 Oct 1868).
As a corollary to Potts' concern with waste, he also urged
the utilisation of resources where this could be done
productively and profitably.
Just as it was waste for
resources to be destroyed to no purpose, so was it waste for
resources not to be used productively when they could be.
For a start, he approached human resources in this fashion.
The Maori, for instance, should be set to constructive tasks
rather than be antagonised by having their lands confiscated.
He wanted "to see a sum voted for the pacification of the
North by employing the Natives in peaceable pursuits" (13 Oct
1868, 287).
Goldminers,
a class he respected,
should be
encouraged to settle into regular employment.
In parliament
he proposed that a L100 prize be offered for the best essay
on "the means for securing the permanent settlement of the
mining population of New Zealand, and for fixing within the
Colony the capital which is being drained away from the
goldfields" (15 Oct 1868, 348).
Natural resources could also be utilised. He considered, for
instance, that the drainage of swamps should be compulsory,
since "it would add much to the areas of rich agricultural
land" (8 Oct 1868, 228).
But this concern came through most
powerfully in his proposals for local industries.
He argued
for the
classification and
price-fixing of land,
the
improvement of harbours,
the encouragement of immigration,
the exploitation of coal, and the preservation of timber.
He
also wanted new industries investigated
wine, olives,
perfume, woollen cloth,
deep sea fishing, leather, sugar
beet.
He shared with Travers,
Hector and many others an
obsession with the flax industry.
He felt that "if they
could once be put in possession of a machine which would spin
flax, the fate of New Zealand would be no longer doubtful"
(15 Jul 1870, 473-474).
It becomes a constant theme in Potts' writing that native
plants may have potential as sources of local industry.
In
1882 he noted that karamu berries might make "a wholesome
coffee-like beverage"
(1882e 285), and (presciently) that
"dyes from lichens" could prove useful.
He thought that
strips of alpine ribbonwood book could be used as rope (1891a
198) .
Waste could be avoided not just by the
resources, but also by the creation of order.

utilisation of
Potts' concern
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with order could be seen in his classification of birds and
ferns,
and he imagined that by an orderly approach the
undesirable consequences of acclimatisation might be avoided.
The same impulse was a factor in his support of the proper
classification of imports and exports (24 Sep 1867 and 24 Sep
1868),
and perhaps also in his interesting proposal for
public libraries and a system of copyright (22 Jul 1869 and 8
Jul 1870).
It was the need for orderly and appropriate government in the
increasingly unified colony of New Zealand that lead Potts to
oppose separatism (30 Sep 1868,
60-61).
He saw only a
limited role
in the
future
for
Provincial Councils,
expressing his views on these bodies in no uncertain terms he might say for the last ten years been
He had,
connected with Provincial Councils, and during that time
he had
seen very little to admire in Provincial
Institutions.
In fact he had seen so much to condemn,
as to cause him to hate the very name of Provincial
Government
He thought
["doing away with"] it would
be marking out a new era in the history of the Colony,
and would tend above everything to make the whole
country united, and to free them from those destructive
influences which interrupted the proper working of
government. (16 Jul 1869, 544)
In 1870 Potts supported the extension of the franchise,
apparently for no reason other than the creation of order.
It would help to sort out the tangle which surrounded
registration (7 Jul 1870, 260). This was not such a flippant
response to a crucial issue as that of another honourable
member who, when an impassioned Haughton declared "I say
decisively that every tax-paying animal should have a right
to vote" quipped "Sheep?". However,
it did show that Potts
had very
little idea of the theory or importance of
democracy.
Potts, then, had the blind spots of a Victorian gentleman,
assured in his position at the apex of the pyramid and not
doubting the rightness of that pyramid. But a gentleman also
had a concept of fair play, which could lean him towards
liberalism as effectively as many more profound theories.
Potts was certainly concerned with fairness, and as such was
a good person to be a member of Cracroft Wilson's 1868 Public
Petitions Committee.
He consistently brought up ideals of
fairness in the consequent debates in Parliament
(17 Se pt
1868,
405;
23 Sep 1868, 522-523; 30 Sep 1868, 79; 15 Oct
1868, 342).
It also lead Potts to a view on pre-emptive rights which was
very liberal
for a runholder.
In the course of the
Canterbury Waste Lands Bill in 1867, he protested that "the
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squatters had a greater right of pre-emption than was ever
contemplated by the Waste Lands regulations".
He felt that
while "the landholder had the right to select land in any way
he chose ... the public had not an equal
chance,
and the
result of the system was, that the plains of Canterbury were
intersected by miles of wire-fencing" (19 Sept 1867, 985).
Further,
He did not think that the Bill gave to the public that
right of free access which they ought to have over the
wastelands.
Some of the pre-emptive rights were very
large, and if the fences happened to run parallel it
would be difficult for the public to have such free
access over the country as it had a right to enjoy. (25
Sep 1867, 1097)
In the course of the debate,
others argued for and against
pre-emption in terms of runholders'
rights,
the Provincial
Council's
intentions,
or
legal
obligations.
Potts'
contribution, opposing pre-emption on the grounds that it
reduced public access to the land,
reads like a breath of
fresh air in the debate.
In the
light of Potts' growing
concern about public reserves at the time, this might almost
read as an early step towards the eventual acceptance of
national parks.
As a sort of coda to the present discussion, I wish to add a
few remarks about the Maori as they were perceived by some of
the Christian gentlemen I have mentioned.
The development of
a conservation philosophy in New Zealand in the twentieth
century has been helped by the perception that Maori had a
conservationist approach which ensured their ecosystem was
not destroyed.
While valuable as a myth, I believe this is
much too simplistic for truth.
As my
first chapter
indicated, destruction of the ecosytem began long before the
pakeha.
But it is indisputable that the Maori did have a
different approach from the pakeha to many things (most
notably, to
land ownership)
and did display elements of
conservationist thought.
Were
Potts or
any of his
contemporaries sufficiently open to
this difference of
approach to
learn from it and be guided to conservation? Or
were they just as one-eyed as the journalist in the Evening
Post, who considered that Horonuku only gifted Tongariro
because it was worthless?
Among the very few papers of Potts' friend, J D Enys, was "An
account of the Maori manner of preserving the skin of the
Huia
(1875).
In this he commented The slaughter that came under my notice last year was so
large, that I fear,
when the country is more opened up
the poor Huia will be come extinct, a fate I shall much
deplore
I ascertained that over 600 skins were
procured last year, from the back ranges of the East
Coast of the Wellington province, by the natives.
I may
11
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mention that,
part of the ranges have been made tapu by
the natives, for the last seven years, so as to protect
th~ Huia from being killed off.
(Enys 1875, 205)
Potts, like Enys, picked up on the use of the Maori word tapu
and he applied it to describe conserved trees on his fatherin-law's estate,
but it is impossible to determine to what
extent they were acquiring a new concept along with the new
term.
While it does not follow that Potts would give any weight to
their ideas, he was certainly sufficiently open to the value
of individual Maori to regard them as friends.
In the
respect he showed towards his Maori neighbour, "Old T", and
in the disrespect he felt
for some examples of pakeha
behaviour,
his attitude seems close to that of another
contemporary, James West Stack, who, after a lifetime among
the Canterbury Maori,
considered that "they were a truly
civilized people, whose code of honourable conduct was just
as high as [our] own." Stack observed that "it was a matter
of astonishment to English gentlemen,
to discover in the
course of some business transaction with an old Maori in
rags, whom he had despised, that the man possessed as keen a
sense of honour as his own, and was really more to be trusted
to act honestly and rightly than the majority of his own
countrYmen" (Stack n.d., 425-426).
This can be contrasted
with the opinion of the Maori expressed by Potts' friend
Stoddart, that "greed and selfishness are at the bottom of
their character in a much greater degree than is generally
found among wild tribes"
(Stoddart n.d.).
Stoddart,
certainly, could never learn anything from the Maori.
As we have noted,
a parallel was often drawn between the
dying native race and the disappearing native birds and trees
to prove the inevitability of it all, most notably by Darwin
and Hooker.
I have found no such parallel drawn by Potts,
but he did make tentative observations of his own about the
Maori, recording their habits in much the same way as he did
for other threatened indigenes.
In 1878 Potts visited the heart of King Country with Sir
George Grey.
At that time,
most of the Maori
in the area
were untouched by Christianity,
and even Christian converts
there retained Maori burial customs (King 1981, 96).
It was
precisely this independence from European influence that
appealed to Potts about the King Country Maori.
He was
excited by their withdrawal
from pakeha contact.
Potts
stressed that Maori hospitality he received there was mostly
from those who "lived entirely without the pale of Christian
teaching" (1882e 27-28) and that among them were many who are
"outlaws in the eyes of the Europeans". King Country. in the
manner Potts described it, sounded rather like a national
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domain, the endangered
Maori.

species

In

this

reserve

being the

In late 1887,
prompted by "the dismal news of the awful
catastrophe at Tarawera" , the destruction of the pink and
white terraces, Potts began a series on his own visit "To the
Hot Lakes", which took place in 1876.
In these articles he
displayed an understanding of how hard the coming of the
pakeha must have been for the Maori In the acts of his daily life the pakeha unfolded to
them sheets of information, of varied character. in the
arts of civilisation, illustrated with living pictures,
which
the
Natives
young and old endeavoured to
comprehend ... Maoris were expected by Europeans to
understand and properly value a system of civilization
with its
laws and customs that had taken a couple of
thousand years from its germ, to shoot up, flourish,
blossom, and rejoice over.
C1888a (2] 28)
This led him on to criticise what had been done to Maori
culture.
Potts was sensitive to Maori art, despite having European
sensibilities. His comments on the carvings at Tahiki were
as revealing as the carvings themselves At the
far end of the doorway were most indelicate
figures of both sexes; these, of course, may be of great
value as relating to
legends in Maori story.
If they
offend or outrage European notions of decency, they
could be easily veiled.
They are not more abominably
obscene than figures in some temples in eastern lands.
It would be barbarous to cause their destruction. (1888a
(5] 28)
Who, indeed, are the barbarians?
Outside the runanga house
in Tahiki Potts noted a fine Maori canoe which he hoped could
be "provided
(with] a weather-tight covering of raupo that
would have preserved it for many years".
He wrote "to the
then Native Minister, the
late Sir Donald McLean.
on the
subject of
preserving this and many other interesting
examples of Maori art and workmanship" (1888a (5] 28).
There are one or two other examples of Potts trying to
conserve native artefacts,
suggesting a parallel with his
activities to conserve native flora and fauna.
In 1874, when
a Maori House was being erected within Canterbury Museum, he
expressed concern about the wood and paint being used.
He
wrote to the Provincial Superintendent that if any alteration takes place in the erection of the
Maori House, other than what is simple restoration, such
a departure from the original building will only be
accomplished at the costly price of
losing a valuable
and most interesting ethnological study, illustrating
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the old habits, manners and customs of so many of our
fellow subjects. (Potts to Rolleston, 25 Jun 1874)
In 1876 he raised with both McLean and Grey the idea of
making a photographic record of individuals from every Maori
tribe (Potts to Grey,
8 Jul
1876), and he perhaps had this
project in view when he published his photograph of a Moriori
in 1879 (1879i).
Evidence for Potts' involvement with the Maori at Raupaki,
between Governor's Bay and Lyttelton,
is sketchy,
but his
acquaintance with local Maori
is evident in a short article
he published in 1883. He described the Maori on the steps of
Lyttelton post office and commented We enquire into the doings of rabbits or sparrows, and
record the feats of dogs and horses;
the anxiety we
display about the welfare of sheep, cattle, and pigs is
praiseworthy; may we be permitted to devote a few lines
to the state of living of the former owners of all these
fert i I elands. (1883c 207)
In a way this is rather patronising - it seems never to have
occurred to Potts to study his own race as he would study
animals - but, on the other hand,
to give the Maori any
consideration at all was somewhat unusual in his day.
When
he spoke of the changes to "the Maoris, that dwell so near to
us yet are so distinctly not of us" he was surely describing
the situation in Raupaki Bay.
We find that with the
lapse of time,
changes in the
manners of the natives are as evident as that the
stately black pines have given place to the Australian
blue gum trees which dot the slopes that lead down to
the pah.
A village has arisen on the site of the old
Maori
pah;
this has come about gradually, till the
weather-board cottage with its shingled roof has ousted
the ancient raupo warri, with low entry, narrow spyplace and thick grassy thatch, the handier whaleboat has
superseded the time-honoured canoe. (1883c 208)
He noted that "the Europeanised Natives have undergone many
severe struggles to maintain their foothold in the few camps
of refuge that yet lie open to them" and described the
destruction of their food sources.
"Drainage of swamps and
other improvements have put an end to their duck-hunting," he
observed.
"Pigeons, kakas,
amd some smaller woodland birds
were also hunted, but the rapid disforesting of this district
has made this custom a thing of the past".
Once Potts had
made the
leap of seeing the Maori as a people with their own
culture he could regard their hunting traditions with as much
interest and respect as those of his own race.
The basic conflict in Potts' life was between his two roles
as colonist and conservationist, and in many of the articles
he wrote he was fumbling to make some sense of this conflict,
perhaps to provide a synthesis under which his actions in
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both roles could be reconciled.
Once aware of the conflict,
his actions
and recommendations attempted to strike a
balance.
He wanted to encourage the bringing of things new
and different
to New Zealand while at the same time
interfering as
little as possible with what was already
there.
Where necessary, the old had to be protected from the
new.
I think Potts acted very consciously in this way when dealing
with the flora and fauna.
Beyond this, there is perhaps also
a hint or two of Potts seeking to resolve the same conflict
and display the same balance when writing about the human
fauna.
Thus he conspired to be an Anglican runholder who was
against
the
New
Zealand Wars,
against the wholesale
confiscation of Maori land, against much missionary activity,
and enthusiastic about the Kingites who refused to yield to
European influence.
But Potts did not get far in extending his observations and
ideas into the human field.
He never came to grips with the
opposition between Maori and pakeha. He would, I think, have
seen himself as a
forest and bird man.
Had he gone on to
extrapolate his conclusions on the need for balance between
acclimatised and native species into the human field, he
would perhaps have culminated with the concept referred to
these days as biculturalism.
But of course no Victorian
gentleman could have gone that far along the track.
Some,
like Potts,
could at least reject monoculturalism, but they
were too firmly
locked in,
too
secure in
their own
superiority, to proceed further.
Travers, in 1870, demonstrated how far sympathy to the Maori
could extend within the strictures of the model or rationale
of colonisation.
If the Maori can,
so far as wise policy and a generous
statesmanship can accomplish it, be admitted to an equal
share with the intending colonizer in all the advantages
of a progressive civilization;
then we may look with
satisfaction at the close of the long night during which
this country gave birth to no science, no philosophy, no
moral teaching,
and hail the dawn of centuries in which
it is to claim a place in the commonwealth of nations,
and bear a part in the accelerated progress of the human
race. (Travers 1869, 313)
Travers could, to some slight extent,
sympathise with the
Maori
he
finds the "disorganization of their own social
condition" unfortunate and not "pleasing" but he could in
no way empathise with them.
Stack and Potts did at least
manage to look a little way down that road.
Unlike Potts,
inevitability.

Travers
spoke
frequently
in
terms
What else could we have done? he said, in

of
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effect.
He thought it almost a
"law of nature" that
"wherever a white race comes into contact with an indigenous
dark race,
on ground suitable to the former, the latter must
disappear in a few generations" (Travers 1869, 308),
As for
the flora and fauna, if we recalled "the dreadful extremities
to which the first European settlers were reduced in the
early days of American discovery
in a country whose
natural productions were enormously in excess of those in
these Islands" we would at once see "how little could have
been done here, by even the most civilized and energetic
settlers,
without the aid of the animals and plants which
have been introduced"
(Travers 1869,
330).
With the
necessary introduction of the new went the necessary removal
of the old, whether termed conquest of the wilderness or
displacement of indigenous species.
Roderick Nash,
the American philosopher of the environment,
would have it that "in the vocabulary of material progress,
wilderness
had
meaning
only
as
an obstacle",
that
"subjugation of wilderness was the chief source of pioneer
pride",
He observed that "it was
[the]
children and
grandchildren [of frontiersmen], removed from the wilderness
condition, who began to see its ethical and aesthetic values"
(Nash 1967, 41-43).
Travers, a century earlier, had attempted to analyse the same
historical process When civilised man transplants himself to a new country
he carries with him a special knOWledge of the value of
a certain number of organisms
whilst,
in all
probability, he is absolutely,
or at
least greatly,
ignorant of the uses or value of the natural productions
of his newly-adopted home , .. He has at this period of
active settlement
no time to study the value or
character of the organic life which he finds there, and
accordingly he proceeds at once to bring land under
cultivation,
to sow it with the
seeds of plants
previously foreign to the soil, and to introduce such
domestic animals as are most useful
to him,
either in
the way of food or for purposes of labour. (Travers
1869, 326)
His description fitted exactly with what Phillips and Potts
did in the vicinity of Rockwood.
But the case of Potts does
not fit with Travers'
description of what usually happened
thereafter In the struggle which he is henceforth destined to carry
on as a colonist, he becomes, as a rule, more and more
careless of the native productions, unless they present
some prospect of being immediately useful and directly
profitable
.. , As a rule, the forest stands in the way,
and is recklessly and improvidently burnt or otherwise
destroyed. (Travers 1869, 326)
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Combining the analyses of Travers and Nash, we get a picture
of the changes in man's attitude to the wilderness or at
least
(in
the New Zealand context)
to native forest.
Initially, the pioneer destroyed bush out of necessity (as he
saw it).
Later, with the retreat of need, the pioneer or his
children destroyed bush out of habit more than necessity.
Only then
did the continuing destruction begin to be
questioned, and only then did much sense of the material
value of the bush emerge.
This marked the beginning of
resource conservation if
not
of
nature conservation.
Finally, when destruction was continued into the time of
grandchildren, the reasoning was widened and the spiritual
value of the bush emerged.
It was only then that the modern
meaning of the word conservation gained dominance, and that
the ethos of national
parks and the environmental movement
could be developed.
Potts began his colonial
life when New Zealand society's
approach to wilderness was destructive.
In his maturity he
was the greatest questioner of his
generation of the
destruction of the bush.
Living through this period and
voicing his society's doubts about what was happening to the
bush, he also spoke the first phrases heralding a time when
the bush would be venerated.
More than
any of his
contemporaries, he opposed the decline which was thought
inevitable, gloried in the bush and its inhabitants, and
promoted conservation.
This is why,
a century and more
beyond his death, he can speak to us.
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